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1.2 Chapter 1 
The abject of this thèsis is to design a MS Windows application based on an 
existing set of DOS programs. This application is aimed to serve as both a 
research and ail educational training system for students. It allows them 
to perform analyses, i.e. l\1IL analysis, on digitized trabecular bone specimens 
and to display charts based upon these analyses results. lt may also serve as 
a diagnostic support in the field of Osteoporosis of the Spine. 
The Thesis is divided into four main parts : 
• First, we introduce the necessary biomedical principles and we explain in 
particular the osteoporosis of the spine problematic. 
• Then we describe the exisiting DOS application, stressing requirements 
we have been asked to fullfill in order to make up its deficiencies and short-
comings as well concerning functionalities than performances or user 
friendliness. And, we present the complete Development Process of our 
program as well as the original programmation techniques we have used 
and the original algorithms we have developed. 
• Finally, we will apply the TRIDENT Methodology as another approach 
for the Development Process 
After the conclusion, we introduce further developments that seem interes-
ting to consider. These take into consideration next generation operating sys~ 
tem such as MS Windows NT which provide full 32-bit support and which 
look promising to provide even better performances. We will also present 
some other improvements susceptible to make interaction with other applica-
tions easier for the user, and aimed at providing him with a better three-
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CHAPTER 2 
An Introduction to Bio-
medical Engineering of 
the Spine 
In this chapter, we introduce the basic vocabulary, the basis knowledge and 
the key points of biomedical engineering of the spine needed to understand the 
rest of our thesis. We first present the problematic of Osteoporosis defined in 
[Hansson-Keller9 5] . 
1. Osteoporosis of the Spine : The Problematic 2 
1.1 Introduction 2 
1.2 Epidemiology 2 
1.3 Basic Bone Physiology 5 
1.4 Vertebral Strength 8 
1.5 Vertebral Morphology 15 
1.6 Biomechanical Adaptation of the spine 22 
1. 7 Failure Patterns in Osteoporosis 24 
1.8 Radiographie Assessment And Spinal Osteoporosis 26 
2. Overview of the Thesis 28 
2.2 Chapter 2 
1. Osteoporosis of the Spine : The Problematic 
1.1 Introduction 
Osteoporosis, which is characterized by a reduction in skeletal bone mass and 
concomitant change in skeletal structure, produces an increased risk of frac-
ture in patients and thus has a devastating effect in terms of morbidity, mortali-
ty and cost of health care in our increasing senile population. Osteoporosis 
affects both the appendicular and axial skeleton of adults, and is a well reco-
gnized public health problem of increasing proportions. Over 1.2 million 
fractures occur in the United States each year, including over 500,000 cases of 
vertebral fracture, and 200,000 cases of hip fractures, one-third to one-half of 
which occur in women over the age of 65. In the United States, the personal 
and medical costs associated with osteoporotic fractures are expected to in-
crease dramatically in the next two decades, since the number of individuals 
over the age of 65 has been predicted to double by the year 2010 [1983 United 
States census]. 
A close association between bone minerai loss due to osteoporosis and the risk 
of fracture has been clearly established. Skeletal structures, such as the verte-
bral bodies and proximal femur, which are comprised primarily of trabecular 
bone appear to be particularly at risk. Thus, development of clinical diagnos-
tic tools sensitive enough to identify imminent fracture or collapse of vertebral 
bodies and other weight-bearing tissues is essential. Until these tools are deve-
loped, the ability of a clinician to clearly evaluate a patient' s bone status, pre-
vent osteoporosis or determine the effect of therapeutic treatments is severely 
limited. 
1.2 Epidemiology 
The aging skeleton is characterized by a graduai loss of bone mass which de-
creases bone strength (force or stress at failure) and increases fracture risk. A 
























An Introduction to Biomedical Engineering of the Spine 2.3 
vely these processes are referred to as primary osteoporosis. At the present 
time the precise etiology.of primary osteoporosis is unknown. 
Because of increased morbidity and immobility produced by hip fractures, ma-
ny epidemiological studies of osteoporosis have focused on hip fractures . 
Until recently, vertebral fractures were deemed to be of lower incidence and 
concem tha~ _hip fractures. There are, however, no reasons why increases in 
the incidence of hip fractures should not reflect a similar increasing incidence 
of osteoporotic spine fractures. A recent Swedish study found that 43% of the 
subjects who had a hip fracture also had one or more vertebral fractures of an 
osteoporotic type [Zetterberg et al 1990]. Of note, is the fact that the preva-
lence of osteoporosis seems to have become more and more common, particu-
larly in industrialized countries. This increase is partly explained by the fact 
that populations in most industrialized countries are growing older but also by 
an increased risk. The osteoporotic vertebral fracture is probably the most 
frequent of all fragility fractures, particularly if every vertebral fracture in the 
spine is considered. 
Vertebral fracture is about four times more common in women than in men, 
and the risk for a vertebràl fracture has been found tq increase almost expo-
nentially with age. The frequency of osteoporotic vertebral fracture also in-
creases during menopause in women. From this point on there is a steady in-
crease in vertebral fracture frequency throughout life. In this respect the ver-
tebral fragility fractures differs from fractures of the distal radius. The preva-
lence of the latter increases at the same age as the vertebral fracture, but levels 
out after age 60-65. An interesting recent finding is that the increase in risk 
for a fragility fracture between 1985 and 1991 was almost twice as high for 
men as for women [Zetterberg et al, 1994]. Depending on the age groups 
studied ( 40 to >80 years ), the prevalence of osteoporotic- vertebral fractures 
varies from around 5% to somewhat over 50%. 
Radiographically detectable compression fractures of the spine for most clini-
cians has verified the presence of osteoporosis or bone fragility. Without any 
2.4 Chapter 2 
known pathomorphological aberrations distinguishing osteoporotic bone from 
non-osteoporotic bone tissue, the fracture itself defines pathology. Since the 
occurrence of a fracture is not only the result of the mechanical properties of 
the bone, but is also a function of the fracturing trauma, both factors must be 
considered when defining osteoporosis. In the presence of a patient with a re-
cent fracture, knowing nothing or very little about the patients bone quality or 
the forces involved in the trauma, the most practical way for clarifying whether 
a fracture is osteoporotic or not, is Harold Frost' s criteria of the « everyday 
trauma». Frost stated that a fracture occurring as a consequence of an every-
day trauma indicates that the patient has osteoporosis or bone fragility. Even 
if the technology today allows us to determine, for example, the amount of 
bone minerai in different parts of the humc1;n skeleton we still lack practical 
techniques for measuring the fracture generating forces. Therefore the 
« everyday trauma » definition is still a practical measure for estimating bone 
fragility [Frost 1993]. 
Without any distinct differences between the bone tissue in the osteoporotic 
versus the normal subject there are, however, apparent difficulties in assessing 
the limits for normality. Since demineralization of the human skeleton is 
usually a more or less continous process from relatively early in life, weake-
ning of the skeleton is a part of normal life and aging. An osteoporotic or 
fragility fracture occurs in those subjects in which the demineralization pro-
gresses to a level where the spine or other parts of the skeleton no longer can 
resist an everyday trauma. In many subjects with spinal osteoporosis the ver-
tebrae may become so demineralized that they can not resist the spinal loads 
accompanying everyday life. Since the amount of bone minerai in combination 
with the loading conditions determines the occurrence of a fracture, a subject 
with a low amount of bone minerai, but no fracture, has osteopenia. A sub-
ject with a low amount of bone minerai and a fracture sustained during a mi-
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1.3 Basic Bone Physiology 
Bone is a two-phase, pC>rous, direction~, composite material, comprised of hy-
droxyapatite (inorganic or mineral phase) and collagen ( organic phase). In the 
normal adult skeleton, hydroxyapatitie constitutes approximately 2/3 of the 
weight or about 50% of the volume of dry bone tissue. Bone composition can 
be described by several histologie variables, including minerai content, porosi-
ty and density. The density (mass/volume) may refer to either the wet or dry 
tissue density (mass/unit volume of solids) or the wet or dry bulk density 
(mass per unit volume of a region of bulk bone ). Bone devoid of pores bas a 
tissue density or specific gravity of approximately 2 g/cm3. Bulk density or 
apparent density (Pa), however, is a measure of both the porosity and minerai 
content ofbone and range from < 0.1 g/cm3 to approximately 2.0 g/cm3. All 
of these histologie variables have been used to describe the composition of 
bone. From a morphological point-of-view, two principal types of bone are 
recognized : cortical and cancellous. In the adult skeleton, both cortical and 
cancellous bone have roughly the same amount of minerai, except in metabolic 
diseases such as osteogenesis imperfecta for which the minerai content is si-
gnificantly reduced. Cortical or « compact » bone is generally distinguished 
from cancellous or « trabecular » bone by its lower porosity ( < 30% pores by 
volume) and higher apparent density (> 1.7 g/cm3), and is most prevalent in 
the shafts of long bones. The ends of long bones and the axial skeleton ( spine) 
are comprised primarily of trabecular bone, which in the case of the axial ske-
leton has a porosity greater than 70% or an apparent density less than 0.6 
g/cm3. By virtue of its inherent porosity, trabecular bone has an extremely 
complex structure or « architecture ». Decreases in bone mass associated with 
aging, inactivity and menopause have profound effects on the architecture of 
trabecular bone. Collectively, the changes or «adaptations» in skeletal mass 
and architecture are refered to as modeling and remodeling processes . 
1.3.1 Modeling and Remodeling 
Modeling and remodeling are two different biologie activities which can affect 
the architecture of cortical and trabecular bone . 
2.6 Chapter 2 
Modeling or structural adaptation can change the shape and size of the surfa-
ces of the bone via resorption and formation processes. Adaptation can take 
place as macro-change in the shape or size of an entire skeletal part, mini-
change in the shape and size of an individual trabecula, or mini-modeling- a 
change which determines the type of bone formed. Modeling is postulated to 
have an aging component as well as loading component, and in terms of .the 
latter structural adaptation seems to be the response to the strain history ex-
perienced by the tissue. Modeling can increase bone mass, but can ndt de-
crease bone mass. 
Remodeling takes place through basic multicellular units or BMU s. Each unit 
' 
remodels a microscopie quantum or packet of bone. The remodeling sequence 
is an orderly cascade including activation, resorption and formation or ARF. 
Activation involves the initiation of the resorptive ability of the BMU. Re-
sorption by osteoclast cells create cavities when bone and matrix is removed. 
Formation is the repair phase by which the resorption cavities are filled with 
new tissue via osteoblast cells. The end result of the Activation-Resorption-
Formation BMU sequence is a new « packet » of bone or so-called Basic 
Structural Unit (BSU). 
The amount of bone replaced in one remodeling sequence ( about four months) 
is roughly 0.05 mm3. There are three possible outcomes for the BSU during 
one remodeling sequence : a net increase in the amount of bone, net decrease 
in the amount of bone, or equal amount of bone. Remodeling takes place on 
all surfaces of the bone-periosteal, cortical-endosteal, haversian and trabecular. 
Without pharmacological help, however, a net gain ofbone can only appear on 
the periosteal surface. On the trabecular and cortical endosteal surfaces the 
remodeling sequences are generally negative. The trabecular and cortical en-
dosteal surface bone loss during one ARF sequence is estimated to about -
0.003 mm3• Bone remodeling is a lifelong process, and is considered to be a 
somewhat faster process in children than in adults. Remodeling events explain 
skeletal changes such as the expansion of the marrow cavities in long bones, 
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tant thinning of the cortices with increasing· age. Bone remodeling also ex-
plains why skeletal stru~tures proportionally rich in spongy bone (vertebrae, 
',. -,; 
the hip region, proximal humerus, distal radius, the pelvic bones, the knee re-
gion) are more prone to loose bone mass and throughout life . 
Microfracturing or fatigue fracture formation is another means in which both 
modeling and remodeling can_ be affected. Fatigue fracture formation is consi-
dered to be a normal occurrence in the human skeleton. Indeed, healing mi-
crofractures have been found in many locations within the skeleton, including 
the spine and hip. Hence, one must assume that both modeling and remode-
ling will respond to microfracturing in order to prevent the accumulation of 
microtrauma, which if unchecked will produce gross fracture. Remodeling 
processes will replace the damaged bone with new bone, while modeling pro-
cesses will modify bone structure in a manner which may make it more resis-
tant to failure during periods of overloading . 
1.3.2 Stimulus for Skeletal Adaptation 
· Although numerous theories regarding the stimuli for skeletal adaptation have 
been proposed, tissue strain (deformation per unit length) is considered by 
many investigator to be of central importance to this processes [Keller et al 
1989b]. A normal bone fractures at strains corresponding to about 25,000 µe 
(microstrain, or 10-6 mm/mm). During normal daily activity, bone strains do 
not usually exceed about 1500 µe. Strains above this magnitude are likely to 
initiate modeling processes - woven bone formation in the immature skeleton, 
and lamellar bone formation in the mature skeleton. Continous exposure to 
strains lower than 1500 µe presumably do not elicit a modeling response. 
However, during exposure of the skeleton to strains below 50 µe, such as that 
occurring during episodes of acute disuse, skeletal remodeling will be initiated 
through the activation of more BMU's than normal. Consequently, the trabe-
cular and endosteal surfaces will experience a deficit in the formation of new 
bone in the ARF sequence. Since no compensatory mechanisms (modeling 
and microfracturing) are present during the disuse period, the result will be a 
net loss ofbone . 
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During normal activity, strains in the range 50 - 1500 µe are hypothesized to 
keep resorption and formation at a similar magnitude. This implies that, over 
a long period, bone will be lost since the ARF remodeling sequence tends to 
keep the balance between resorption and formation towards the negative side. 
Physical exercise producing strains of sufficient magnitude and/or changes in 
skeletal loading which alter the distribution of strains within a skeletal struc-
ture can activate modeling processes to form new lamellar bone and thereby 
preserve or even increase skeletal mass, which in tum limit the range of strain 
in the skeleton. The overall result of a « strain limiting » strategy, therefore, is 
to preserve or maintain a « safety factor » within the bone material. Given the 
complexity of the skeleton' s functional loading environment, it is not obvious 
how remodeling and modeling, which are cellular processes, could determine 
just how close to deleterious strain levels in the skeleton cornes during activi-
ty, and adjust mass accordingly. Consequently, some researchers have propo-
sed that bone cells are predominantly sensitive to strains within specific fre-
quency bands and react to increases or decreases in the strain energy within 
that band. Another possibility is simply that the stimulus « threshold » at 
which bone cells respond in a positive or « osteogenic » manner is mediated by 
the stimulus frequency; certain frequencies eliciting a lower stimulus threshold 
in the bone cell transduction process. 
1.4 Vertebral Strength 
The spine is a weight bearing structure which, besicles protecting the spinal 
cord and offering exceptional flexibility and range of motion, must continually 
support the weight of the torso and head. Together with everyday activities, 
these structures must support to a significant degree, axial compressive forces 
on the vertebrae and intervening dise tissues. In the Ll-L4 lumbar spine this 
amounts to approximately 50-60% of the subjects body weight. Consequen-
tly, numerous investigators have examined the axial, compressive strength 
properties of cadaveric human thoracolumbar vertebrae. Ultimate strength 
values ranging from about 1 to l 5kN have been recorded in these experimental 
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years). To which èxtent the inability to obtàln specimens representative of the 
entire population has influenced these strength values is hard to estimate . 
However, it is reasonable to assume that the compressive strength of vertebrae 
is grossly underestimated for ages below 50 years. Experimentally, as well as 
clinically, large variations in bone strength have made it very difficult to define 
a specific threshold or even a range with which to differentiate normal bone 
from osteoporotic bone. The latter also requires knowledge of the physiologie 
forces and stresses which act on the vertebral structures. 
1.4.1 Vertebral Fracture Threshold 
ln vivo dise pressure measurements are still the most realistic reference values 
for estimating the actual p~ysiologic loads acting on the human lumbar spine. 
By simply extrapoling Nachemson's lumbar dise pressure results correspon-
ding to « everyday activities », one can predict that ultimate compressive 
stress values for the L3-L4 spine should be in the range 150-175 N/cm2. Pre-
sumably this might represent the threshold at or below which the risk for a 
vertebral fracture is increased during « everyday » activities. In lieu of the ve-
ry few clinical studies in which the magnitude of fracture trauma has been 
considered, however, it seems likely that these values are much to narrow in 
range to represent a realistic phy~iologic range with which to define vertebral 
fracture risk. As a result, considerable effort has been devoted to establishing 
reliable experimental and clinical measures of skeletal strength and fracture 
risk. 
1.4.2 Experimental Assessment of Skeletal Strength and Fracture Risk 
ln vitro studies of cadaver spines have long ago revealed close relations bet-
ween measures of the amount ofbone (ash weight, wet and dry weight, appa-
rent density, etc.), and the compressive strength of vertebrae. Initially, interest 
in characterizing the mechanical and physical properties of vertebrae and other 
skeletal structures originated in the need to evaluate fracture risk associated 
with aging and disease. More recently, this interest has intensified due to the 
need to understand implant-bone interactions and biological fixation. Thus, 
numerous in vitro studies of the physical and mechanical behavior of bony tis-
sues can be found in the literature. Sorne of these studies have established si-
-----------------------
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gnificant mathematical relationships between clinical, non-invasive measures of 
bone density and bone mechanical properties [Keller et al 1989a]. One of the 
most striking features ofboth the in vitro and in vivo datais the large variation 
in density, modulus and strength reported. 
1.4.3 Relationship Between Bone Density and Compressive Strength 
Both linear and non-linear mathematical relationships have been used to cha-
racterized the dependence of modulus and strength on trabecular bone density, 
with current sentiment among investigators tending to favor the power law 
formulations originally described for human and bovine trabecular and cortical 
bone tested in compression and tension. In describing trabecular bone com-
pressive mechanical behavior, most investigators have found skeletal strength 
to be proportional to apparent density squared, but significant variations of 
data are commonly found among different studies. Variations in minerai con-
tent (ash fraction, calcium and phosphorus fractions) such as those which are 
evident during growth also influence bone mechanical properties. In the nor-
mal adult skeleton, however, variations in minerai content are generally very 
small and contribute very little to the mechanical response of cortical and tra-
becular bone, except in metabolic diseases such as osteogenesis imperfecta. 
In a recent comprehensive study of human vertebral trabecular and femoral 
cortical bone, the apparent density of 496 specimens ranged from 0.05 to 1.89 
g/cm3 resulting in over a 3000-fold difference in bone strength over this range 
[Keller 1994]. Bone strength was closely correlated to tissue apparent dry 
density (Pa), minerai fraction (a.) and apparent ash density (Pa= minerai frac-
tion x apparent dry density). The variation in bone strength was best descri-
bed by power functions (y=ax") of bone apparent ash density. Bone strength 
(S, Mpa) was approximately proportional to the square of the apparent ash 
density (g/cm3) in the case of the vertebral bone specimens (n=200, Pa< 0.1 
g/cm3): 
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and to the square of the apparent ash density in the case of the femoral bone 
specimens (n=296, 0.1 < p < 1.22 g/cm3) : 
S = 116 Pcx 2.03±0.03 (R2 = 0.93) (eq.2) 
each model explaining roughly 80-90% of the variation in bone strength. 
Theoretical analyses of the mechanisms of cell wall deformations of idealized 
open and closed cell porous engineering materials support the use of a squared 
power law to describe the relationship ofbone strength to apparent density. 
Over 90% of the variance in skeletal strength was explained by apparent densi-
ty when the vertebral and femoral bone data were combined (n=496, 0.03 < p 
< 1.22 g/cm3) : 
S = 117 Pcx t.93 ±0.02 (R2 = 0.97) (eq. 3) 
Based upon the 97.5% confidence intervals associated with these models of 
bone strength, predictions obtained by extrapolating equation (1) high density 
values (Pcx = 1.22 g/cm3), resulted in gross underestimation of bone strength 
(approximatively 3-fold) in comparaison to the values obtained :from the ap-
propriate regression equation. Closer agreement between femoral model ex-
trapolations of strength to the lowest density specimens was obtained. Similar 
predictions based upon the values obtained :from the combined data (eq.3), 
however, resulted in close agreement to the 97.5% confidence intervals for 
strength computed separately from the vertebral (eq.1) and femoral (eq.2) 
bone data. These results support the notion that extrapolations do not yield 
valid results, and that reliable predictions can only be obtained over the data 
range evaluated . 
This remarkable difference in mechanical properties reflects, at least in part, 
the skeleton's adaptive response toits· mechanical environment. In addition to 
environmental and testing conditions, much of this variation can also be attri-
buted to the anatomical origin and age of the specimens . 
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Recognizing that there is a close association between bone apparent density 
and bone mechanical properties has prnmpted numerous in vivo investigations 
focusing on establishing mathematical relationships between bone strength and 
clinical measures of skeletal density. 
1.4.4 Clinical Estimates of Skeletal Strength and Fracture Risk 
The advent of non-invasive techniques for determination of the amount of 
bone minerai in the spine, e.g. dual (DPA) and triple photon energy absorp-
tiometry, quantitative computerized tomography (QCT), double (DEXA) and 
triple (RAT) energy x-ray absorptiometry, have made non-destructive bone 
quantifications possible in vitro as well as in vivo. Bach of these techniques 
provide a precision of about 1-4 percent and are accurate to about 3-10 per-
cent in comparaison to direct measurements of bone ash content (inorganic 
weight). These techniques also allow quantitative measurement ofbone densi-
ty in relationship to average density for both age matched and younger indivi-
duals and can be used as a criterion for the definition of osteoporosis. The 
definition of osteoporosis has varied but is generally defined in the range of 
2.0-2.5 standard deviations below the mean density for an average 30 year old 
adult of the same séx. Since all of these measurement approaches can be used 
both i11; vitro and in vivo, each have provided great advantages in spinal re-
search. 
In general non-invasive measurements of bone density - bone minerai content 
(BMC, g/cm), bone minerai density (g/cm2), and trabecular density (p, g/cm3)1 
- have explained roughly 25 to 80 percent of the variation in thoraco-lumbar 
vertebrae trabecular bone axial compressive strength when expressed as linear 
(y=bx + a) relationships or power (y= ax1î relationships [Keller et al 1989a]. 
Vertebral trabecular bone strength (S, Mpa) predictions based upon BMC 
(g/cm) obtained from the latter study: 
S = 0.13BMC 2·25 (R2 = 0.76) (eq. 4) 
1 Trabecular density can only be derived from radiographie measures of bone minerai using in vitro 
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are more consistent with the aforementioned in vitro studies reporting similar 
squared relationships between trabecular strength and apparent density or ap-
parent ash density, but like other clinical estimates do not yield the same high 
correlations found using histologie measures ofbone quality. 
Significant positive correlations between ultimate strength and BMC have also 
been found when the vertebral specimens -have been tested in flexion-
compression, distraction and distraction-extension. Testing of vertabral spe-
cimens in flexion-compression did not reveal any unique relations between the 
amount of bone and strength or stress in comparison to testing under axial 
compression. In addition, except for osteopenic spines' general fragility, there 
are no indications that osteopenia increases the spines susceptibility to fail in 
any special loading direction. Studies which have compared trabecular bone 
failure patterns in osteopenic specimens to failure patterns in specimens with 
normal amounts of bone minerai have not identified any unique differences. In 
contrast to most other fragility fractures, the osteoporotic vertebral fracture is 
less frequently related to a distinct trauma, like a slip or a fall. More often, 
trauma causing the vertebral fracture is what at least seemed to be that asso-
ciated with normal activities, eg. a moderate or light lift when bending for-
ward, a change of position, a sudden twist of the trunk or even coughing. 
Non-linear relationships between vertebral strength and density as such as 
those which have been noted implies that, in already osteopenic vertebrae, a 
further reduction of the amount of bone would bring about a proportionally 
greater strength reduction. For example, a 50 percent reduction in bone densi-
ty ( analogous to bone lasses associated with chronic bedrest, paralysis and 
senile osteoporosis) would correspond to a 4-fold decrease in bone strength. 
1.4.5 Influence of VertebralLevel on Mechanical and Physical Properties 
The compressive mechanical strength ( stress at failure) of vertebral trabecular 
bone specimens does not appear to vary significantly at different levels within 
the lumbar spine [Keller et al 1989a]. Since the vertebral levels Th12 and Ll 
have the highest risk for an osteoporotic fracture of any region of the human 
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spine, one hypothetical explanation for this observation could be that these le-
vels are intrinsically more susceptible to fracture. A more plausible explana-
tion for an increased fracture risk at these two levels may be the fact that the 
intervertebral joint between Thl2 and Ll is the fulcrum for motions between 
the relatively stiff thoracic cage and the more freely movable lumbar spine. 
Therefore, stress concentrations, especially in flexion, will predispose these 
vertebrae to a higher risk of fracture in an osteopenic person. 
1.4.6 Rate of Bone Loss in Aging Trabecular and Cortical Bone 
Age-related bone losses are purported to occur earliest in trabecular bone. 
The earliest changes observed in the spine are a decrease in the amount of os-
seous tissue, a loss of the horizontal trabeculae and a thickening of the vertical 
frabeculae. Of note is the finding that bone losses are 8-10 fold greater in the 
trabecular skeleton (2-3% / year) than in the cortical skeleton (0.0-0.5% / 
year). This has been hypothesized to be related to functional differences in the 
time course of the remodeling process. Another explanation, which deserves 
further attention, is the hypothesis that measured differences in the rate of tra-
becular and cortical bone loss reflects the greater surface/volume ratio of tra-
1 
becular bone (SN :;:::: 4) in comparison to whole cortical bone (SN :;:::: 0.4) 
[Keller et al 1992a]. Assuming a constant rate of remodeling for both cortical 
and trabecular bone, a ten-fold greater aniount of exposed trabecular bone 
surface would result in a ten-fold greater loss of trabecular bone in comparison 
to cortical bone. This observation correlates well with the reported differen-
ces in the pattern of bone loss for these tissues. Hence, skeletal structures, 
such as the vertebral bodies, which have trabecular bone as the primary consti-
tuent are particularly susceptible to fracture. 
Since trabecular bone is a cellular material, changes in the internai architecture 
ofvertebrae associated with age- and disease-related bone loss will also have a 
profound effect on vertebral mechanical strength. Thus, accurate assessment 
of fracture risk in patients must include, in addition to traditional estimates of 
density, considerations of skeletal architecture. At the present time, however, 
clinical considerations of skeletal architecture are limited to radiographie 
« signs » such as loss of horizontal trabeculae and concomitant accentuation of 
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vertical oriented trabecuJae which may ultimately produce a pa~tern of biocon-
cavity or « codfish » vertebrae in elderly individuals. 
1. 5 Vertebral Morphology 
Although non-invasive measures of bone density are now considered the most 
effective method known for predicting fracture risk, these techniques appear 
to be only about 70% accurate. Presumably, other material features of bone 
and supporting structures are need ed to explain the additional 3 0% of causes 
of fracture risk. These additional factors play a greater role in the spine, ma-
king bone density less predictable in the spine than in other regions of the ske-
leton which are comprised of more dense bone. Trabecular bone researchers 
currently attribute the unexplainable variation in mechanical properties to dif-
ferences in the morphological features ofthis tissue. 
In vertebrae, large variations in trabecular density and mechanical properties 
have been noted within adjacent regions separated by only a few millimeters 
[Keller et al 1989, 1992a]. Five morphologically distinct regions of trabecular 
bone are found in the vertebral centrum : a superior, 1 st transitional, center, 
2nd transitional and inferior level (Figure 2.1 ). The superior and inferior sec-
tions each occupy approximatively 30-35% of the total segment height and 
exhibit patterns of orientation distinct from the center and transitional sections. 
The transitional and middle portions of the centrum consisted primarly of 
plate-like trabeculae forming a closed cell structure in contrast to the superior 
and inferior sections of the centrum which consisted primarly of rod-like tra-
beculae forming an open cell structure. Trabecular bone structure is more 
dense in the inferior and superior sections than in the central sections of the 
lumbar centrum. Plate-like trabeculae are associated with the central regions 
of less dense bone. The central, plate-like regions of the lumbar spine, there-
fore, appear to be somewhat unique in terms of its trabecular architecture. 
The functional significance of this finding remains to be determined. 
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Figure 2.1 Photomicrographs of transverse and sagittal sections of the lumbar vertebral centrum 
obtained from an 18-year-old male 
The complex organization and distribution of vertebral trabeculae and trabecu-
lae in other regions of the skeletal support the generally accepted hypothesis 
that function directly influences the structure and strength of bone, a rela-
tionship known as Wolff's Law [Wolff 1892]. From a mechanical engineering 
standpoint, trabecular bone behaves similarly to porous engineering materials 
due to its cellular structure and large energy absorption capabilities. The dis-
tribution of trabecular bone density and mechanical properties within vertebrae 
varies along the axis and within the cross section of vertebrae. Sorne investi-
gators have reported a variable or heterogenic distribution of trabecular bone 
tissue physical and mechanical properties for the vertebral centrum · [Keller et 
al 1989a, 1992a, 1993]. Most of these studies have noted that anterior re-
gions of the vertebral centrum are generally less dense and less strong than 
posterior regions. Keller and associates (1992a) noted that the superior and 
inferior regions of lumbar vertebrae are denser than the central and transitional 
regions. 
1.5.1 Structural Indices of Trabecular Bone 
In anisotropie materials such as bone, the organization of individual material 
components may be more important than actual amount of material _present. 
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bone has been noted by numerous investigators, but difficulties in adequately 
characterizing the tw_o-dimensional and three-dimensional structure of trabecu-
- ", ' ~":· ·Ï.- ~ .. ~.' 
lar bone have severely limited the development of predictive models relating 
structure to mechanical properties. Many anatomical studies have provided 
general descriptions of trabecular bone architecture, and it is commonly accep-
ted that variations in trabecular architecture can be attributed to the magnitude 
and distribution of functional stresses or strains. In some skeletal structures 
such as the vertebral body, trabecular bone is the primary load bearing consti-
tuent, and is surrounded by only a thin layer of cortical bone. Sorne resear-
chers noted that the number and directions of trabeculae within the spine va-
ried with spinal curvature, which they also attributed to adaptations to func-
tional stresses. Others have reported a decrease in vertebral trabecular plate 
thickness and tissue volume with increasing age. Knowledge of variations in 
trabecular morphology have important clinical implications in terms of the type 
and severity of injuries to the spine, and the sites where functional disturbances 
are potentially most harmful. 
One of the first detailed studies of vertebral structure was conducted by Arns-
tutz and Sissons (1969), who created stacked celluloïd models from serial 
transverse histological sections of the third lumbar vertebrae of a young wo-
man. Based ll:pon an analysis of four 6x7x 1 mm thick models from the supe-
rior, central (neural arch) and inferior sections, they reported an increased 
density of bone in superior and inferior surfaces of the vertebrae. Trabeculae 
were preferentially oriented in the vertical and horizontal planes and, at the le-
vel of the vertebtal arch, exhibited an anterior radial orientation which conden-
sed- toward the vertebral arch. U sing a scanning electron microscope, White-
house, Dyson and Jackson (1971a) described the general three-dimensional ar-
rangement of trabeculae and distribution of trabecular bone within the lumbar 
vertebral body of a young male. Their analysis of relative bone area, volume 
and trabecular boundary estimates from twelve areas of a transverse and a 
sagittal section of the vertebral centrum indicated a relatively high degree of 
tissue heterogeneity, most notably in the superior and inferior sections near the 
intervertebral dises. These and other similar studies, while providing quantita-
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tive data on the distribution of bone, have been primarily descriptive in terms 
of the orientation of trabecular bone. 
During the past two decades, investigators have used quantitative imaging 
techniques, based upon stereologic theory to characterize structural anisotropy 
in trabecular bone. Using histologie sections and high-resolution micro-CT 
imaging techniques, stereologic analysis can provide planar matherriatical indi-
ces of skeletal structure, including trabecular number (TM), trabecular width 
(TW), trabecular orientation (0), trabecular anisotropy CMILratïo), and bone 
volume fraction (Vr). Each ofthese structural parameters has been shown, to 
a certain degree, to predict of the mechanical behavior of trabecular bone, but 
none have proved to be more effective than apparent density and minerai con-
tent. Sorne of the ambiguities associated with these parameters may be related 
to the fact that .these are two-dimensional descriptions of a complex three-
dimensional structure. 
In a recent morphological study, Zhu and associates (1994) described the 
multi-planar structural variations of vertebral trabecular bone. These investi-
gators examined a series of 200+ high resolution (20 micron voxels - volume 
pixels) serial images of lumbar vertebral trabeculae. The results of this study 
indicated that the surface planar structural properties of the vertebral speci-
mens could not adequately describe the complex and heterogeneous distribu-
tion of bone present ; an accurate description of the « bulk » structural pro-
perties of vertebral trabecular bone required multiple serial plane sections dis-
tributed at least every 100 microns along a given axis. They also found that 
the vertebral bone specimens were characterized by smooth and repetitive 
transitions of plane structural indices (TW, TN, MILratio, 0) along the supe-
rior-inferior axis of the specimens, suggesting a high degree of connectivity 
within the vertebral trabecular bone. In addition, these authors noted that the 
trabecular bone area centers (BAC) within the vertebral specimens exhibited a 
helical variation. This helical variation in the BAC was hypothesized to reflect 
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ture that provides an efficient means to absorb energy and withstand external 
impact during loading .. 
Quantitative information from these and other studies have provided insight 
into the role of structur~l parameters in mechanical properties, and have been 
used to characterize changes in skeletal architecture associated with bone re-
modeling, implant loosening, and pathological changes to the skeletal. 
1.5.2 Relationship Between Bone Structural Indices and Mechanical Properties 
Researchers often attribute the unexplained variance in bone mechanical pro-
perties to bone structure, but few studies have performed detailed analysis of 
trabecular bone structure in comparaison to mechanical properties. Surface 
planar structural indices have been used, together with traditional measures of 
apparent density or porosity, in order to improve predictions of the mechanical 
properties of trabecular bone. Using a high-resolution micro-CT imaging 
technique, · some noted that surface planar structural indices could reliably 
predict the bulk mechanical properties of trabecular borie as long as the bone 
specimens were relatively homogeneous in structure. Others noted a close 
correlations between trabecular structural indices (TN, TW) and calculated 
strengths of trabecular bone specimens from L 1 vertebral bodies were within 
20% of values predicted by previous experimental studies for similar density 
specimens. Others reported that approximatively 93 % of the variance in the 
Young's modulus ofhuman tibial and femoral cancellous bone and non-human 
tibial and femoral cancellous bone could be explained using minerai volume 
fraction, apparent density and two structural variables. However, given the 
fact that the architecture of vertebral trabecular bone is highly heterogenous 
[Zhu et al. 1994 ], such high correlations would not be expected for human 
vertebral trabecular bone. Others have established relationships which explain 
· roughly 60 to 90% of the variance in the elastic modulus trabecular bone using 
both apparent density and three-dimensional descriptions of trabecular bone 
« fabric ». Three-dimensional connectivity parameters, such as the Euler num-
ber (EN), are hypothesized to be good indicators of osteopenia [F eldkamp et 
al. 1989]. Additional quantitative structural analyses of trabecular bone is 
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needed and may provide insight into mechanical behavior not explained by tis-
sue physical properties and gross structure alone. 
1.5.3 Simulations of Osteoporosis in Human Vertebrae 
With progressive demineralization the vertical trabeculae become thinner and 
the horizontal cross-linkings become fewer. Since the buckling strength of a 
slender column is largely dependent on its diameter, length and the distance 
between cross-linkings (Euler buckling), a loss of the bone in certain regions 
will reduce the total number of cross-linkings. Consequently, a small drop in 
bone minerai will at this point produce a proportionally much greater drop in 
strength. 
Simulations of osteoporosis have recently been reported in which planar and 
multi-planar structural indices were quantified using three-dimensional binary 
image arrays obtained from high resolution serial histologie sections of lumbar 
vertebral trabecular bone [Keller et al. 1992b]. In this study, structural mea-
surements of the image arrays were repeated several times following sequen-
tial removal of layers of bone pixels from the surfaces of the trabeculae at 20 
µm increments (Figure 2.2). Here, the sequential removal of bone pixels 
« simulates » age-related bone loss associated with osteoporosis (assuming a 
uniform loss of bone in both space and time). After three iterations of the 
computer simulation of aging (removal of 60 µm), there was a 60% loss in 
bone volume fraction (Vr) which was accompanied by significant fragmenta-
tion of the horizontal trabeculae. In terms of the structural indices computed 
after eac iteration, the connectivity (EN) decreased in direct proportion to Vr 
whereas the structural indices (TN and TW) decreased at a slightly lower rate 
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Figure 2.2 Reconstructed, three-dimensional image arrays for a 7.00xl.00x4.02 mm region (x,y,z) of 
L4 vertebral trabecular bone from a 60 year old male subject 
The biomechanical implications of these_ variations in trabecular structure and 
relative density (Vr) can be estimated from this analysis. After 50% of the 
bone has been resorbed ( comparable to losses associated with severe osteopo-
rosis or chronic bed rest), there is an estimated 4-fold decrease in bone 
strength (assuming S oc p/ oc V?). At this point, there is also a concomitant 
50% and 30% decrease in EN and TW, respectively (see dashed line in figure). 
Assuming a constant length for the trabeculae, the decrease in TW is equiva-
lent to an approximatively 50% (0.72) decrease in the critical elastic buckling 
load, indicating that there is a markedly greater risk of :fracture ( eg. two-fold) 
associated with bone loss than one would predict from density or mineral 
content changes alone. One would also expect that the trabecular fragmenta-
tion seen in Figure 2 would further decrease the ability of the trabecular net-
work to resist loading. This highly simplified analysis does not take into con-
sideration bone stress-adaptive changes which could be used to model local 
rather than global changes in the remodelling process . 
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Figure 2.3 Change in vertebral trabecular bone structure as a fonction ofbone volume fraction. 
1. 6 Biomechanical Adaptation of the spine 
A link between degenerative changes in the intervertebral dise and spinal liga-
ments was originally suggested by Harris and MacNab (1954). More recently 
Keller et al. (1989a, 1993) noted that there is a similar link between the inter-
vertebral dise and the underlying trabecular bone. This was hypothesized to 
reflect the fact that the properties of ligaments, dises and bone in the spine are 
interrelated, and stems from biomechanical considerations of load sharing by 
these structures. 
Consider the following. During aging, degenerative changes in the interverte..: 
brai dise (IVD) which redu ce the water content of the nucleus also lower the 
nucleus pressure. Ordinarily, this pressure creates higher compressive stresses 
in the nucleus region in comparaison to peripheral regions of the IVD, and al-
lows the IVD to retain flexibility and resilience ~uring extreme loading condi-
tions. Hence, additional density and strength is needed for trabecular bone 
underlying high stress regions in the normal dise if the stress-adaptive proper-
ties of bone [Wolff' s law] are to be observed. This implies that a heteroge-
neous distribution of physical and mechanical properties in trabecular bone tis-
sue underlying the dise should be present. Indeed, heterogeneous distributions 
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young lumbar vertebral centrum [Keller et al. 1989, 1992, 1993]. In contrast, 
a more uniform pressure or stress distribution across the IVD and adjacent ~- . 
end-plates and sub-discal bone is predicted for the severely degenerated IVD, 
in which case the sub-diseal variations in mechanical and physieal properties 
should be more homogeneous. This notion has been previously validated 
using mathematieal models. Reeent findings by Keller et al. (1993) provide 
further support for this view. In this study, physical-chemical properties of the 
dise (FCD) were well correlated to sub-discal bone mechanieal properties . 
Age-related changes in the dise physical-chemical properties also closely paral-
leled age-related changes in sub-discal bone mechanical properties. 
The notion that IVD, spinal ligaments and vertebral bone properties are inter-
dependent has important implications for degenerative processes in the spine 
as well as the etiology of vertebral osteoporosis. Alterations in dise function 
which somehow change dise properties will propagate changes in bone pro-
perties via disturbances in spine mechanical function, which in tum produces 
further alterations in dise function. A similar scenario for alterations in bone 
properties arises, creating a vicious circle of events whieh facilitate degenera-
tion of the spine (Figure 2.4). The eonsequences of alterations in dise pro-
perties, however, are probably more damaging than alterations in bone pro-
perties, since the adult IVD lacks a direct blood supply, and hence has limited 
regenerative capabilities. The amount of bone minera! in the spine determined 
with the DP A has also been found to be an aceurate predictor of tensile pro-
perties of the spinal ligaments. This also seems to confirm the fact that the 
spine is a functional entity in which all structures are interdependent, and res-









Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram of the biomechanically controlled regulation of intervertebral dise and 
sub-discal bone properties. 
Bach of these studies demonstrate how the properties of the vertebral dise 
and/or spinal ligaments determine the load-sharing conditions between two 
neighbouring vertebrae, which in turn also control the remodelling of the tra-
becular bone beneath the dise. Although there is little knowledge of how dise 
or ligament degeneration is related to the long term development of osteopenia 
and osteoporosis, one can speculated that the relation between the properties 
of the dise, ligaments and/or the adjacent bone in some way determines the 
failure pattern in spinal osteoporosis. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume 
that discrepancies between the properties of the dises and the vertebral bodies 
(endplates and the adjacent trabecular bone) may contribute to the formation 
of the central compression fracture type. 
1. 7 F ailure Patterns in Osteoporosis 
Perey ( 19 5 7) was perhaps the first to report that the weakest part· of a com-
pressed thoracolumbar vertebra was the central endplate and the underlying 
trabecular bone. Numerous studies have confirmed these result, and there is 
some evidence to which indicates that the amount of bone minera! does not 
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loading (< 10 mm/sec) of lumbar vertebrae produces a typical central endplate 
fracture, together with an anterior wedge type of fracture. Axial compression 
testing at very high strain rates (200 mm/sec), which are more like the body 
motions that occur during normal activities, also produced central endplate 
failures. These higher and but more physiological strain rates, however, nearly 
doubled the ultimate compressive strengthof the spine in comparaison to the 
corresponding values obtained during quasi-static compression conditions . 
Central endplate fractures are also often the first sign of failure during in vitro 
repetitive loading experiments conducted on normal and osteopenic human 
lumbar vertebral motion segments. Sorne researchers also noted that the type 
of endplate fracture formed (Schmorl's node or central endplate) were correla-
ted · to the age and degree of dise degeneration of the specimens. Schmorl' s 
nodes were predominantly associated with younger, less degenerated dises, 
whereas central endplate fractures were predominantly associated with older 
more degenerated specimens (Figure 2.5). This study also demonstrated how 
remarkably close to failure the human spine is when it cornes to repetitive 
loading-compressive stresses as low as 50% of the failure strength of the ver-
tebrae produce fatigue fractures after fewer than 1000 cycles . 
Figure 2.5 Typical vertebral endplate fractures resulting from dynamic axial compressive fatigue 
loading experiments . 
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1. 8 Radiographie Assessment And Spinal Osteoporosis 
Radiographically there are at least three different types of vertebral fractures 
related to osteoporosis : 
1. • Osteoporotic compression, collapse or crush fractures which involve the entire 
vertebral body including the anterior as well as the posterior cortices. 
2. Wedge-type fracture in which the height of the posterior aspect of the verte-
bral body remains relatively intact. 
3. Central compression type with a ballooning, concave dise, giving the spine a 
codfish like appearance. The deformity can occur on one or both side of the 
same vertebrae. The anterior and posterior cortices are relatively unaffected. 
Both central endplates fractures and the anterior wedge type of fractures ob-
served during in vitro ultimate strength testing have been di:fficult to visualize 
radiographically, even when all the surrounding soft tissues had been excised. 
Thus, it is likely that a conventional radiographie examination of the spine in 
an osteoporotic patient may overlook fractures such as those caused by in vi-
tro strength testing. Typically fractures, which are readily detectable on an A-
p or lateral radiograph, are actually gross fractures involving major wedging, 
bi-concavity or collapse ( crush) of the entire vertebral body. Considerable 
controversy remains concerning : 1) the precise relationship between vertebral 
fracture type and the quality of bone, and 2) the precise amount of reduction 
of the anterior cortex which should be classified as a fracture. Radiologie cri-
teria, such as translucency, sparse trabecular pattern and thickness of the ver-
tebral cortices are di:fficult to quantify reliably, at least using conventional ra-
diographie techniques. For this reason a lot of interest has been focused on 
the possibility of finding accurate and reproducible radiographie measures 
which describe the shape of the human vertebrae. 
Currently, digital x-rays, CT and 1\1RI image analysis offer promise in terms of 
improved definition vertebral structure and/or trabecular structure, and may 
ultimately improve the chances to detect minor vertebral fractures, such as the 
central end plate fracture. Quantitative analysis of these images may also assist 
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tive computed tomography (QCT), Chevalier et al. (1992) used a spatial filter 
to obtain enhanced two-dimensional CT images of lumbar vertebral trabecular 
networks. From the resluting digitial images they computed a so-called trabe-
cular fragmentation index (TFI), defined as the ratio of the number of network 
discontinuities and the total length of the network. This index was able to se-
parate normal and osteoporotic women subjects regardless of age, and was si-
gnificantly correlated (R=-0.60) with BMD values obtained for the same sub-
jects. High resolution multiplanar models of trabecular structures derived 
from micro-CT have also been used to describe the « connectivity » of trabe-
cular bone [Feldkamp et al. 1989]. Reliable radiographie techniques may also 
improve the ability to assess the effects of various pharmacologie and physical 
treatment regimens on prevention and treatment of osteoporosis . 
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2. Overview of the Thesis 
In the respect of what we have presented above, the trabecular connectivity 
index which is computed in our TBMAS (Trabecular Bone and Morphological 


























The Existing Set of Pro-
grams 
In this chapter, we describe the internais of the existing set of programs. We 
first address the functionalities offered by these programs, then we discuss the 
functionalities that we have implemented in our program and, at last, we pre-
sent some technical considerations . 
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3.2 Chapter 3 
1. Functionalities 
In this section we first present briefly the functionalities that were offered by 
the existing set of programs. Tuen we present with more details the main 
functionalities that we have implemented in our program. Other functionalities 
such as bitmap pictures creation and compression of binary files are not dis-
cussed in this chapter as they are detailed in chapter 4. 
1.1 Existing Set of Programs Functionalities 
We discuss below the functionalities that are offered by the package of pro-
grams used in the biomechanics lab of the University of Vermont. This pack-
age consists of a program set containing some ten of executables, some are 
simple batch programs, others have a simple text interface. The program 
interface, when existing, is composed of a text menu containing different op-
tions one can choose from. This is one of the most problematic aspects of the 
existing programs and one of the motivations to create a new program (see 
chapter 4). 
We show in Table 3.1 a summary of these functionalities along with their in-
puts and outputs for each programs composing the package introduced above. 
1 Binread 
* * * 
Binmorph * * 
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................................................................................. +·················.················ ................ ,,1 ··························· ···························· 
Bindisp * - : - : - - : Binary Targa 
l i i file 
!- ! ! :;~~ga :;~~ga Binshow * 
Table 3.1 Existing set ofprograms functionalities 
1.2 The TBMAS Software Functionalities 
We now present the main functionalities implemented in our program. We 
detail in this chapter the most important ones (see chapter 4 for additional 
functionalities covering) . 
1.2.1 The MIL Analysis 
We now discuss the MIL analysis. We first give a short theoretical introduc-
tion which explains the MIL analysis goal in this context, then we explain the 
algorithm used . 
1.2.1.1 Theoretical Introduction to the MIL Analysis 
A structure is isotropie if it has no preferred orientation or, more rigorous-
ly, if the perpendicular to any element of surface has an equal probability of 
lying within any element of solid angle. That cancellous bone is anisotropie 
is evident from simple inspection, but a numerical estimate of the degree of 
anisotropy is crucial to understanding the biomechanical properties of bone 
-----------------------------------------------
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and is also important for optimizing sampling strategies for bone histomor-
phometry. 
As described in Appenclix A, departure from isotropy is expressed as a polar 
diagram of mean intercept length (MIL) and angle of orientation. Such a dia-
gram consists of an elliptical plot in which the ratio of the major and minor 
axis indicates the degree of anisotropy and the angle between the axes indica-
tes the overall orientation relative to an arbitrarily chosen reference direction. 
As perfect isotropy is approached, the ellipse becomes a circle. An illustration 
of this process is shown below in Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.1 MIL computation of a lumbar centrum 
1.2.1.2 The MIL Computation Algorithm 
The method and the resulting algorithm that we address below were originally 
implemented in the existing set of programs. We have extracted correspon-
ding C code thank:s to a reverse engineering approach (see chapter 5). 
The MIL computation algorithm : 
• Get center coordinates of test areas (described below) 
• Each test area is a circle with a radius about the center, keep only the circles where the 
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• For each of the test area do : 
• Rotate the current test area at different angle of rotation (0-180) 
• For each rotation do : 
• Smoother the area 
• Get the number of intercepts, that is to say the number of changes bet-
ween bone and marrow 
• Compute and store : 
where: 
• mil = (2.b * bf * length) / intercepts 
• tw = tw + (intercepts / length) 
bf = bone fraction of test area 
tw = trabecular width 
length = the area of the test area 
intercepts = the number of intercepts 
• compute tw of all the test areas: tw = (2*bf) / ((pl * tw) / (2 * nr)) 
where: 
nr = the number of rotation display 
pi= 3.1415 
Getting test areas : 
• Find the specimen centroid coordinates (described below) : (xctr,yctr) 
• Find the xmin and ymin from the centroid : 
• xmin = xctr - radius 
• ymin = yctr - radius 
• while (xmin > diameter) xmin = xmin - diameter 
• while (ymin > diameter) ymin = ymin - diameter 
• Save the coordinates of each area 
Finding specimen centroid : 
• Compute qx and qy : 
• qx = LX where x is the x-axis coordinate of a bone pixel 
• qy = LY where y is the y-axis coordinate of a bone pixel 
• Compute xctr and yctr : 
• xctr = (qx / area) 
• yctr = ( qy / area) 
where area equal the area of the specimen, that is to say the number of bone pixels 
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1.2.2 The Euler Number 
We now discuss the Euler number, as for the MIL analysis, we first give a 
short theoretical introduction to the Euler number, then we discuss its algo-
rithm. 
1.2.2.1 Theoretical Introduction to the Euler number 
The Euler number is a topological quantity and as such carries no informa-
tion regarding the efficacy of the positions of connections, the size of connec-
tions, or the strength of the material comprising the connections. Hence, by 
itself, it cannot be expected to be an index of mechanical performance. On the 
other hand, it appears to be promising for distinguishing between structures 
that are equivalent according to more primary measures, such as total bone 
mass. 
For an open network structure, the Euler number may be calculated from the 
number of nodes n and the number of branches b : 
ln the case of network in which at least one path exists between any two no-
des, the quantity 1-N(3) can be interpreted as -the maximum number of 
branches that could be removed without breaking the network into parts. 
A highly connected structure, such as healthy cancellous bone, has a ne-
gative Euler number of several thousands in a volume of 1 cm3 • Severely 
osteoporotic bone has a markedly smaller value of 1-N( 3). On a detailed le-
vel, the breaking of a single connection increases the Euler number by 1, but 
the addition of a connection decreases it by 1. 
1.2.2.2 The Euler Number Computation Algorithm 
This algorithm, just as the precedent one, was originally implemented in the 
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Euler number computation : 
• While scanning specimen' s pixels from left to right and from top to bottom: 
• Compute the area of the specimen (areah) 
• Compute the number of intercepts (same as described for the MIL algorithm) : 
interceptsh 
• Compute the number of bone pixels (bn) 
• While scanning specimen' s pixels from top to bottom and from left to right: 
• Compute the area of the specimen (areav) 
• Compute the number of intercepts (interceptsv) 
• Compute the total area : area = areav + areah 
• Compute the total intercepts : intercepts = interceptsv + interceptsh 
• Compu_te the Euler number: en= -1.0 * bn 
• Compute the area fraction : af = bn / areah 
• Compute the trabecular number : tn = intercepts / area 
• Compute the trabecular width : tw = af / tn 
1.2.3 The Osteoporosis Simulation 
We do not introduce here the concept of the osteoporosis anymore as its pro-
blematic has been largely addressed in chapter 2. Bence we just present be-
low the basic principle of the simulation which, indeed, is relatively simple. 
Simulating osteoporosis means reducing the width of bone structures. To 
perform this task, edge pixels of bone structures are removed. An edge bone 
pixel is a pixel whose neighbors are not all bone pixels. If we want to perform 
a one-step simulation, then we remove the edges one time, if we want a n-step 
simulation, then we remove the edges n times . 
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2. Technical aspect 
We now describe the hardware and software specifications of the existing set 
of programs. We have based our text on [Moeljanto91]. 
2.1 Software setup and display board 
The existing set of programs was created by using the Microsoft C compiler 
6.0 and MiPS1 library routines. Hence it requires to be run in the MiPS di-
rectory so that the file COMMON.MIP2 and the display driver files can be 
found by the program. 
One of MiPS main characteristics is that it needs to use a display device ca-
pable of using two different monitors. One is called the text screen and is 
used to display textual output such as menu items, the other, called the image 
screen, is used to display images or pictures. That system is represented be-
low in Figure 3.2. Due to that characteristic, the pro gram can only be used 
on a computer with a proper display board. This is a serions limitation and, 
as we say in chapter 4, one of the main reasons motivating the creation of a 
new program. 
Text screen D D 
Image screen 
Figure 3.2 Schematic representation of the two monitors MiPS hardware configuration 
1 Maps and Image Processing System by Microimage, inc. 
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The display board used at the biomechanics lab of the University of Vermont 
is the vista board. We present, to condude this point, its characteristics and 








8, 16, 24 bit_display mode 
display mode : 8, 16, 24 
Interrupt : 61, 63, 64 
Software bit mode: 0, 1, 2 
Table 3.2 The Vista board and the MiPS setup[Moeljanto9ll 
2.2 Drive setup and files 
' 
In this point we describe the drive setup, which consists indeed of a RAM 
drive setup needed by the existing set of programs and the different input and 
output files it uses or generates . 
2.2.1 Drive setup 
The programs use a RAM drive, the size needed may vary depending on how 
large the input file is, to perform the desired computations. In any case the 
RAM drive size needed is at least 2 MB and this is another limitation of the-
se programs. lndeed, using RAM drive instead of memory decreases dramati-
cally the level of performances obtained. We discuss how we have solved 
this problem and what improvements we have obtained in chapter 4 when in-
troducing how we have managed memory in our program. 
2.2.2 Input files 
The programs use 3 types of input files. The first is the binary file type, its 
structure is shown below in Table 3.3 and it consists in a three dimensional 
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representation of a series of serial section images3. V arious analyses can be 
conducted on that type of file, especially Euler and MIL analyses which were 
discussed in the previous section. 
The second type is the global variable file whose structure is presented below 
in Table 3.4. This file is an essential complement of the binary file presen-
ted above. Each binary file should have its corresponding global variable file 
as it contains needful information which is necessary to make proper use of it. 




the file basically consists of 3 integer riumber 
which correspond to the coordinate of a one bone 
pixel in a three dimensional space (x,y,z) 
Table 3.3 The structure of a binary file[Moeljanto9l] 
illtllliiillllîlllllliill~l!■i:lli:i:!!l:l:1111i:illllliilllli:j:11::1:::1:::1:::11111::11::::::1::1:1:1:1:1111:111:1:1::1:::1:::1::::1:1:11::::1::1:1:111111111::::1::11::11111:1::11:::1:::11111:1:1:1:1:11: 
[xmin], [xmax] <CR> 
[ymin], [ymax] <CR> 
[zmin], [zmax] <CR> 
[xy-calibration], [z-calibration] <CR> 
[xmin], [xinax], [ymin], [ymax], [zmin], [zmax] : integer values 
representing the dimensions of the image coded inside the bina-
ry file 
[xy-calibration] : a real/float value representing the calibration 
across the image (in mm/pixels) 
[z-calibration] : a real/float representing the calibration along 
the z axis or the eut (in mm/pixels) 
Table 3.4 The structure of the global variable file[Moeljanto9.1l 
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The third input file type is the Targa image fil~4 • The Targa format is « used 
widely in paint, graphies and imaging application that require the storage of 
image data containing up to 32 bits per pixel »[Murray&vanRyper94l. Thus it is clear 
that the choice of this format was obvious ; even more, the MiPS library 
routines contain several procedures which make it easy to manipulate such 
pictures. Nevertheless, we have decided to adopt another image file format 
for our program, the Microsoft Windows Bitmap format. The justification 
of this choice is quite simple ; indeed, as our program is aimed at being used 
with the Microsoft Windows interface, it was then wiser to use an image file 
format which fits well with that configuration. Hence the choice of the BMP 
image file format which is described in chapter 4 . 
2.2.3 Output files 
The existing set of programs generates a certain number of files. Two dif-
ferent parameter files, one used for morphological computation of binary files 
and another which is used for Targa files. Those two are not related, thus not 
interchangeable. 
The two parameter files are aimed at saving information on the current cal-
culation, including the name of the input file and the step reached into the 
analysis process. Thus, being retrieved, it serves to display information on the 
already executed computations and to take back the ongoing analysis. This is 
a feature we have not included in our program because it was not useful 
anymore. lndeed, as we have increased dramatically the level of performan-
ces obtained with the existing set of programs, an analysis should never last 
more than a few hours at the most, · instead of a few days. Hence, it can be 
conducted in one step and does not need to be divided into several stages. 
Another important type of output' files, is the Microstat format text files 
which contains the results of the analysis performed. A problem with those 
files was the absence of the DOS EOF (end of file) character which is due to 
the use of the Microsoft C compiler 6.0 and which had to be corrected by 
4 Targa is a registered mark of Truevision Inc., Indianapolis, In, USA 
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using the edlin DOS shell command. This can be regarded as quite benign but 
it is not because old files were susceptible to be appended with new data, an 
operation which is impossible if the fùe does not contain the eof character. 
Several more applications would not recognize properly the file because of the 
same problem. 
In our program we have decided to keep the same Microstat file format as a 
facility for Mr. Keller who is used to working with the Microstat program to 
produce statistics and graphies. Nevertheless we have corrected the bug dis-
cussed above. 
A last sort of output files that is produced is the binary files themselves. In-
deed, perf orming an osteoporosis simulation, as discussed in the first section 
of this chapter, generates a new set of binary files. Each of these being com-
patible with the format addressed in this section and thus, being susceptible to 
serve as input for new analysis to be perf ormed. That is a characteristic that 


























In this chapter, we introduce the development process we have used. We first 
discuss the key points we have been asked to fulfill and the notations defined 
in [Mylopoulos95] that we have used to describe the requirements. Tuen we 
presents the functional specifications and implementation analysis of our pro-
gram. Finally, we conclude with a conclusion on the development process dis-
cussed . 
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1. Requirements Analysis 
1.1 Requirements Mode! 
We can express the definition of requirements as« ... a careful assessment of 
the needs that a system is to fulfill ... must say why a system is needed, based 
on current and foreseen conditions, which may be internai operations or an 
external market .. . must say what systemfeatures will serve and satisfy this 
context ... must also say how the system is to be constructed ... »[Mylopou1os95J_ 
Upon this definition we can split requirements in three different càtegories : 
the context analysis, the functional requirements and the non-functional 
requirements. 
• Context analysis1 can be defined as « the reasons why the system is to be 
created and why certain technical, operational and economic feasibility 
are the criteria that form boundary conditions for the system »[Mylopou1os95J. 
• Functional requirements can be defined as « a description of what the 
system is to do »[Mylopoulos95J. 
• Non-functional requirements can be defined as « global constraints on 
how the system is to be constructed and function »[Myiopouios95J. 
Below2we express the requirements we have been asked to fulfill using the 
categories explained above. 
We think that splitting requirements is important because it helps understan-
ding the scope of each type of requirements and its impact on implementation 
techniques. Further, getting the requirements right is a problem of crucial im-
portance. Nevertheless, «finding and.fixing afault after software delivery is 
1 Context analysis eventhough it is a new concept can be assimilated to suitablenesses investigation 
which is a concept know and used for a long time 
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100 times more expensive than finding and fixing it during requirements or 
early design phases »[Myiopouios95l. This makes very clear the importance of an 
accurate requirements definition. 
Another question of general interest that we address here briefly, is how can 
requirements be made use of ? Four different usages can be obtained : pro-
blem statement, contract, documentation and tool « to support design vali-
dation » 1Myiopouios95l. · Such a tool could be a consistency checker that proves 
that invariant are preserved by activities assuming that « a requirement model 
consists of state invariants, ... , and conditions defined by (pre,post) condi-
tions» [Mylopou1os95l_ For our program, the most obvious and important usages 
were problem statement and documentation in the sense of support for « ... 
communication between designer, customer and end-users »[Myiopouios95l_ We 
do not deepen the subject as the relations between us, the designers, and Mr. 
Keller, the customer, are obvious . 
A last challenge is to deal with non-functional requirements which can be 
defined as « ... global constraints on a software system, such as development 
costs, operational costs, performances, reliability, maintainability, portabili-
ty, robustness etc. »1MyJopouios95l. These should not be confused with functional 
requirements which impose constraints on the fonction of a system. That is 
why we insist on this aspect below3 as performance achievement was of para-
mount important to us. 
1.2 The Different Types of Requirements 
In this point we describe all the requirements that we had to fulfill using the 
different categories described above. Tuen we specify on the design and im-
plementation decisions we made to satisfy the requirements . 
1.2.1 Context Analysis 
As presented in chapter 3, the original set of programs could only be executed 
on a particular machine. That machine, represented in Figure 3.1, has two 
3 See point 1.2.3 
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monitors and a specific display board, the vista board (Truevision, Doraville, 
IN). Further, the set of programs requires the MiPS (Microimage, Lincoln, 
Nebraska) library routines to be present in the same directory. 
It is very important to be aware of this utilization context because it is the 
main reason why a new program was needed. Indeed, as we say in chapter 1, 
our program is aimed to serve as both a research and an educational training 
system for students. Therefore it is obvious that our program could not de-
pend on the specific configuration described above. This then was perhaps 
the most important task we had to address. Thus, our main goal has been to 
develop a program which would not be tied to any specific configuration and, 
even though it has been specifically developed for the Microsoft Windows 
platform, could be migrated more easily, thanks to our software architec-
ture which is described in section 3.1, to an other platform. 
To succeed in making our program as independent from a specific configura-
tion as possible, we had to change the way in which the computations were 
executed, this is largely detailed later on in this chapter. 
Another decision was to separate the user interface from the computational 
tool; the user interface is more platf orm dependent and separating both aspects 
led to a software architecture4 which makes a possible platform migration 
I 
easier. In this way, the choice of the Watcom C++ compiler (Waterloo, Onta-
rio) was very important because it covers a large panel of current platf orms. 
We refer the reader to point 1.2.3 in this chapter for more details. 
A last point is the extensive use of object oriented programming which ma-
kes maintenance and revisions much easier. Nevertheless, generic objects can 
remain almost unchanged, e.g. if we change the platform, and the more speci-
fic aspects are kept in a few specific objects which are the only ones to un-
dergo modifications. 
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In conclusion for this type of requirement we present in table 4.1 the configu-
ration needed for a proper use of our program. 
1.2.2 Functional Requirements 
We split the functional requirements in two main aspects : the functionalities 
aspect and the user friendly interface aspect. We deal with both aspects be-
low. 
Hardware require- a PC or compatible, with 386DX or higher microprocessor 
ments & VGA+256-color display 
Memory requirements 4 MB of memory and at least 5 MB of available hard disk 
space (depending on the size of the binary files to use with 
the program) 
Operating system re- MS-DOS® OS version 3.1 or later and Microsoft Win-
quirements dows™ 3.1 or later 
Pointing device requi- Microsoft Mouse or compatible pointing device 
rements 
Table 4.1 Hardware and software configuration needed for a proper use of the TBMAS 
program 
1.2.2.1 Functionalities 
We first had to duplicate some analytic functionalities present in the original 
set of morphology programs. This includes the MIL analysis, the Euler ana-
lysis and the osteoporosis simulation which are explained in chapter 3. Note 
that certain aspects of these analyses were improved to enhance performance . 
An important feature of the program was a visualization tool to display three 
dimensional representations of a trabecular bone sections. To fulfill this we 
have chosen to adopt the Microsoft BMP image file format instead of the Tar-
ga image file format because it was more appropriate to use under the Micro-
soft Windows TM graphical interface5 • 
5 The justification of this choice is explained in section 3.2 
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Further more we had to add some new functionalities such as the possibility to 
graphically represent the analysis results, as well as three dimensional 
modeling of trabecular bone. Ail this is described in more detail in following 
sections. 
1.2.2.2 User Friendly Interface 
One of the most critical aspects of the contract was the creation of a user 
friendly interface which was mostly lacking in the original set of programs 
(see chapter 3). 
We will begin with a general definition of an interface, the distinction bet-
ween text oriented interface and graphies oriented interface and finally the 
improvements obtained by the use of the Microsoft Windows™ graphical in-
terface. 
1.2.2.2.1 Interface Definition 
An interface can usually be defined using two different approaches. First, we 
can define an interface as a program layer standing between the user and the 
machinerromsdon&a192J. Secondly, it can be defined as a computer system used 
by a person to fulfill a task[Bodart89J_ We have tried, as explained below, to take 
into accounts both aspect both aspects in the preparation of our program. 
As we have chosen to separate the user interface from the computational part 
of the program, the user interface can be viewed as a layer which cornes on 
top of the analytic and modelization routines. More, it serves as an interme-
diate between the user and the machine, that is to say the rest of the program 
which internet itself with the computer via the operating system. So our soft-
ware architecture takes into accounts the first definition we have given above 
of an interface. 
Further more, we have tried to take into counts as much as possible the bu-
man aspect of the interface, thus respecting the second interface definition. 
To guarantee this, the interface requirements were developed in close collabo-
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also taken care to use ergonomie recommendations found in [Sacre&al92] 
and [V anderdonckt92]. Ergonomie considerations and the interaction with the 
user at a design level should help solve typical interface related problems such 
as : performances fall, long training period and under utilization. These 
are typical limitations that user interface ergonomy tries to deal with[BodartB9J_ 
The graphie in figure 4.1 which is called the B. Senach diagram[BodartS9J ex-
plains goals pursued by ergonomie considerations which consists of minimi-
zing the points a, b, c and d on the graph and maximizing the pointe . 
Performances 
a' Performance fall 
b' Minimal utilization 
' 
e lmprovement 
d Un der utilization 
c Training period 
Figure 4.1 B.Senach diagram[BodartS9l 
1.2.2.2.2 Text Oriented Interface Vs Graphies Oriented Interface 
Text oriented interface can be defined as an interface where program com-
mands are accessible by some lines of textrromSdorf&aI92J: Typical examples of 
such an interface is the well known DOS prompt. The program modules exe-
cuted in batch mode (see chapter 3) belong to the same category. For such 
programs, commands plus a certain number of parameters are needed to ob-
tain the desired result. 
More recent improvements to the command interface include pull-down me-
nus which presents available options to the user (e.g. Lotus 1-2-3). The mo-
dules associated with MiPS menus structure (see chapter 3) belong to this 
early evolution of the text oriented interface. Base upon the menu functionali-
ties, one can begin to determine the degree of user friendliness of an inter-
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facerromSdorf&a192J. ln this regard, the MiPS menu interface can be considered to 
be poorly convivial because most options are presented on the same menu le-
vel with little separation or logical order. ln the MiPS case, almost no ergo-
nomie considerations have been taken into account for the realization of this 
particular program. That is one particular weakness we have tried to address 
by using ergonomie recommendations stated previously. 
A graphies oriented interface can de defined as an interface using symbols 
(icons) and other graphical elements to represent the different commands and 
pro gram functions[fomSdorf&ainJ. The use of such symbols coupled with a new 
peripheral input device : the mouse, helps new users to deal with an applica-
tion functionalities more easily. However, a new kind of problem may con-
front the user : namely the presence of numerous different program interfaces 
a1l pretending to be the most convivial. We discuss this problem below while 
justifying our choice of the Microsoft Windows TM graphical interface. 
1.2.2.2.3 A Global Concept : Windows 
As noted previously, a common problem for the user is the Jack of uniformity 
among programs interfaces. Thus, even someone who's not new to the use of 
a program may have some difficulty when confronted with procedures for se-
lecting commands. This can become a real headache if one has to work with 
programs created by different editors which require significant adjustments to 
their fashions of utilization. This is one reason why we have chosen to base 
our pro gram on the Microsoft Windows™ interface. 
Windows can be regarded as a concept which defines the utilization of an in-
terface in terms of permanent elements, but also the integration of programs 
concerning various tasks[fomSdorf&aI921 • Applications created for Windows have 
a style guide similar to Windows and share tools provided by the interface 
such as screen, mouse and printer management. This is called the SAA con-
cept (System-Application-Architecture) where Windows serves as an interface 
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ware configurati~ri ~ong with being an inteifàèe between the user and the ma-
h. th • h hi , t rf: [Tomsdorf&al92] c me, at 1s to say a uman-mac ne m e ace . 
In view of the above considerations, the Windows interface was the logical 
choice to base our program on as it gathers both aspects that were important 
for us : an easiness to implement ergonomie considerations and a standard 
structure widely considered as the market standard. The first aspect is provi-
ded by the SAA concept itself which concems-programmation by the use of li-
braries which make it easier to obtain high level interface requirements. The 
second aspect makes it easier for the user to take full advantage of the appli-
cation by significantly reducing the training period required to master applica-
tions standard commands since they are already familiar . 
1.2.3 Non-Functional Requirements 
In this point, we deal with two main types of non-functional requirements : the 
level of performances and the use of high level programming tools and 
languages. 
1.2.3.1 Performances 
Our main goal here was to significantly increase the performance level provi-
ded by the existing set of programs (see chapter 3). This was maybe a more 
secondary aspect as a good user interface and a less specific configuration we-
re our two main objectives. However, we exceeded our expectations and in-
creased the performance level dramatically. The reader can leam more about 
this in section 3.9 . 
To obtain such results, we used state of the art programming techniques 
such as extensive use of memory in dynamically allocated two-dimensional 
memory arrays and a unique file compression algorithm6 together with other 
techniques like object oriented programming and dynamically linked libraries 
(DLL) . 
6 The memory arrays and the file compression algorithm are discussed in section 3.2 
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It is not the aim of this chapter to address technical details about the irnple-
mentation techniques we have developed since ail these aspects are detailed in 
section 3.2. Nevertheless, we present here a concrete disk memory saving re-
sult we have achieved as an illustration of performance irnprovement. Table 
4.2 compares gains in file size obtained by different compression techniques. 
Our compression method is an adapted RLE encoding technique7 coupled with 
an index, it has the advantage to be simple to irnplement, fast and, as shown in 
table 4.2, it can be combined with other compression methods, such as 
PKZIP®, to obtain dramatic size reduction. 
Indeed, the binary file Z60IM compressed using our technique and then com-
posed again using PKZIP® can be stored on a double density disk although the 
original file size was almost 8 mega bytes, as shown in table 4.2. 
Original binary file 7.783.284 0 
Original file zipped 2.725.227 65 
Original file LRLE compressed 835.773 89 
Original file LRLE compressed & zip- 253.057 97 
ped 
Table 4.2 Comparison of gains in size obtained for the file Z60IM.BIN 
1.2.3.2 Programming Tools and Languages 
In this point we describe the two main languages and the associated tools we 
were asked to use for programming our application. 
1.2.3.2.1 The Watcom CIC++ Compiler 10.0 
The Watcom company is perhaps not as popular as Borland or Microsoft, but 
its C/C++ compiler 10.0 has many advantages over its competitors. 
First of ail, it is widely recognized as being the best compiler for code optimi-
zation available in its price range. 
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Second, Watcom has a really attractive price tag, especially for students and 
universities, and is a key point in its phenomenal success. Thirdly, it provides 
an integrated development environment for Windows which incorporates 
many interesting features inside of convivial user interface as shown in figure 
4.2. This development environment is multi-target, which permits a project 
to include EXEs and DLLs. The IDE is hosted under OS/2 2.x, Windows 3.x, 
and Windows NT . 
An other important feature of the Watcom compiler is its multi-platform ca-
pability. Watcom IDE makes it easy to edit, compile, link, debug and build 
applications for 16-bit systems like DOS, OS/2 1.x, and Windows 3.x and 32-
bit systems like extended DOS, Novell NLMs, OS/2 2.x, Windows 3.x, 
Win32s, and Windows NT. This is important in terms of considerations we 
made in the context analysis (see point 1.2.1). More, the core tools in the 
package permit cross-platform development and allows developers to exploit 
the advanced features of today's popular 32-bit operating systems, including 
OS/2 2.x and Windows NT. Cross-platform support allows one to develop 
programs on a host development environment which can be executed on a 
different target system . 
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Connecting ... 
cd c:\work\bmp . 
---······················································································--·-········-······················································-··················•················································· -✓: ✓,·. -: :•,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-·-: :;w-:-:-:-:❖-:-": :-:-:-:-:-:-~. :❖ ❖'❖:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:- : :,:.:❖:-:-:-:: ~ : :-:-:-:-:-. :--:-:-:-:-:-:- • ·:,:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-.:::.-.:❖:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: .• :❖ u -:-:-:-:-:-:-:ç • -:-:-:-:-:- -r:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:•.: ~- ·-·-:-:-:-:- • ❖:-: :-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-.-.-:-:-:-:-:-:- ❖" 
Figure 4.2 The W atcom Windows IDE 
Finally, the Watcom compiler cornes with a set of powerful tools such as a 
multi-platform debugger, a class browser which lets you visually navigate the 
object hierarchies, fonctions, variable types, and constants of C/C++ applica-
tions, text code and resource editors, a heap walker which displays merriory 
usage for testing and debugging purposes, and a spy which monitors messages 
passed between applications and Windows, etc .... 
Table 4.3 presents the range of Intel x86 host and target platforms covered by 
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Table 4.3 Host and target platforms of the Watcom compiler 
1.2.3.2.2 Microsoft Visual Basic 3.0 Professional Edition 
In contrast to other languages such as Cor FORTRAN, the Basic language is 
not strictly standardized. This fact explained the appearance of different dia-
lects years after year. Visual Basic for Windows is distinguishable from its 
predecessors by its ability to deal with objects. 
Visual Basic is truly an evolutionary language. lt combines procedural and 
structural programming with two innovative techniques : object-oriented and 
event-driven programming. In most fundamental ways, Visual Basic is simi-
lar to popular languages such as Basic, C, and Pascal. The structure of the Vi-
sual Basic language (loops, data types, procedures, operators, input/output, 
and so on), however, differs somewhat from language implementations such as 
QuickBasic, Turbo Pascal, and Turbo C in syntax, but differs primarily in the 
details. For example, a data type to hold more than one kind of data is called a 
record in Pascal, a struct in C, and a type in Basic. Any programmers versed 
in these popular languages will have little trouble understanding Visual Basic. 
The largest conceptual leap from these languages to Visual Basic is the leap to 
Windows (not to the language itself) and to a graphical conceptualization of 
application development rather than a code-oriented conceptualization. 
In Visual Basic, for example, you create a default application window (called a 
form), and you select a control from the Visual Basic toolbox and position it 
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on a form without writing any code. fu Turbo Pascal or C++ you must create 
the windows and the control and pôsition both with code. On the screen in 
Visual Basic, you drag windows (forms) and controls with the mouse to size 
and position them. 
« Visual Basic is an evolutionary language (utilizing bath event- and object-
oriented programming techniques) and an evolutionary programming system. 
It is much easier to create Visual Basic applications because less time is 
spent coding, and more time spent focusing on the problem you want to salve, 
not on coding the user interface. The ability to create sophisticated applica-
tions has never been so available to such a broad group of people. Granted, 
Visual Basic can't turn every user into a programmer, but it can greatly 
. /i/:., • [Entsminger92] simp l.J.r programmmg. » . 
Visual Basic's visual and event-oriented approach are the keys to simplifying 
Windows development. fu a nutshell, you (the programmer) can develop ap-
plications graphically. Y ou point and click, selecting objects, controls, pro-
pertïes, and so on from menus as illustrated below in Figure 4.3. 
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Programming the interface in Visual Basic is much closer to user level · than 
;,~.l- -::_'.f 
the traditional programming level. Y ou must, of course, add code to the win-
dows (called forms in Visual Basic) that you create by pointing to and clicking 
menu items, but even adding code is simplified by templates, automatic in-
dentation, super-fast syntax checking, and so on, as shown in Figure 4.4. 
@tr:··-·-·-·---·-=r.··-·-·-·-,.-.❖---·:··-·w1v·-·-·-·-·-·,,_t,najij$itm':it1mr-•❖·-·-·-·.tr···wr···:::=,·-··-·,,❖-:;;r··,·=:-:wr;~n;;:;, 
jfijffif,lForm ~=~(jfi@tolld . . ...... 1:ifaf@.;f.f;%'.ff{ffü'WTVf2':$ 
Sub Form_Load () f 
CantarFor■ GRAPHEDI ~-
~~ 
· L0s autre~ inl'or;sations sont dorm00s par la proc.i;duro LoadFor ~~~: · 
CTypaOfGraph.Additam .. 2D pia.. ;_t._;_:_,_;_· 
CTypeOfGraph. Addib!m "3D pie" f-
CTypeOfGr11ph. Additem "2D b11r" ::;;; 
CTypaOfGraph. Additam "3D bar" ,;! 
CTypeOfGr11ph. AddI tem .. G11ntt" fü 
füffif i ~1m ::§i::: ·_;_·_r_j_::_i __ :
CTypeOfGr11ph. Additem .. Pol11r" ~-~-
CTypeOfGraph. AddI tam "HLC" fü 
CTypoOfGraph. Toxt = CTypoOfGraph. List( 5) J; 
COfStylo .Additom "Dof11ul t (Linos)"" :_t,._;_i __ 
COfStyle. Additem "Sy11bols" ;;;;: 
Figure 4.4 Editing code in Visual Basic 
Visual Basic is a complete programming environment within the Windows 
environment and it has several advantages : 
• Because its core is compatible with previous versions of QuickBASIC 
(with a few exceptions), only a small learning investment is required by the 
millions of current QuickBASIC prograrnmers . 
• It abstracts many of the 600 Windows application program interface 
(API) fonctions to a high level, and therefore enables a programmer to use 
existing Windows fonctionalities (buttons, dialog windows, menus, and so 
on) without using the Windows Software Development Toolkit (SDK). 
Programmers can still call low-level Windows API fonctions through a dy-
namic link library (DLL). 
• It lets a programmer write, compile, run, and debug applications within the 
Windows environment, without exiting to DOS. No other popular Win-
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dows compiler (including Borland's C++ or Turbo Pascal for Windows) 
does this· as well. The Turbo Pascal for Windows debugger, for example, 
despite running as a Windows application, awkwardly switches from gra-
phies to text screen during the debugging process. 
• It incorporates resource development on-site -- that is, within the Visual 
Basic environment. You don't have to run a resource editor or compiler to 
add menus, dialogs, controls, and so on to an application (see Figure 4.5). 
•e<fi•tf:ifj:1J%f::=•7f-·~;.:~~i~ütg#Wi~-=•·\==ft~•-~-~:.:.:./{Jf•t~: 
. r--------~==== 
::~ ÈJ -- 10-~, : ::a : 
OWindowList tlelpContextlD: ~jo __ ~I ; 
D.c.tiecked ~~abled 
: ····Osleoporoeis &Simulation ... 
~ ····C&reate Image ... 
; ····View &Image ... 
j ::::~Exit 
: &O lions 
: ............ ························· ·············································· 
Figure 4.5 Menu Design Window in Visual Basic 
In addition, « thanks in part to an interpretive syntax checker, compiling Vi-
sual Basic applications is many times faster than bath C and C++ compi-
lers. Therefore, if you're trying to get a Windows application up and run-
ning quickly, or a large application prototyped, Visual Basic is clearly the 
system of choice. Recause Visual Basic applications run as fast, or nearly as 
fast in most cases, as Cor C++, you sacrifice very little by developing in Vi-
sual Basic»[F.ntsmïnger9ZJ. 
The Visual Basic system is also being enhanced at an exceptional pace by way 
of Microsoft and third-party custom control support, Dynamic Data Ex-
change (DDE), Dynamic Link Library (DLL) and OLE client èontrol. 
OLE enables Windows programmer to create applications that can both dis-
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that created it. OLE, in other words, is DDE with user or application control 
of the data in other applications. 
« The use of these sophisticated extensions establishes what Microsoft calls a 
« document-centered » view of computing. Typically, programmers and users 
have taken an application-centered view in that a complete task is usually a 
single application. The document-centered view lets any number of tools 
work on a document. This is multitasking at a very high levez. »[Entsminger9ZJ 
For example, your application (created in Visual Basic) might use Microsoft 
Excel, or another spreadsheet or database to hold and manipulate data; a gra-
phies application or tool to plot the data (such as Paintbrush); a text editor to 
transpose some aspect of the data; the Windows recorder to run a macro on 
your data; and your Visual Basic application to filter the data and control ope-
rations. This document-centered perspective, which Visual Basic supports, is 
a giant step forward in the world of multitasking and complex processing. 
And finally, « Corporations are increasingly adopting Visual Basic as acore 
information system development tool because of fast tumaround times, and 
the wealth of off-the-shelf components. To use Visual Basic effectively in a 
mature information system (1S) environment, you need to start judging your 





• size, and 
• speed . 
One way to accomplish these goals is with an « architectural approach ». 
For example, a layered paradigm has many benefits that help meet objectives 
in application development. The following is the short list : 
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• Maintainability : Code is organized in a recognizable manner. Task-
oriented code is centrally located. 
• Reusability : Task-oriented code is easily developed for reuse, specifically 
for tasks that cross application boundaries. The functions that support a 
task are also good candidq,tes for reuse. 
• Siinplicity : Modular design removes the use of « spaghetti code » and 
fostèrs elegance, not « hacks ». 
• Testability : Modules can be tested easily. Modularization breaks up the 
code coverage task into smaller, manageable units. 
• Size : The memory footprint can be significantly reduced. Also, code size 
optimizations are much easier to implement and localize in a modular de-
sign. 
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2. Functional Specifications 
In this section we discuss the functional specifications of the fonctionalities 
that we have implemented in our program. We have based our work on the 
specification language introduced in [Dubois93]. 
To specify a software problem is to define it as precisely as possible but wi-
thout focusing on its solution ([Meyer85]), that is why we only discuss the 
three main functionalities implemented in our program, i.e. the MIL analysis, 
the computation of the Euler number and the Osteoporosis simulation . 
Furthermore we have only developed one fonction in full detail because we 
thought it was not relevant to perform the same task with all fonctionalities . 
2.1 Perform MIL Analysis Functional Specifications 
The goal of this function is to perf orm a MIL analysis as described in chapter 3 
and to specify the associated results. To specify it we had to decompose it 
into a certain number of smaller fonctions. Ail those fonctions are specified 
below. 
2.1.1 Perform_MIL Function 
This is the main fonction of the performed MIL analysis fonction, it deals with 
initializations, calls to other fonctions and makes the final ;:;omputations . 
A. Interface and Main Data Structures 
• pixels: 
PIXELS 
* Pixels coordinates list 
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• globals: 
GLOBALS 
* Pixels coordinates list boundaries 
• increment : INTEGER 
* Rotation increment angle 
Output • result: 
RESULT 
* Computation results 
B. Processing Rules 
Preconditions • not (empty?(pixels)) 
* Pixels coordinates list is not empty 
• \/ i: (1 ~ i ~ length(pixels)) ⇒ 
(xmin(globals)::;; x(pixelsï)::;; xmax(globals)) /\ 
(ymin(globals) ~ y(pixelsï) ~ .ymax(globals)) 
* Values in globals represent the true boundaries of 
pixels coordinates list 
• 30 ~ increment ~ 180 
* Boundaries for increment value 
Postconditions • diameter=xmax(globals) - xmin(globals) 
* Compute the diameter of the circular test area from 
pixels coordinates boundaries 
• radius = diameter / 2 


























• pixels'= Get_test_area(pixels,radius,diameter) 
* Get the circular test area from pixels and store it into 
pixels' 
• area = 11 * radius2 
* Compute the suiface-area of the circular test are 
• fraction_area = length(pixels') / area 
* Compute bone fraction ratio from the number of bone 
pixels and the suiface-area of the circular test area 
• pixels·· = Compute_Rotation(pixels · ,increment) 
* Compute rotations of the test area and store them into 
pixels" 
• array _result=Compute_MIL(pixels" ,area,fraction_area,gl 
obals) 
* Compute MIL indice for each rotations and the global 
tw value and store them into array _result 
• MILmax(result) = MIL(array _resultï) : 
(1 :::;; i:::;; length(array_result)) /\. 
(\/ j : (1 :::;;j :::;;1ength(array_result)) ⇒ 
MIL( array _resultj) :::;; MIL( array _resultï)) 
* Get the maximum MIL value from array _result 
• MILmm(result) = MIL(array_resultï) : 
(1 :::;;i$length (array_result)) /\. 
(\/ j: (1 :::;;j:::;; length(array_result)) ⇒ 
MIL(array_resultï):::;; MIL(array_resultj)) 
* Get the minimum MIL value from array yesult 
• nr = (180 / increment) + 1 
* Compute the number of rotations 
• tmp_tw = (11*tw(array_result)) / (2*nr) 
* Compute temporary value for the computation of the 
tw value 
• tw(result)=(2*fraction_area) / tmp_tw 
* Compute final tw value 
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C. Intermediate Data structures 
Intermediate • pixels': PIXELS 
data • diameter : INTEGER 
• radius: INTEGER 
• area: FLOAT 








• nr : INTEGER 
MIL 
FLO AT 
• tmp_tw : FLOAT 
Chapter4 
2.1.2 Get_Test_Area Function 
This function computes the test area on which the MIL analysis is performed. 
A. Interface and Main Data Structures 
Input • pixels : PIXELS 
* Pixels coordinates list 
• radius : INTEGER 
* Radius of the test are a 
• diameter: INTEGER 
* Diameter of the test are a 
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1 
1. 
* Pixels coordinates list of the test area 
B. Processing Rules 
Preconditions • not (empty?(pixels)) 
• * Input pixels coordinates List not empty 
Postconditions • not(empty?(pixels')) 
* Output pixels coordinates List not empty 
• • (xctr ,yctr)=Find_specimen_ Centroid(pixels) * Compute the centroid coordinates from pixels and 
store them into xctr and yctr 
• xmin=xctr-radius-(n*diameter) ⇒ • :3 n: ((n ~ 0) A (xmin :::;;diameter)) 
* The center of the test area x coordinate is equal to 
the x coordinate of the centroid minus the radius and 
• n times the diameter (until it is inferior to the diame-
ter value) 
• ymin=yctr-radius-(n*diameter) ⇒ 
:3 n: ((n ~ 0) A (ymin:::;; diameter)) 
* Same as above but for the y coordinate 
• 'ef i : ( 1 ~ i ~ length(pixels ')) ⇒ 
((xmin-radius) ~ x(pixels'i):::;; (xmin+radius)) A 
((ymin-radius) ~ y(pixels' ï) ~ (ymin+radius)) 
* Each pixel coordinates are within a circle whose 
center coordinates are (xmin,ymin) and whose radius 
is radius 
C. lntermediate Data Structures 
• Intermediate • xctr : INTEGER data • yctr: INTEGER 
• xmin : INTEGER 
• ymin : INTEGER 
• • n: INTEGER 
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2.1.3 Find_Specimen_Centroid Function 
This fonction computes the coordinates specimen centroid whose pixels coor-
dinates are given. 
A. Interface and Main Data Structures 
Input • pixels : PIXELS 
* Pixels coordinates list 
Output • xctr : INTEGER 
* x coordinate of the specimen centroid 
• yctr : INTEGER 
* y coordinate of the specimen centroid 
B. Processing Rules 
Preconditions • not( empty?(pixels)) 
* Pixels coordinates list not empty 
Postconditions length(pixels) 
• xctr = ( LX(pixels;)) l length(pixels) 
i=l 
* Specimen centroid x coordinate equàl the sum of ail 
pixels x coordinates divided by the number of pixels 
length(pixe/s) 
• yctr = ( LY(pixels;)) I length(pixels) 
i=l 
* Same as above but for the y coordinate 
2.1.4 Compute_Rotation Function 
This fonction computes rotations of the original pixel coordinates and stores 
rotated pixel coordinates in a data structure. The number of rotations de-
pends on the value of increment and determines the number of pixel coordi-
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··' 
that we suppose already defined8 and which computes the rotated coordinates 
of a point given its current coordinates (x,y) and a rotation angle. 
A. Interface and Main Data Structures 
Input • pixels' : PIXELS 
* Pixels coordinates to be rotated 
• increment : INTEGER 
* Rotation increment angle 
Output • pixels" : S_PIXELS 
* Data structure containing the rotated pixels coordinates 
B. Processing Rules 
Preconditions • not(empty?(pixels')) 
* Pixels coordinates list not empty 
• 30 ~ increment ~ 180 
* Increment value must be between 30 and 180 degrees 
Postconditions • length(pixels' ')=(180/increment)+ 1 
* The number of pixels coordinates lists contained in 
pixels" 
• V i : (1~ i ~length(pixels")) ⇒ 
length(pixels(pixels' 'ï)) = length(pixels') 
* The number of pixels in each list contained in pixels" 
is equal the pixels number of the original pixels list 
• V i: (1~ i ~length(pixels")) ⇒ (tmp_pixels = pixels'\) A 
(Vj : (1 ~j ~ length (tmp_pixels)) ⇒ 
(x(tmp_pixelsj)), y(tmp_pixelsj)) = 
Rotate (x(pixels'j), y(pixels'j), ((i-l)*increment)) 
* Each pixel coordinates of the pixels lists contained in 
pixels" cornes from a rotation of the corresponding 
8 We suppose the Rotate function defined. We do not think it would relevant to specify it formally 
because it would overload this section. Furthermore we have extracted this function as such from the 
existing code thanks to the reverse engineering method developed later on in this chapter. 
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pixel coordinates contained in pixels' with a specified 
angle 
C. Intermediate Data Structures 
l 
lntermediate 1 ~ tmp_pixels: PIXELS 
_ data _ 
2.1.5 Compute_MIL Function . 
This fonction computes the MIL value for each rotated test area computed by 
the Compute_Rotation fonction. lt also computes the global trabecular width 
and store these values in a data structure. It uses a fonction 
(Compute_lntercepts) that we suppose already defined9 and which, given a 
pixel coordinate list and its boundaries, computes the number of intercepts 
which can be defined as the number of rimes that a pixel succeeds to a hole10 
and inversely. For example, if we suppose that holes are represented by O and 
pixels by 1, then the number of intercepts for : 0001111011010101100 would 
be: 10. 
A. Interface and Main Data Structures 
Input • pixels": S_PIXELS 
* Data structure containing the rotated pixels coordinates 
• area: FLOAT 
* Suiface-area of the test are 
• fraction_area: FLOAT 
* Bone fraction ratio of the test are a 
• globals : GLOBALS 
* Pixels coordinates list boundaries 
Output • result_array : ARRA Y _RESULT 
* Data structure to store computed values 
9 Same as for the Rotate function 
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B. Processing Rules 
Preconditions • not ( empty? (pixels'')) 
* Data structure containing the rotated pixels coordina-
tes not empty 
• Vi: (1::; i ::;Iength(pixels")) ⇒ (tmp_pixels=pixels''ï) A 
(V j : (1 ::; j ::; length(tmp_pixels))⇒ 
(xmin(globals) ::; x(tmp_pixelsj) ::; xmax(globals)) A 
(ymin(globals)::; y(trnp_pixelsj) ::; ymax(globals))) 
* Values in globals represent the true boundaries of 
pixels coordinates lists contained in pixels" 
• 0 < fraction_area < area 
* Fraction_area superior to O and inferior to area 
Postconditions • length(array _result)length(pixels' ') 
* There are as many values in array _result as there are 
pixels coordinates lists in pixels" 
• Vi : (1::; i::; length(pixels")) ⇒ 
( in terce pts = Compute_Intercepts(pixels' 'i,globals)) A 
(MIL(array_resultï) = ((2*fraction_area*area)/ intercepts) 
A (tw=tw + (intercepts / area)) 
* Formula to compute MIL values and trabecular width 
value 
C. lntermediate Data structures 
Intermediate • intercepts : INTEGER 
data • tmp _pixels : PIXELS 
2.2 Compute Euler Number Functional Specifications 
The goal of this fonction is to compute the Euler number as described in 
chapter 3. We do not specify it formally but we use below natural language as 
we thought it would not be relevant to specify all fonctions using formal lan-
guage because of the overload it would cause to this chapter . 
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Input • A data structure containing the pixels coordinates 
• Pixels coordinates boundaries 
Output • Euler number 
• Trabecular width 
Preconditions • The data structure containing the pixels coordinates is not 
empty 
• The boundaries of the pixels list are not corrupted 
Postconditions • The Euler number and the trabecular width of the speci-
men whose pixels coordinates were given as input have 
been computed following the method discussed in chapter 
3 
2.3 Perf orm Osteoporosis Simulation Functional Specifications 
The goal of this function is to perform an osteoporosis simulation as described 
in chapter 3. The same remark like the preceding one concerning the fact that 
we specify this function in natural language is still appropriate. 
Input • A data structure containing the specimen pixels co-
ordinates 
• Pixels coordinates boundaries 
• A simulation indice 
Output • A series of data structures containing the new speci-
men pixels coordinates (one data structure per simu-
lation step) 
Preconditions • The data structure containing the pixels coordinates 
is not empty 
• The boundaries of the pixels list are not corrupted 
Postconditions • A data structure containing new pixels coordinates is 
produced for each simulation step 
• The number of simulation steps equal the number 
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• The number of pixels coordinates in the data struc-
ture corresponding to the first simulation step is inf e-
,, rior to the nu'Înber of original pixels coordinates ac-
cording to the principle discussed in chapter 3 
• The number of pixels coordinates of each simulation 
step is inferior to the number of pixels coordinates of 
the preceding step according to the same principle 
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3. Implementation Analysis 
fu this section we discuss the software architecture we bave implemented in 
our program and the aftereffects it had on the behavior of our program. Tuen 
we discuss the specific programming techniques and algorithms we have deve-
loped and/or implemented. 
3.1 The Software Architecture 
3.1.1 Description of the Software Architecture 
fu this section we discuss our software architecture. We first present the glo-
bal architecture of our program ; then we present the module architecture of 
two tasks performed and finally we show the mapping between the module ar-
chitecture and an Object Oriented architecture. 
3.1.1.1 Global Architecture 
We now present below in Figure 4.6 the global architecture of our program. 
It consists of two main layers : the interface layer and the functionality 
layer. They interact respectively with the user, the permanent data and with 
each other. The interface layer is, naturally enough, responsible for the user's 
dialogue management. The justification of this architecture is discussed later 
in this chapter11• 


































Figure 4.6 Global architecture 
3.1.1.2 Module Architecture 
W e describe below the module architecture conceming the tasks : creation of 
a: new analysis and visualization of an existing bitmap. We do not present the 
complete architecture of all tasks because we think it would not be of any inte-
rest. 
.The following architecture is based on the method described in [Dubois93] 
and the following considerations of [Pamas72]. Nevertheles,s we have not 
used the traditional level hierarchy proposed by that methodology. lndeed, 
we have decided to adopt a level hierarchy where interface level modules 
are placed on top of the hierarchy. This is often used when interface com-
plexity outdoes functionality complexity. But this is not our motivation. In-
deed, we have chosen such a hierarchy because we think it better fits with a 
MS Windows application architecture where functionalities are released by 
events fired in the user interface {i.e., when the user presses the OK button, 
then the analysis starts) . 
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The module levels that we have chosen to represent are: 
• Level 1 : Operating System modules 
• Level 3 : Data access level 
• Level .4 : Functionalities level 
• Level 5 : Interface level 
In the next figures, ail relations between a level-n module and a level-m mo-
dule such as m < n imply that the level-n module uses services provided by the 
level-m module. 
3.1.1.2.1 « Perform New Analysis » Module Arclùtecture 
The goal of the perform new analysis task, whose module architecture is 
shown on the next page in Figure 4. 7, is to perf orm a selected analysis (MIL 
or Euler), on a selected binary file with selected parameters. 
3.1.1.2.2 « Visualize Existing Bitmap » Module Archltecture 
We present below· in Figure 4.8 the module architecture of the visualize exis-
ting bitmap task whose goal is to display on the screen one or more selected 
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• 
• 
• Select_Euler_Pararreters Select_MIL_Pararretrs 
• -Level 5 - Interface Leve1-----' '-------' '-----""' 
Validate_File_Narre Read_Globals 
• 
-Level 4 - Functionalities Leve1------' 
• 
Binary _File Index_File 
• -Level 3 - Data Access Level-----------------------
Operating SystemFunctions 1 
• -Level 1 - Operating SystemLeve1-----------------------
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VISUalize_Existing_Bitmap • 
• 
Show_Infonmtions Show..J3itrmps • 
·Level 5 - Interface Leve•1----' ~-----,------- ------ • 
Display_Bitmap 
• 





-Level 3 - DataAcœssLevel---------------------- • 
Operating SystemFunctions 1 
-Level 1 - Operating SystemLevel-------------------- • 
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3.1.1.3 An Object Oriented Architecture 
W e now present the functionalities libraries Object Oriented architecture based 
upon the method described in [Booch94] and whose fundamentals are presen-
ted below . 
A class diagram is used to show classes existence and their relationships, it 
represents the structure of the classes which compose the system architecture 
([Booch94]). The most important elements of a diagram class are the classes 
themselves and their principal relationships. We show below, in Figure 4.9, 





Generic class Child class association 
Figure 4.9 Representations used in [Booch94] 
We think that using class diagrams present a good illustration of a module 
architecture implementation. Indeed, the mapping between both is quite 
immediate when looking at the two figures. For example, if we look at the le-
vel 3 modules shown in Figure 4.7 (Global_File, Binary_File and Index_File 
modules), their Object Oriented implementation is clearly shown below 
(Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11), where ail three modules are child objects of a 
main generic object. The goal of this generic object is to serve as a base con-
tainer object for implementing all level 3 modules. Further more, the reader 
will find in the two figures below the objects corresponding to concepts des-
cribed in section 3.2 of this chapter and also a concrete illustration of what is 
implemented inside each dynamic libraries (DLLs) . 
• 
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3.1.2 Justification of the Software Architecture 
In this section we present why the software architecture we have described 
above helped us meeting the functional and non-functional requirements that 
havè been expressed the first section of this chapter . 
3.1.2.1 Meeting Functional Requirements 
We discuss now the functional aspect of the requirements. As presented in 
section 1, we have splitted this point in two separate aspects : functionalities 
and user friendly interface. We present below both aspects separately to res-
pect that distinction. 
3.1.2.1.1 Functionalities 
In fact, using the C++ language provided us with a powerful and modern 
language which was necessary to fully implement desired functionalities in an 
object oriented fashion. It also provided us the capacity to implement com-
plex data structures such as binary arrays that are disèussed below. 
Further more it permitted us to take full advantage of the reverse engineering 
work (discussed in section 3.5) we have accomplished by providing a corn-
mon base, the C programming language, between our program and the exis-
ting set of programs . 
Finally the use of C++ allowed us to access more easily binary files at the ne-
cessary level to perform the compression and the manipulations that are dis-
cussed later in this chapter . 
3.1.2.1.2 User Friendly Interface 
Using the Microsoft Visual Basic, which is widely considered as the quickest 
and easiest way to create applications for Windows, helped us for two dif-
ferent aspects of the interface coding and design : 
• it helped us making a good looking user friendly interface 
• it helped us manipulating graphical items such as bitmap and graphie 
charts 
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Indeed, Visual Basic allows the programmer to spend more time focusing on 
problems to be solved and less time on coding. According to [Entsminger92] 
« the ability to create sophisticated applications has never been so available to 
such a broad group of people. Granted, Visual Basic can't tum every user 
into a programmer, but it can greatly simplify programming ». This is an im-
portant characteristic because we hadn't any practice of this language but its 
easiness helped us greatly learning it over a very short period. 
Tuen we have been able to spend more time on the interface design because 
its coding was much easier and we had plenty of time to focus on the user will. 
More, as programming the interface was then much closer to user level than 
the traditional programming level, it helped us having a quick understanding of 
Mr. Keller' s considerations as user. 
Further more, the use of high level fonctions to display bitmaps and to create 
and manipulate graphie charts has been very helpful for the realization of ail 
functionalities associated with those graphical elements. 
Finally, the complete set of appropriate tools for the different aspects of 
GUI12 development provided us with the facility to refine appearance and be-
havior of the interface objects. 
3.1.2.2 Meeting Non-Functional Requirements 
We discuss below the non-functional requirements that have been presented in 
section 1. We first talk about performances and then about programming 
tools and languages. 
3.1.2.2.1 Performances 
As presented below, we have developed state of the art programming 
techniques such as dynamically allocated bidimentional arrays, an original 
compression algorithm and an object oriented implementation. This has been 
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made possible by the use of the C++ programming language and those techni-
ques are the reasons we have been able to provide high level performances. 
~ . 
Indeed it wouldn't have been possible to perform the same programming with 
Visual Basic as it is a less powerful programming language. Nevertheless it 
is more appropriate for developing the interface and C++ is more appropriate 
for manipulating complex data and implementing complicated algorithms. 
3.1.2.2.2 Programming Tools and Languages 
It is obvions that we have respected the requirements on this particular aspect 
as we have used the tools and languages that we were asked to use. There is 
then no more to say about that. 
3.1.2.3 Conclusion 
By making use of both, Visual basic and C++, key points, it helped us achie-
ving a good mix between user friendliness and high level performances. If 
we had to stay with one of the two, wè couldn't have offered the desired result 
and this is the best justification we can put forward to justify our software ar-
chitecture. W e indeed think that it consists of a modern and useful architec-
ture that makes it possible and easier to provide both characteristics that every 
Windows application should provide : power and user friendliness . 
3.2 Specific Programming Techniques and Algorithms 
3.2.1 The Utilization of Dynamic-Link Libraries (DLLs) 
As presented in the first part of this chapter (The Software Architecture), we 
have extensively used DLLs in our application. In this section, we first say 
what a DLL is, then we say why we have chosen to develop part of our ap-
plication using this concept and what where the resulting advantages . 
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3.2.1.1 What is a DLL ? 
Three different meanings can be associated with the term Link-Libraries ac-
cording to [Myers&Hamer93], but all libraries contain groups of fonctions that 
are gathered together in the same file. The difference cornes from their orga-
nization and their addressing. 
Languages such as C rely on libraries for the irnplementation of their functio-
nalities. The linker includes in executable code fonctions that have been ex-
tracted from the libraries. These can then be used by the program as its own 
fonctions. The library is then airned at preventing the programmer from reco-
ding basic fonctions: Such libraries are often called « static » libraries be-
cause they are included inside the executable code when it has been compiled 
andlinked. 
Static libraries present a big problem for Windows. Indeed, as a multitasking 
operating system, Windows tends to run more than one application at the 
same time. Thus, if two programs use the same library, it is then present twice 
in memory causing a waste of memory which is maybe the most critical Win-
dows r~source. The concept of dynamic libraries even though it has not 
been invented for Windows is widely used thanks to the Microsoft OS. With 
dynamic-link libraries, fonctions are linked dynamically, that is to say that the-
re is no more incorporation into the executable code but it is the program itself 
which calls the desired fonctions dynamically. Furthermore, these fonctions 
can be sirnultaneously used by several programs even though only one copy of 
the fonction is present in memory, thus DLL can contribute to save memory. 
The third and last sort of library is the incorporation library. lt is a small file 
that contains the reference points to the corresponding DLL. lt indicates what 
fonctions are present and where to find them. For example, the file user32.lib 
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3.2.1.2 Why using D~Ls ? 
Dynamic-Link Libraries (DLLs) are a key feature of Microsoft Windows. As 
their name suggests, DLLs are libraries of procedures that applications can 
1.inl$: to and use at run time rather than link to statically at compile time. This 
means that the libraries can be updated independently of the application, and 
many applications can share a single DLL. 
DLL present a certain amount of general advantages according to 
[Myers&Hamer93] : 
• lt is possible to personalize a program by using several DLLs. For 
example, it could be possible to include messages displayed by a program in 
DLLs so that the user may choose the desired language when installing the 
program. Let us this means that the messages in French would be included 
inside the file french. dll and the messages in English would included inside 
the file english.dll. The installation program would then just have to copy 
the appropriated DLL to provide messages in the selected language. 
• Using DLLs can lead to share functions between several applications 
which means a reduction in development costs. 
• Developers with a specific knowledge can create DLLs for others whose 
knowledge in the same domain is not that good. For example, animation or 
3D graphies libraries . 
• 
Using DLLs presented for us the following advantages: 
• As we said when justifying our software architecture, it provided us with 
the capacity of combining key points of the C++ programming language 
with the key points of the Visual Basic programming language. 
• lt has made it possible for us to split the work into modules whose deve-
lopment has been parallel. 
• It has been easier to test, modify, recompile and de bug the application as 
functionalities were interface independent . 
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• As we said previously, DLLs are also important to save memory which we 
have used intènsively13 . 
• Finally, it provides an easy path_for further evolutions and maintenance 
work. 
3.2.2 Memory Management 
In this section we first say what usage we have made of the memory and then 
we explain what programming techniques and operating system capacities hel-
ped us manage it. 
3.2.2.1 The Bidimentional Memory Arrays 
As described in chapter 3, the existing set of programs did a poor usage of 
memory. Indeed, ail computations were directly made on the screen (the dis-
play screen) using color tags and commands such as putpixel14 and getpixel15• 
Hence the low performance level which was obtained by those programs. 
As increasing performances is a key aspect of our work, taking full advan-
tage of memory has consequently been one of our main subjects. We think it 
is not necessary to explain here the advantages obtained when using memory 
for computations instead of screen displays as it should be obvious for eve-
rybody. Nevertheless, using memory means finding a good data representa-
tion that would fit with both the computation needs and the memory size res-
trictions. That is why we have chosen to implement dynamically allocated 
bidimentional arrays. 
Concretely, these arrays are arrays of pointers to unsigned short integers and 
their size, in pointer number, correspond to the size of the screen, in pixel 
number, that would be necessary to display the image represented in the input 
binary file. Bone pixels (white pixels on Figure 4.12) are assigned the value 
1 to the corresponding unsigned short integer whose pointer coordinates in the 
13 See section 3.2.2 
14 The putpixel command puts a pixel on the screen at a specified location and with a specified color 
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,. •:· .. 
array correspond to a projection of the screen coordinates. For example, if we 
assume that the image screen landmarks are (100, 500) for X and (200, 400) 
for Y, then the size of the array would be 400 (=500-100) for X and 200 
(=400-200) for Y. Thus, if the pixel whose screen coordinates are (200,350) 
is a bone pixel, the array square (200-100,350-200) will contain value 1. 
Marrow pixels (black pixels on Figure 4.12) are assigned value O. This pro-
cess is illustrated below in Figure 4.12 . 
Data screen representation Data memory representation 
1 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 00 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 
' ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 
Figure 4.12 Data screen representation and its projection to data memory representation 
U sing the described arrays gave us the following advantages : 
• A data structure compatible with screen characteristics used by the exis-
ting set of programs. Hence it enabled us to use existing computation al-
gorithms that we have obtained thanks to our reverse engineering work16. 
• A data structure simple enough to be manipulated with relative ease but 
complex enough to fulfill our needs . 
• A dynamic characteristic that helped us sparing memory as we were able 
to use an array that would fit exactly our needs for a specific task, thus pre-
venting waste of memory that would have been caused by fixed size arrays . 
16 See section 3.5 
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3.2.2.2 Memory Management Techniques 
We have used a certain number of programming techniques that helped us 
managing memory. We discuss below what programming techniques and 
what were the resulting advantages : 
• As we explained previously17, we have implemented a data structure 
(dynamically allocated bidimentional memory arrays) that would fit our 
memory needs for a specific task, thus minimizing memory waste. 
• We have also used an Object Oriented approach that provided features 
for a proper use of memory. Indeed, we have implemented our memory ar-
rays within an object that allowed us to use the new and delete operators. 
These operators are used to allocate and to free the necessary memory for 
an object. lt was then possible to manage dynamically the memory so for 
its allocation that for its freeing. 
• Finally, using Dynamic-Link Libraries (DLL) also helped us saving and 
managing memory as we have explained it above18• 
Further more, the Microsoft Windows operating system provides features 
for managing memory, we quote some of them below without describing them 
in details as it is not the goal of this thesis19 : 
• EMS (expanded memory specifications) and XMS (extended memory 
specifications) support 
• Virtual memory support 
• Utilization of segmented memory 
• Discardable and fixed memory 
• 
17 See section 3.2.2.1 
18 See section 3.2.1 
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3.2.3 Compression of Binary Files 
« Compression is the process used to reduce the physical size of a block of 
information »[Murray&vanRv>er94l_ Compression is useful to fit a larger block of in-
formation in a given storage space or in a given block of memory . 
In the following sections, we introduce our motivations for developing a com-
pression algorithm, then we discuss the data compression basic concepts and 
terminology and finally we describe the unique method we have developed for 
our program. 
3.2.3.1 Motivations for a Compression Process 
The binary files, which have been introduced in chapter 3 and which are a 
necessary input for analysis and bitmap creations, have the disadvantage to 
require a large amount of storage space. Indeed, the size of a binary file 
can range from a few megabytes to several tens of megabytes depending on 
the size of the trabecular bone digitized. Thus and eventhough storage cost 
has decreased dramatically over the last years, the utility of a a high perfor-
mance compression algorithm is obvious . 
This consideration and the fact that the compression method used by the exis-
ting set of programs, that is to say the utilization of the PKZIP compression 
utility, was not enough powerful, persuaded us of developing our own 
method. 
3.2.3.2 Data Compression Terminology 
A compressor, naturally enough, performs compression and a decompressor 
reconstruct the original data. Although this may seem obvious, a decompres-
sor can operate only by using knowledge of the compression algorithm used to 
convert the original data into its compressed form . 
The terms unencoded data and raw data describe data before it has been com-
pressed. The terms encoded data and compressed data describe the same in-
formation after it has been compressed . 
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3.2.3.2.1 Physical and logical compression 
« Compression algorithm are often described as squeezing, squashing, crun-
ching, or imploding data, but these are not very good descriptions of what is 
ail h • [Murray&vanRyper94) Of h • • • actu y appemng » • . course, t e maJor use compress10n 1S 
to mak:e data use less disk space , but it does not physically cram the data 
into a smaller size package in any meaningful sense. Instead, « compression 
algorithms are used to reencode data into a different, more compact pre-
sentation » [Murray&vanRyper94] 
The distinction between physical and logical compression methods has to be 
made on the basis of how the data is compressed. « Physical compression is 
performed on data exclusive of the information it contains » [Murray&vanRyper94l_ 
That is to say that it only translate a series of bits to one pattern to ~ other 
one more compact. The relationship between the compressed data and the 
raw data is mechanical and will not appear as obvious to somebody which 
does not know about it. The physical compression algorithm removes the re-
dundancy that existed in the data itself, thus making it smaller. 
« Logical compression is accomplished through the process of logical substi-
tution» [Murray&vanRyper94l_ That is to say replacing a symbol, or a data represen-
tation by another one. Changing « United States of America » by USA is a 
good example of a logical compression. Logical compression works only on 
data at the character level or higher and is based exclusively on informations 
contained within the data. 
3.2.3.2.2 Symmetrical and asymmetrical compression 
In one hand, « symmetric compression method uses roughly the same algo-
rithms and perf orms the same amount of work for compression as it does for 
decompression »[Murray&vanRyper94l_ In the other hand, « asymmetric methods re-
quire substantially more work to go in one direction than they require in the 
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The algorithm :.chqice has to be related,;,tq,.,the application nature. For 
:., '' ' . 
example, if we write a backup file routine, then we can expect that some files 
will never be read. In, sùch an example, a fast compression algorithm that is ~- . ' 
expensive to decompress might be enough. On the contrary, if we make an 
image database where a picture will be compressed once for storage but wi11 
be decompressed often for viewing, then an asymmetric algorithm which uses 
much CPU time for compression, but is quick to decode would work well. 
3.2.3.2.3 Lossy and lossless compressions 
Sorne compression algorithms are called lossless. What does this mean ? 
« When a chunk of data is compressed and then decompressed, the original 
information contained in the data is preserved » [Murray&vanRyper94l_ That is to 
say that no data has been lost. Those algorithms are used when the data must 
imperatively remain unchanged. For example, compression of programs must 
be lossless since a difference of a single bit may cause a failure . 
Lossly compression methods however, « throw away some of the data» 
[Murray&vanRyper94l_ This is in order to achieve compression ratios better than 
those of most lossless compression methods. Algorithms of this kind are often 
used to compress high resolution images where a single pixel is barely visible 
anyway. 
3.2.3.3 The I.RLE method 
In this section, we describe the unique method and the associated algorithm 
we have developed for our program . 
We have called it the LRLE method, or logical and run-length encoding 
method, because it is a two steps method which combines a logical compres-
sion of the original data with a physical RLE compression . 
Below, we discuss both parts of the compression process separately, pointing 
out general characteristics we have presented above and original aspects . 
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3.2.3.3.1 The logical compression 
Logical compression naturally enough has to be the first step of the com-
pression process. We say naturally enough because as it is aimed to substitute 
a new representation for the data, it must be performed before the physical 
compression after which that substitution would not be possible anymore. 
The most important aspect of this logical compression is the performing of a 
logical substitution that helps compression process nèxt step, the physical 
compression, achieving good results. Eventhough we discuss the physical 
compression algorithm below, we can already point out the fact that it works 
well with black and whites pictures. This is important to understand why the 
following substitution is relevant. 
Indeed, we have used the bidimentionnal binary arrays that have been des-
' cribed in a previous section20• Using these provided us with ail the desired 
characteristics : 
• It is a logical substitution in the sense that we have replaced a data repre-
sentation with an other one. 
• There is not any loss of the original information. 
• The new data representation fits perfectly the physical compression. 
• Bidimentional binary arrays are used throughout the application, thus we 
have been able to use existing objects and less specific code had to be 
written for the compression. 
3.2.3.3.2 The physical compression 
The physical compression algorithm we have used is a typical run-length en-
coding (RLE) algorithm which is supported by most bitmap file formats. 
RLE which may not achieve the high compression ratios of the more advanced 
compression methods is both easy to implement and quick to execute. These 
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are very important characteristics as we wanted the compression to be relative-
ly fast since a too slow process would reduce for the user the gain obtained. 
More, RLE is a symmetric compression algorithm which means, as we said 
above, that it does not require a lot more work to go in one direction than to 
go in the other. The compression and uncompression times described in a 
following section, are a direct consequence of this and fit well with the high 
performances care we have developed throughout our program . 
RLE is suited for compressing any type of data regardless of its informa-
tion content but it affects the compression ratio. This is the main limitation of 
the method but it is also the key aspect which lead us to adopt the RLE algo-
rithm. Indeed, it works by reducing the physical size of a repeating string of 
character, called a run. This process works well if the length of the run is 
quite long. Thus, compressing a black-and-white image, for example, would 
work well as there are only two possible values which makes long run exis-
tence credible. If we recall the logical substitution we have described in the 
previous section, it is then obvious that a RLE method fits perfectly to our 
needs. 
Now that we have justified the choice of the compression method, we describe 
its standard algorithm and how we have implemented it. 
As we said above, RLE works by reducing the physical size of a repeating 
string called the run. It is the encoded in two bytes. The first byte represen-
ting the number of characters in the run, it is called the run count, the second 
byte representing the value of the character in the run, it is called the run va-
lue. For example, if we consider the following run, 
then it would be encoded with the following two bytes : 
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15A 
15 being the run count and A being the run value. The 15A code generated is 
called an RLE packet. 
A new packet is generated each time the run character changes. If we now 
consider the new fifteen characters stdng containing four different character 
runs 
AAAAAABBBXXXXXT 
Using the RLE encoding process, this could be compressed into four 2-bytes 
RLE packets : 
6A 3B 5X JT 
This shows clearly that the efficiency of the method depends on the type of 
the data to be encoded. This is true to the extent that if we had a string con-
taining fifteen different runs, then it would be encoded using fifteen 2-bytes 
RLE packets, thus the encoded string would twice as big as the raw data. 
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Figure 4.13 Basic run-length encoding flow[Murray&vanRyper94] 
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Though data is normally run-length encoded in a sequential process that 
treats the data as a one dimensional stream rather than as a two dimensional 
map of data, as in our algorithm, variants of this method exist. In sequential 
processing, the data is encoded starting at the upper left corner and procee-
ding from left to right across each scan line (the X axis) to the bottom right 
corner of the array. This the process we have used to encode our binary ar-
rays. It is illustrated in Figure 4.14, a. But alternative RLE schemes can also 
be written to encode data down the length of the array (the Y axis) along the 
columns (see Figure 4.14, b), to encode the array into 2-dimensional tiles (see 
Figure 4.14, c), or even to encode it on a diagonal zigzag fashion (see Figure 
4.14, d). Nevertheless, variants such as the last one might be used in highly 
specialized applications, but are usually quite rare . 
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The last characteristic of the RLE algorithm that we have implemented in our 
pro gram is its lossless compression. It is obvious regarding the nature of the 
data compressed that we could not afford any loss. Thus eventhough ze-
roing-out one or two least significant bits could have lead to a better com-
pression ratio, it was not an acceptable solution for us. 
Figure 4.14 Run-length encoding variants[Murray&vanRyper94] 
3.2.3.3.3 The LRLE algorithm 
In order to conclude this section, we present below in Figure 4.15 the comple-
te algorithm for the LRLE compression process of a binary file. The method 
can be divided in three steps : 
1. The first step is the reading of a plane in the binary file (a plan is a set 
x,y,z coordinates whose z value remain the same). That plane is stored in-
side a bidimentional binary array. 
2. The binary array is then coded using the Run-Length-Encoding algorithm 
presented above in Figure4.13. The only difference at this point with a 
traditional RLE method is that we compute the number of couples 
(RunCount,RunValue) used to code that plane. That particular value called 
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many couples (RunCount,RunValue) have to be read to recreate the origi-
nal plane. Thes,e. are saved in a separate We.:J 
3. The encoded plane is then saved in a file whose name is the same as the 
binary file and whosY: extension is CBf (Compressed Binary File). The cor-
responding Plane Value is saved in a file using the same name and PID 
(Planar InDex) as extension . 
Read First plane 
Code current plane 
W rite coded plane 
Read next plane 
EXIT 
Figure 4.15 The LRLE algorithm 
3.2.4 Multiple-Document Interface (MDI) Application 
The MDI allows you to create an application that maintains multiple forms 
within a single containers form. Applications such as Windows Program 
Manager, Windows File Manager, Microsoft Excel and Microsoft W ord for 
Windows have multiple-document interfaces . 
An MDI application allows the user to display multiple documents at the same 
time, with each document displayed in its own window. Document windows 
are contained in a parent-window, which provide a workspace for ail the do-
cument windows in the application. For example, Windows Pro gram Manager 
allows you to create and display many different program groups. Bach group 
is displayed in its own window and is confined to the area of the Program Ma-
nager' s parent window . 
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In an MDI application, the child menus are displayed on the MDI form, ra-
ther than on the child forms themselves. When a child form has the focus, that 
child menu (if any) replaces the MDI form menu on the menu bar. If there are 
no children loaded, or if the child with the focus does not have a menu, the 
MDI form menu is displayed. 
It is common for MDI applications to use several sets of menus. When the 
user opens a document, the application displays the menu associated with that 
type of document. Usually, a different menu is displayed when there are not 
any children loaded. For example, when there are no spreadsheets open, Mi-
crosoft Excel displays only the File and Help menus. When the user opens a 
spreadsheet, other menus are displayed (File, Edit, Formula, and so on). 
When a user opens a chart, a different set of m~nus is displayed (File, Edit, 
Gallery, Chart, and so on). 
3.2.5 Bitmap Creation and 3D Representation 
In this section we discuss the general principles of bitmaps, then say why we 
have chosen bitmaps and the Microsoft BMP format in particular. Tuen we 
discuss the use of gray scale color palettes and the 3D modelisation that we 
have made. 
3.2.5.1 Bitmap files 
Although bitmap files vary greatly in their details, ail share the same general 
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« The header is a section of binary- or ASCII-format data normally found at 
the beginning of the file, containing information about the bitmap data 
found elsewhere in the file»[Murray&vanRyper94l. The header con tains informations 
such as a file identifier, a file version, image description informations, com-
pression type, etc. Ail bitmap files have some sort of header. 
The bitmap data usually makes up the bulk of a bitmap format file and is 
found, in general, immediately after the end of the file header. « Bitmap data 
is composed of pixel values. Pixels on an output device are usually drawn in 
scan lines corresponding to rows spanning the width of the display surface. 
This fact is usually reflected in the arrangement of the data in the 
file »[Murray&vanRyper94l. Several scan lines combined form a two-dimensional 
grid of pixels data, thus we can think of each pixel in the bitmap as located at 
a specific logical coordinate. This particular aspect will be a key point when 
justifying the choice of this format. 
« A palette which is something referred to as a color map, index map, color 
table or look-up table (LUT), is a 1-dimensional array of color values. As 
the synonym look-up table suggests, it is the cornerstone of the method whe-
reby colors can be referred to indirectly by specifying their positions in an 
array )Murray&vanRyper94l. This is the principle used for bimaps where pixel data 
values are references to the array composing the color palette of file. The ba-
sic principle of this projection is shown below in Figure 4.17 . 
Figure 4.17 Using a palette to specify a color™urray&vanRyper94] 
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« The footer , sometimes called the traiter, is a data structure similar to a 
header and is often an addition to the original header, but appended to the 
end of a file »[Murray&vanRyper941• A footer is usually added when the file format is 
upgraded to accommodate new types of data and it is no more convenient to 
add or change informations in the header. 
3.2.5.2 The Microsoft Windows Bitmap File Format 
« The Microsoft Windows Bitmap (BMP) file format is one of several suppor-
ted by Microsoft Windows. Most graphies and imaging applications opera-
ting in the Microsoft Windows environment support creation and display of 
BMP format files »[Murray&vanRyper94l. The current BMP format is hardware in-
dependent and can accommodate images with up to 24-bit color. It basic de-
sign, illustrated below in Figure 4.18, makes it a good general-purpose format 
that can be used for color or black-and-white image storage when file size is 
not a major factor. Indeed, the bitmap format which is quick and easy to read 
and uncompress lacks a superior compression scheme. Nevertheless, for our 
pro gram this was nota key aspect. 
, Bitmap Header 
Bitmap Info Header 
Palette 
Image Data 
Figure 4.18 Windows Bitmap file structure 
The MS-BMP format particularity is that it does contain two headers but no 
footer. Despite that, it is coherent with the general bitmap file format that we 
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3.2.5.3 Why the Bitmap File Format ? 
The bitmap file format present a certain number of advantages, some are gene-
.... 
ral purpose advantages, some are tied to our specific application, some com-
bine both advantages . 
« Bitmap files are especially suited for the storage of real-world images; 
complex images can be rasterized21 in conjunction with video, scanning, and 
photographie equipment and stored in a bitmap format »[Murray&vanRyper94l. Gi-
ven this, it is already much clearer that the bitmap file format is a logical 
choice for the representation of trabecular bones. 
Sorne advantages of the bitmap file format include the following : 
• « Bitmap files may be easily created from existing pixel data stored in an 
array of memory »[Murray&vanRyper94l. This cornes from the data representation 
used that we have explained in previously and fits perfectly to the memory 
arrays that we use extensively for our computations and that we have dis-
cussed in section 3.2.2 . 
• « Pixel values may be modified individually or as large groups by altering 
a palette if present »[Murray&vanRyper94l. The utilization of a specific palette is 
also an important aspect of our program. We discuss the use we have 
made of the palette in the next point. 
• « Bitmap files may translate well to dot-format output devices such as 
printers »[Murray&vanRyper94l. This is important as images created with our 
program are susceptible to be included ·in reports or articles, thus it is likely 
that they may be printed. 
• The Microsoft Windows bitmap file format is used and recognized by al-
most ail Microsoft Windows based applications. Even word processor 
such as Microsoft Word or spread sheet such as Microsoft Excel can incor-
porate bitmap images in their documents. Further more, Microsoft Visual 
21 Rasters refer to graphies data represented by color values at points, which taken together describe 




Basic provides fonctions which make display and manipulation of bitmap 
images much easier . 
3.2.5.4 3D Representation 
We have used two different features for a 3D representation of the trabecular 
bone specimen coded into binary files. 
At first, we have used a gray scale color palette in our bitmap files. A color 
palette, which has been introduce above, is an array of color values. To simu-
late a 3D aspect, we have used a gray scale palette where colors range from 
white to gray and from gray to black going through variations of these colors. 
This 8 bits color palette is composed of RGB triplets (256 triplets) whose 
values represent the varying amounts of the red, green, and blue colors added 
to black to produce the desired color. Bach of the three values composing an 
RGB triplet is the same in a gray scale palette (see Figure 4.19 below). 
White RGB (255,255,255) 
Gray shade RGB (n,n,n) 
with O < n < 255 
Black RGB (0,0,0) 
Figure 4.19 Gray scale color palette representation 
Using this color palette such as first plane pixels being assigned white color, 
last plane pixels being assigned black color, and intermediate planes pixels 
being assigned a gray shade color provides a depth feeling that is illustrated 
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Figure 4.20 Bitmap image of a trabecular bone specimen using a gray scale color palette 
Tuen we have decided to provide the user with a 3D representation of a cubic 
trabecular bone area. It is displayed each time the user click on a bitmap 
picture and it is aimed to be a graphical feedback whose purpose is to show 
to the user the area of the trabecular bone represented by the bitmap he is cur-
rently watching. We show below in Figure 4.21 an illustration of such a re-
presentation . 
Figure 4.21 3D representation of a trabecular bone cubic area 
lndeed, « the 3D viewing process is inherently more complex than the 2D 
viewing process. In 2D, we simply specify a window on the 2D world as a 
viewport on the 2D view surface. Conceptually, abjects in the world are clip-
ped against the window and are then transformed into the viewport for dis-
play. The extra complexity of 3D viewing is caused in part by the added di-
mension and in part by the fact that display devices are only 2D. The solu-
tion to the mismatch between 3D abjects and 2D displays is accomplished by 
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introducing projections, which transform 3D abjects onto a 2D projection 
plane »[Foiey&aI93l. Conceptually, objects in the 3D world are clipped against 
the 3D view volume, then they are projected. The projection is then mapped 
into the viewport for display. This conceptual process is illustrated on the 
• 
• 
next page in Figure 4.22. e 
We do not present in details the mathematics of the projection we have used 
as the reader may find ail needed informations about this in [Foley&al93]. 
Nevertheless, we can quote that we have used a cavalier oblique parallel 
projection. We have then rotated this projection with an angle of 45° to 
provide a better view to the user. 
3D world-coordinate 
output primitives 
- Clip against r view volume 
Clipped world 
coordinates 
Project onto ... projection r 
plane 
Transform - into viewport r 
in 2D device 




Finally, the grayed area of the cube (as shown in Figure 4.21) represent the 
part of the image contained in a binary file that is represented by the bitmap 
currently displayed. If we consider Figure 4.21, we see that the lowest half of 
the cube is grayed. This means that, if the binary file contains 100 pixel pla-
nes, the bitmap displayed on the screen is a representation of the 50 first pixel 
planes. It also shows the orientation of the bitmap (in Figure 4.21, we see 
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3.3 Relations of the TBMAS Pro gram with Externat Applications 
In this section we· describe the features we hâve incorporated in our program 
in order to facilitate its relations with other applications forming its execution 
environment. 
A first thing to mention here is that, as already stated in chapter 3, we have 
kept the Microstat ASCII format for the files containing analysis computa-
tion results. Microstat is a statistics Windows based application which is ai-
med at perf orming statistical tests on samples and producing charts to corn-
. pare different samples. This is a tool which is widely used for analyzing ana-
lysis computation results such as comparing the evolution of the Euler number 
for example, and it was then important to respect compatibility and facilitate 
the user' s work who can switch from tlie TB MAS application to the Mi-
crostat application and import results . 
Furthermore, as we said in previous section, the choice of the Microsoft bit-
map file format was also important in this perspective. Indeed, the Microsoft 
BMP file format is undoubtedly the format with the widest recognition 
among Windows applications. Hence, the user can choose among a large 
number of applications to import image files created with the TBMAS pro-
gram. For example, he could import such a file in its word processor to illus-
trate an article just as we did ourselves in previous section . 
A last feature we have incorporated in our program is the possibility to eut 
and paste charts or pictures straight from our program to another applica-
tion via the Windows clipboard. The clipboard is undoubtedly one of Win-
dows most exciting · and useful characteristics that makes it possible for dif-
ferent applications to exchange various data naturally [Tomsdorf&al92]. We 
thought that this was extremely important to implement as data exchange 
between applications is a key aspect of modern software . 
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3.4 Performances Measurements 
We now present charts comparing existing program performances to the 
TBMAS program performances. Of course results should be tempered by the 
fact that measurements have not been made on the same computer. Existing 
programs performances have been tested on a PC 386 installed with a Targa 
16 Raster Graphi,cs Adapters and TBMAS performance measurements have 
been accomplished on a PC pentium with a Diamond Stealth 64 graphie board. 
Ail these performances measurements have been made using the same input 
file (Z60IM.BIN). 
The figure below (Figure 4.23) shows a .chart comparing computation rime 
needed to perform a MIL analysis respectively with the existing program and 
with our TBMAS program. Indeed, the overal gain of rime obtained by using 
our program may be estimated at more than 97% (the existing program needs 
5 minutes and a few seconds to perform the MIL analysis on one plane, our 
program only needs 10 seconds for the same task). 
MIL Analysis 






i= 1000 Existing program 
200 
Planes 
Figure 4.23 MIL analysis comparison chart 
Below we show in Figure 4.24 the comprarison of computation rime needed 
by the existing program and our program to perform the Euler number ana-
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as the existing program needs 2 minutes 25 seconds to perform the analysis on 
10 planes and our,prè)gram needs only 6 seco,Qçi,~ .to perform the same task. 
Euler number analysis 











Figure 4.24 Euler number computation comparison chart 
The figure below (Figure 4.25) shows a comparaison of existing program 
performances and TBMAS performances based on time needed to perform an 
osteoporosis siumlation on a complete specimen (ail 200 planes). The gain 
obtained can be estimated to almost 99.5% as the time needed to perform the 
osteoporosis simulation with the existing program is around 4 hours and time 














Figure 4.25 Osteoporosis simulation comparison chart 
At last, we-present the file size reduction obtained with different compression 
method in Figure 4.26. The gain obtained using the PKZIP compression 
utility is 65% (original file size is 7,783,284 bytes, zipped file size is 2,725,227 
bytes) which is already a good result. Nevertheless, using the unique com-
pression method that we have discussed previously (the LRLE method), we 
obtain a gain of 89% (LRLE compressed füe size is 835,773 bytes). When 
combining both compression methods, the compression ratio obtained is truly 
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Figure 4.26 Compression metbods comparison chart 
3.5 An Empirical Reverse Engineering Method 
In this section we discuss fundamentals of reverse engineering in the field of 
migrating legacy systems. We address both principles and methods based on 
[Brodie&Stonebraker93] and we compare with the situation to which we 
have been confronted and the concrete approach we have adopted. 
3.5.1 Migrating Legacy Information Systems : The Problematic 
Below we discuss the problematic of migrating legacy information systems and 
the common characteristics it has with the situation we have encountered 
eventhough the system on which we have worked can not be considered as an 
information system . 
« Most large organizations are deeply mired in their information systems (JS) 
sins of the past. Typically, their IS are large ( e.g., 107 lines of code), geria-
tric (e.g., more than 10 years old), written in COBOL, and use a legacy data-
base service (e.g., IBM's IMS or no database management system (DBMS) at 
all) »[Brodie&Sronebraker93J_ The system we had to work on consisted of a set of 
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programs22 for a total of more then 104 lines of code written almost 5 years 
ago in ANSI C along with calls to MiPS libraries23 and poorly commented. 
« Today, legacy /Ss pose one of the most serious problems for large organi-
1 
zations. Costs due to problems of a single legacy IS ( e.g., failure, mainte-
nance, inappropriate functionalities, lack of documentation, poor perfor-
mance) can often exceed hundreds of millions of dollars per year. They are 
not only inordinately expensive to maintain but also inflexible (i.e., difficult 
to adapt to changing business needs), and brittle (i.e., easily broken when 
modified for any purpose) »[Brodie&Stonebraker93J. Eventhough the system we have 
been confronted with can not be considered as essential to the surviving of a 
business, it presènts some of the mentioned above characteristics : the poor le-
vel of performances obtained, its inflexibility, its poor documentation and user 
interface and the fact that it is tied to a specific hardware configuration24 
which makes it less robust. 
« In legacy IS migration, an existing IS is evolved into a target IS by repla-
cing the hardware and much of the software including the interfaces, appli-
cations, and databases . ... The target environments are intended to take 
maximum advantage of the benefits of rightsized computers, a client-server 
h . · d d ,./+w [Brodie&Stonebraker93] arc ztecture, an mo ern so1 ... are ... » . ln our case, the 
existing set of programs has to be « migrated » into a target program, repla-
cing the specific hardware configuration with a less specific one, replacing 
some of its functionalities. and its interface, and taking full advantage of mo-
dem software such as MS Window, MS Visual Basic and Watcom C++. 
« A fundamental goal of legaèy IS migration is that the target IS not become 
a legacy . ... That is, the target IS is designed to be very flexible (i.e., porta-
ble) for current and future rightsizing and to avoid becoming a future legacy 
/S »[Brodie&Stonebraker93l_ When developing our target program, we have tried to 
guarantee an easy maintenance and to make platform migration easier. Hence, 
22 Discussed in chapter 3 
23 See cbapter 3 
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we have chosen to adopta software architecture25 where the interface and the 
functionalities ar~, separated layers, along 'Yit11 an Object Oriented approach 
which guarantees program modularity. 
3.5.2 Strategies for Migratirlg Legacy IS 
We discuss now common strategies used to resolve the problem of migrating 
IS, then we describe the empirical method we have used in our case and how it 
can be compared to the cold turkey and chicken little strategies ... 
« Cohl turkey involves rewriting a legacy /S from scratch to produce the tar-
get IS using modem software techniques and hardware of the target environ-
ment » [Brodie&Sionebraker93J. This strategy carries substantial risk of failure accor-
ding to [Brodie&Stonebraker93], we discuss below some of them. 
• « A better system must be promised » [Brn<lie&Stonehraker93l. Management will 
rarely budget the required major expenditure needed for such a project if 
the only payoff is to lower future maintenance costs. 
• « Spedfications rarely exist » [Brodie&S1onehraker93J. Most of the time, the only 
documentation for legacy IS is the code itself and the original coding prac-
tice may now seem primitive. Documentation in itself is often non-existent 
or has been lost for a long time. 
• « Management of large projects is hard » [Brn<iie&Stonebraker93l_ Most of the 
large projects are hard to manage and few organizations are capable of ma-
naging the development of a complex IS. 
• « Lateness is seldom tolerated » [Brodie&Stonebraker93l. Large projects are often 
late due to the above problems and some more. Thus partly or mostly 
completed projects are canceled due to tirne constraints . 
• 
« Cohl turkey involves high risk. It has been applied and has failed many ti-
mes in large organizations » [Brodie&S1onehraker93l_ We now discuss the alternative 
strategy referred as chicken little . 
25 See section 3.1 
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« Chicken little involves migrating the legacy IS, in place, by small incremen-
tal steps until the desired long term objective is reached. Each step requires 
a relatively small resource allocation (e.g., afew persan years), a short time, 
and produces a specific, small result towards the desired goal. » 
[Brodie&Slonebraket93J This strategy presents a sharp contrast with the cold turkey 
strategy as it does not require the vast resource requirements of a complete 
rewrite. More, if a « chicken little step fails, only the failed step must be re-
peated rather than the entire project » [Brodie&Slonebraket93J. Hence, chicken little 
is a much safer strategy than cold turkey. 
When implementing the chicken little strategy it is necessary to consider a de-
composable structure for the IS architecture. In such structure, the interface, 
~e application and the database services are considered as being different 
components with specific interfaces. The Figure 4.27 illustrates a decompo-
sable IS structure. It consists of a set of application modules (Mi) that inter-
act with a data base service. Each application module might also have its 
own user interface (Ui) and a system level interface (Sli) trough which it 
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End user End user End user 
IS 
Ml M2 Mn 
Legacy Database Service 
Legacy Data 
Figure 4.27 Decomposable legacy IS architecture[Brodie&S!onebraker93] 
« A chicken little legacy /S migration involves iteratively selecting and mi-
grating part of the legacy IS to become new parts of the iteratively construc-
ted target IS » [Brodie&S1onebraker93J. Thus, during the legacy migration process, the 
legacy IS and the target IS form a «composite» IS. In such migration, the 
concept of gateway is essential as it affects the complexity or simplicity of the 
migration architecture. « By gateway we mean a software module introduced 
between operational software components to mediate between them » 
[Brnc1ie&S1onebraker9
3J. Its main role is to insulate some of the legacy IS components 
from the changes being made to others. The gateway « maintains the inter-
face that the U/ expects of the legacy IS even though the legacy IS is being 
changed behind the scenes » [Brodie&S1onehraker93J. Gateways also serve to trans-
late requests and data between the system components (i.e., a data base gate-
way should hide to application modules the fact that the data base application 
has been changed). The concept of gateway is illustrated below in Figure 
4.28 where it makes any change to the legacy IS transparent to the legacy 
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user interface (UI). This means that it maintains the interface that UI expects 
even though the IS has already been changed. Further more, as the target 
graphical user interface (GUI) is introduced, the gateway makes transparent 
which of the IS or the target IS are supporting particular fonctions. 
D Legacy 
1B ' Gat~way 
■ Target 
Legacy IS 
Figure 4.28 IS migration architecture [Brodle&Stonebraker93] 
We now address the method we have empirically developed and used for our 
program. We say empirically because when confronted to the problem of re-
verse engineering we had to cope with, we have tried to develop our own 
strategy. Indeed, it can be compared to the chicken little strategy as it con-
sists of incremental steps towards the desired goal. The only restriction to 
full correlation between the chicken little strategy and our strategy is that we 
have not used gateways. Indeed, the reverse engineering problem we were 
faced to did not required gateways as its complexity can not be compared to 
a large organization IS migration complexity. We discuss below the strate-
gy we have developed and why we have done so. 
Our task was not really to migrate the existing set of programs but rather to 
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with problems which are typical reasons for the cold turkey strategy to fail : 
we had to promise a better system, the only documentation consisted of C 
code poorly commented, . . . We had then the idea to base our work on the 
only thing we had : the existing code, thus we decided to « migrate » the exis-
ting system whose architecture is represented below in Figure 4.29 . 
End user End user Erid user 
Legacy Operating System 
Legacy Data 
Figure 4.29 The architecture of the existing system 
To undertake the migration of the above system, we had to perform this task 
in several steps. Indeed, this method has imposed it on us as being evident 
and the only solution to face the complexity of the problem. The migration 
process that we have realized is composed of four important steps that are 
described below : 
1. Migration of the application modules to bypass hardware restrictions that 
have been described in chapter 3. 
2. Migration of the operating system tied modules to provide support for 
the target operating system (MS Windows) . 
3. Migration of the legacy data by providing new data structures such as the 
compressed files that were discussed in this chapter . 
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4. Migration and federation of the legacy interfaces to provide an unified 
graphical interface taking full advantage of the MS Windows possibilities 
instead of a set of independent textual interfaces. 
user user user user user 
Data Data 
user user user user user user user 
Data 
Figure 4.30 The migration process of the existing set of programs 
The above figure (Figure 4.30) shows an illustration of the four steps 
method that we have detailed previously. In this figure, we use the sarne 
symbolic as in Figure 4.28 where white modules represent legacy system 
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4. Conclusion 
First, we would like to recall here requirements that we have been asked to 
fulfill for the purpose of showing that, when developing our application, we 
have kept these in mind . 
The first requirement was to free the program from a specific configuration. 
We think that we have reached this objective as the configuration needed to 
run the TBMAS program is a standard MS Windows configuration (see 
Table 4.1). In this context we have also been asked to try to make a possible 
platform migration easier. Even though it would not be true to declare our 
program platf orm independent, we think that the software architecture (see 
section 3.1) we have developed guarantees an easier migration. Indeed, inter-
face aspect is mostly tied to the underlying platform but functionalities ; be-
cause they are written in C++, do not suffer completely from the same limita-
tion. In conclusion, separating the interface and the functionalities, using an 
Object Oriented approach and C based programming language should gua-
rantee a possible easier platf orm migration. 
Tuen we have been asked to implement functional requirements, that is to 
say to provide a set of functions that would enable the user to perform analy-
sis, to examine analysis results and to display three-dimensional represen-
tations of trabecular bone specimen. We think that we have fulfilled these re-
quirements as we have implemented the three analyses we were asked for 
(MIL analysis, Euler number analysis and osteoporosis simulation), we have 
implemented the possibility to draw charts based on these analysis results and 
the creation of bitmap images that show a three-dimensional representation of 
a bone specimen. A last functional requirement was to equip our program 
with a user-friendly interface. Once more we think that we have reached our 
goal by implementing our program as an MS Windows application which is 
the de facto standard in PC user-friendly interfaces, and also by taking care to 
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use ergonomie recommendations found in [Sacre&a192], [Vanderdonckt92], 
[JVD95] and [JVD93]. 
At last, as far as requirements are conceming, we were asked to increase the 
level of performances obtained with existing programs. We personally think 
that we have exceeded ail our expectations in this domain. lndeed, as dis-
cussed in section 3.4, we have improved MIL analysis performance with a 
97% ratio26 (this means that our program uses only 3% of the original time to 
perform the same task), Euler analysis performance with a 96% ratio and os-
teoporosis performance with a 99.5% ratio. Further more, we have developed 
and implemented a unique compression method (see section 3.2.3) which al-
lows a 89% storage space gain and that can be combined with traditional 
compressor such as PKZIP to obtain a gain up to 97 % : And finally for these 
requirements, we have respected the constraints to use both MS Visual Basic 
and Watcom C++ as programming tools. 
To conclude this chapter, we want to say that the development process that 
has been described here and that we have followed can be considered as an 
empirical development process originated in the methodological back-
ground we have received during our studies. Thus the layer architecture we 
have developed, separating the user interface from the functionalities, and the 
utilization of an Object Oriented approach to guarantee a better modularity. 
Indeed, we have mainly developed our user interface using prototypes and it 
would be interesting to consider an alternative approach and methodology in 
order to analyze what might be its contribution regarding our methodology. 
Hence the next chapter where we develop the user interface analysis using 
the TRIDENT methodology. 
26 Even if, as stated in section 3.4, the computers on which both measurements have been conducted 
are different, we do not think this is a crucial factor as the existing program used extensively the 
display capacity of the Targa board and our pro gram uses extensively memory. Hence, we do not 
think that performances achieved by the existing program on a powerful machine would increase 





















Another Approach for the 
Development Process : the 
Application of the TRI-
DENT Methodology 
In this chapter, we discuss another Development Process based on the metho-
dological framework developed in the TRIDENT project and explained in 
[BODART95]. 
l. Introduction _____________________ 2 
2. The Methodological Framework 3 
3. Graphical User Interface Specifications 5 
4. Presentation Design 39 
5. Derivation of the Software Architecture 72 
6. Dialogue Specifications 93 
7. Transformation of the TRIDENT Architecture in Visual Basic 107 
8. Conclusion on the Application of the TRIDENT Methodology 113 
5.2 Chapter 5 
1. Introduction 
As the reader has seen in the previous chapter, we did not use the TRIDENT 
Methodology to develop and design our application, but we used an empirical 
method originated in the methodological background we have reveived furing 
our studies. 
It is only in the beginning of August 1995 that Mr. Bodart, our Professor, 
gave us some directions concerning the state achieved by the Trident Metho-
dology. Mr. Bodart also spoke about the advantages we could derive from 
using it. That is why, he asked us to complete the application of that metho-
dology to our thesis. That is what we have tried to do in the following sec-
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2. The Methodological Framework 
« The methodological framework developed on the TRIDENT project had to 
be informai. Task analysis, model specification and tool use are all overlap-
ped within the framework of a methodology that supports a wide range of de-
sign situations and also provides a design space. The aim is to provide age-
neral framework that covers various interaction styles ( e.g., menu selection, 
form filling, command language, direct manipulation, multi-windowing) and 
dialogue structures ( e.g., synchronous, asynchronous, multi-threaded dialo-
g es) [BODART95] u . » . 
General methodological framework 
t Specialisatioo 
Specific methodology source of > Specification framework 
t Customisation 
Executable UI specifications 
t Generation 
Complete UI code 
Figure 5.1 Structure of 1RIDENT methodology 
« This general framework can be specialized to produce a specific methodo-
logical framework. The specialization produces a design space that is speci-
fic to a given class of problems. This design space replaces the full range of 
different groups of user interface design options with the narrower choice of 
one group of option (Figure 5.1). The specific methodology can also be used 
to generate a specification framework. This in tum can be customized to 
produce executable UI specifications allowing to generate the code of the in-














Figure 5.2 Structure of TRIDENT methodological framework. 
Chapter 5 
Figure 5.2 outlines the main parts of TRIDENT methodology. The structure 
of TRIDENT methodological framework is due to five key activities. Four of 
these five activities are applied in the following sections to analyze our pro-
gram: 
1. forming UI specifications from the output of task analysis (Section 3) ; 
2. guiding presentation design using ergonomie rules (Section 4) ; 
3. deriving a software architecture from task analysis and presentation com-
ponents (Section 5) ; 
4. forming high level dialogue specification from the output of task analysis 
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3. Graphical User Interface Specifications 
Starting from an extensive context analysis (task analysis, user stereotypes and 
workplace description), we will specify UI components from this contextual 
information (Figure 5.3). 
Ergonomie 
Requirements 







.·.:::::;.?<:::i·.·_i:::/.::i:i:_(_:;:_·,;:i.:/;\ii/;;:'._·_;):;:·,;:i.;ii .. 1 
Figure 5.3 Outline of Activity 1. 
« A task is defined as any activity carried out by an operator ( often named 
user) that results into a significant state change in a given activity domain in 
• [ • • [BODART95] a gzven contextua situation. » 
The task which is underlying to the use of the TBMAS software (or Trabecu-
lar Bone and Morphological Analysis System) is the obtaining of a diagnostic 
support as part of a morphological analysis or of a trabecular bone analysis . 
This diagnostic support system is presented to the user in a toolbox form . 
5.6 Chapter 5 
This toolbox allows the user to perform analyses and simulations as well as to 
create image representations of bones. Those manipulations are performed on 
binary files which result of digitalization of bone specimen as explained in the 
AppendixB. 
To perform the task analysis we will retain the toolbox metaphor. For the 
user of such a toolbox, it should be possible to use those tools without speci-
fied order. lt is, However, obviously evident that it is impossible to drive in a 
. nail without a hammer. So, what we mean is that it is difficult to visualize 
analysis results if no analyses were performed before as well as to visualize an 
image if it was not previously created. Nevertheless, as soon as the user has 
perf ormed at least one analysis and created at least one image, he can use the 
tools as he wants. 
The following task analysis will be a user-oriented task analysis. In other 
words, we will try to give the vision of the interactive sub-tasks the user will 
need to execute. 












Schema 5.1 Task Analysis 
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3.1.1 The Box Labeled : « Performing Analysis » 
This sub-task can be globally described with the following schema (Schema 
5.2): 
i 
To Perform an Analysis ~ ~ 
• 
Selection of the binary file on which the analysis 
will by performed 
i 
Selection of the analysis' type 
i 
Selection of analysis parameters 
i 
To Run the analysis 
1 
Schema 5.2 Analysis of the sub-task "Performing Analysis" 
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3.1.2 The Box Labeled : « Visualizing Analysis Results » 
This sub-task can be globally described with the following schema (Schema 
5.3): 




Selection of the analysis to visualize 
i 
Selection of the visualization parameters 
._ 
+ 
Visualization of the analysis graph 
1 
Schema 5.3 Analysis of the sub-task "Visualizing Analysis Results" 
This schema can also be improved by opening the box labeled « Selection of 
the analysis to visualize ». Indeed, this selection process is a two-phase selec-
tion: 
• first, the user must choose an analysis index file corresponding to a 
binary file and containing information about the analyses performed 
on this binary file, 
• next, the user must choose in this index file, the concrete analysis he 
wants to visualize. 
For example : · for the following binary file : file.bin there could exist two 
kinds of analyses index file corresponding to the two kinds of analyses suppor-
ted by the system : MIL analysis and the Euler Number analysis. Those two 
index files would befile.mix for the MIL analysis index file andfile.eix for the 
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then he should first select the MIL analysis index file and next, choose the 
MIL analysis file he wants to visualize among other MIL analysis files perfor-
., r 
med on the same binary file. 
3.1.3 The Box Labeled: « Creating Image» 
This sub-task can be globally described with the following schema (Schema 
5.4): 
i 
To Create Image --
Selection of the binary file on 
which the image will be created 
Selection of the creation parameters 
,, 
Display the just creat~ image 
Schema 5.4 Analysis of the sub-task "Creating Image" 
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3.1.4 The Box Labeled : « Visualizing hnage » 
This sub-task can be globally described with the following schema (Schema 
5.5): 
l 
To Visualize an Image ,,,,_ 
~ 
~, 
Selection of the image to display 
~, 
Display the image 
Scbema 5.5 Analysis of the sub-task "Visualizing Image" 
This schema can also be improved by opening the box labeled « Selection of 
the image to display ». Indeed, this selection process is also a two-phase se-
lection: 
• . first, the user must select the Images index file corresponding to a 
binary file and containing information on ail the images created for 
this binary file, 
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3.1.5 The Box Labeled: « Simulating Osteoporosis » 
This sub-task can be globally described with the following schema (Schema 
5.6): 
To Perform a simulation ... ..... 
i 
Selection of the binary file on which 
the simulation will be performed 
i 
Selection of the simulation parameters 
i 
To Run the simulation 
1 
Schema 5.6 Analysis of the sub-task "Simulating Osteoporosis" 
3.2 Relations between the Sub-tasks 
Sorne dependence ~elations exist among the sub-tasks explained above and we 
will try to show and explain those dependence relations in this point. Now we 
will explain the new notation used in the following Sc hem a 5. 7. 
• the box: 
• the arrow: 
A 
is used to show the dependence between sub-task 
---►► B 
is used to translate the fact that B can not be 
executed before A 








Schema 5. 7 Relations among Sub-tasks 
The first filled-box translate the fact that the « Performing Analysis » sub-task 
and the « Visualizing Analysis Results » sub-task are dependent each other. 
Indeed, as we previously explained, it is evident that the user can not visualize 
the results of an analysis if none analysis was performed before (this fact is 
translated on the schema by the arrow). The particularity of this dependence 
is that it isn't always true. As a matter of fact, this dependence disappear after 
the user create at least one analysis and will never appear again after this be-
cause it will always be possible to visualize previous analysis' results. 
What about the second filled-box ? It is the same reasoning. It is not possible 
to visualize an image if none was previously created. And as soon as one 
image is created then this dependence disappear. 
The third filled-box just translate the fact that this sub-task is independent of 
the four other sub-tasks. 
3.3 Description of the Interactive Task 
In this point we will first describe each parameter of the interactive task as de-
veloped in the TRIDENT project and explained in [TRIDENT93]. And next, 
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3.3.1 Description of the Parameters 
3.3.1.1 Prerequisites of the t~sk 
5.13 
This parameter can take the minimal, moderate or maximal value. « The pre-
requisites of the task express the amount of knowledge of the existing or fu-
ture system that the user must be master of to use the system in an appro-
priate and effectiveness way »[IRIDENr93J_ 
3.3.1.2 · The Productivity of the Task 
This parameter can take the low, mean or high value. « The productivity of 
the task represent the mean execution 's number of the task per unit of time. 
It could also include the frequency of utilization »[IRIDENf93l • 
3.3.1.3 The Objective Environment of the Task 
This parameter can take the existent or non-existent value. « The environment 
of the task translate the presence or the absence of speci.fic abjects which are 
manipulated by the user during the accomplishment of the task and this, in-
dependently of every system. Those abjects can be paper-documents, files, 
d d [IRIDENT93] reco~ s, an so on ... » . 
3.3.1.4 The Reproducibility of the Environment 
This parameter can take the practicable or impracticable value and is linked 
with the previous one. « The reproducibility of the environment of a task is 
practicable or not as much as this environment exist. The reproducibility of 
the environment is practicable if it can be transposed in the limit of the sys-
tem »[IRIDENf93l . 
3.3.1.5 The Structuration of the Task 
This parameter can take the low, mode rate or high value. « The structuration 
of the task explain the degree of freedom or of constraint the user must face 
accomplishing the task »[IRIDENT93l • 
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·3.3.1.6 The Importance of the Task 
This parameter can take the low, mode rate or high value. « The importance 
of the task inform about the fundamental, vital, crucial character of a 
tas k » [TRIDENT93J. 
3.3.1.7 The Complexity of the Task 
This parameter can take the low, moderate or high value. « The complexity of 
the task represent the degree of cognitive, intellectual complexity attached to 
the sub-tasks and actions needed to accomplish the task »[TRIDENT93J_ 
3.3.2 Application of the Parameters 
3.3.2.1 Prerequisites of the Task 
The prerequisites of the task are moderate. lndeed, a good knowledge of the 
Microsoft Windows environment and of the mouse's use are the only two pre-
requisites to obtain a good utilization of the system. 
3.3.2.2 The Productivity of the Task 
We think that the productivity should be divided in two ideas : 
• the frequency and, 
• the contribution of the task in the global context of the user (that's 
what we call the Productivity in the strict meaning of the word). 
Tiius, the frequency of utilization strongly depend of the global context in 
which the user find himself. lndeed, if this one is a professor or a researcher, 
the frequency of utilization and the productivity could be higher. Else, if the 
user is a student, then the frequency of utilization will be probably lower quite 
as muchas the productivity. 
3.3.2.3 The Objective Environment of the Task 
This environment does not exist under a form that the user can directly mani-
pulate. The user is induced to use the set of tools on binary files which are the 
digital representation of bone specimens. But, it is impossible for him to di-
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3.3.2.4 The Reproducibility of the Environment 
As we said for the previous parameter, the. environment of the task does not 
exist under a directly manipulable form. That' s why we can say that the re-
producibility of the environment is impracticable . 
3.3.2.5 The Structuration of the Task 
The structuration of the task is moderate. Indeed, as we said above when 
speaking about the ToolBox metaphor, it is obviously evident that the user is 
unable to visualize analysis' results if no analyses were performed before as 
well as for the image. Nevertheless, as soon as at least one analysis is perfor-
med and as soon as at least on image is created, then the user can structure his 
task as he wants . 
3.3.2.6 The Importance of the Task 
We think that the importance of the task is low. Indeed, we think so because 
if the task is not correctly executed, then the user will restart it without any 
contrariety. 
3.3.2.7 The Complexity of the Task 
We think that the complexity of the task is moderate in the sense that the user 
must use the set of tools in an intelligent way to obtain the desired diagnostic 
support. It is evident that the user must have some basic-knowledge in bio-
medical engineering . 
3.4 Description of User Stereotypes 
In this point, we will first describe each parameter of the user stereotypes as 
developed in the TRIDENT project and explained in [TRIDENT93]. And 
next, we will apply those parameters to the user stereotypes extracted of our 
context analysis . 
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3.4.1 Description of the Parameters 
3.4.1.1 The Experience of the Task 
This parameter can take the elementary, moderate or rich value. « This pa-
rameter explain the syntactic and semantic knowledge of the user relative to 
the task »[I'RIDENT93l. 
3.4.1.2 The Experience of Systems 
This parameter can take the elementary, moderate or rich value. « This pa-
rameter give an idea of the user experience 's level concerning the utilization 
of an information system and this, even if this system is dedicated to the task 
or not » [TRIDENT93J. 
3.4.1.3 The Motivation 
This parameter can take the low, mode rate or high value. « The motivation 
translate the psychological attitude of the user facing the task to realize » 
[I'RIDENf93] 
3.4.1.4 The Experience of a Complex Interaction Mean 
This parameter can take the elementary, moderate or rich value. « This pa-
rameter translate the aptitude and the experience of a user to manipulate one · 
or more complex interaction means such as an extended keyboard, .a complex 
l l [TRIDENT93] contra pane , . . . » . 
3.4.2 Application of the Parameters 
In this point, we will first characterize the users globally and then explain the 
two stereotypes extracted_among the users' population. 
The users: 
• are made sensitive to the use of computer either by their studies or 
by their jobs; 
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• (some of them) have already used others Diagnostic Support Sys-
tem relative to morphological analyses ; 
• are restricted to professors, researchers and students in biomedical 
engineering . 
The two relevant stereotypes of users are : . 
• beginner users 
• advanced users 
This qualification is relative on the one hand to the system's frequency of use 
and on the other hand to the knowledge of the task, and thus to the Produc-
tivity. To obtain more information about the Productivity of the task, the user 
can refer to the point 3.3.1.2. 
3.4.2.1 The Beginner Users 
Those users are new researchers and students in biomedical engineering. They 
will use the system in an irregular and informal manner and this, in fonction of 
their labs, and so on ... They will form themselves progressively to the utiliza-
tion of the system. The parameters are the following : 
• Experience of the Task : elementary because they know the task thanks 
only to their courses and their first experiments. 
• Experience of Systems : nwderate because we consider that they are al-
ready initiated to the use of a computer system. 
• Motivation : from low ta nwderate because they are in a double phase of 
apprenticeship during which one they must first discover the system but al-
so discover the task. 
• Experience of a Complex Interactive Means : nwderate because we 
consider that beginner users know how to manipulate the mouse and the 
keyboard in a satisfactory manner . 
3.4.2.2 The Advanced Users 
Those users are professors and researchers in biomedical engineering. they 
know perfectly the task and they are induced to use the system for their re-
searches. The parameters are the following : 
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• Experience of the Task : rich because they have acquired their own ef-
fective task with their short-cuts and habits of the system. 
• Experience of Systems: from moderate to rich because their experience's 
level in the utilization of systems dedicated to the task or not is of a good 
level. 
• Motivation : high because they are master of the task and the system. 
• Experience of a Complex Interaction Means : from moderate to rich 
because we consider that they know how to manipulate the mouse and the 
keyboard in a very satisfactory manner. 
3.5 Workplace Description 
In this point, we will first describe each parameter of the workplace analysis as 
developed in the TRIDENT project and explained in [TRIDENT93]. And 
next, we will apply those parameters to the workplace of our case. 
3.5.1 Description of the Parameters 
3.5.1.1 Type of Treatment 
This parameter can take the mono-treatment or multi-treatment value. « This 
parameter specify if the user working on the considered workplace can only 
execute the considered task (mono-treatment) or if he can also execute other 
tasks on the same workplace (multi-treatment) » 
3.5.1.2 Capacity of Treatment 
This parameter can take the low, moderate or high value. « This parameter 
take into consideration the level of interruptibility, parallelism, concurrence, 
interpenetrability of the tasks executed on the considered workplace. The 
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3.5.2 Application of the Parameters 
3.5.2.1 Type of Treatment 
The type of treatment is a multi-treatment. lndeed, the user can easily exe-
cute other tasks on the same workplace because this one is not dedicated only 
to the considered task. Hence, the workplace dispose of a multi-windows user 
interface (Ms-Windows) allowing the user to execute several task at the same 
time . 
3.5.2.2 Capacity of Treatment 
The capacity of treatment is low to moderate. Indeed, the task is very greedy · 
for treatment capacity and monopolize a big amount of the workplace resour-
ces in such a way that the parallelism is almost impossible. 
For example : to perform a MIL analysis on a moderate size binary file (± 
7M) it takes several hours during which the workplace is monopolized. But, 
when visualizing the results of an analysis, the user can easily switch to his 
word processor or other task. 
3.6 Expressing the Product of Task Analysis 
In this point, we will express the product of task analysis as developed in the 
TRIDENT project and explained in [BODART95] by writing an Object-
Oriented Entity-Relationship Mode) and identifying the Semantic Fonc-
tions of the application before the construction of an Activity Chaining 
Graph and before the Derivation of Dialogue Attributes . 
3.6.1 The Object-Oriented Entity-Relationship Model 
As explained in the TRIDENT project : « Task analysis not only produces 
task objects and actions, but also identifies relationships between objects and 
relationships between actions. Objects produced by task analysis and their 
. relationships are further specified in a schema based on an object-oriented 
entity-relationship model. It describes not only simple entities and semantic 
5.20 Chapter 5 
n-ary relationships with attributes, but also cornplex entities defined as ag-
gregates of entities and/or semantic relationships between entities. Sirnilarly, 
any attribute frorn any entity or relationship can itself forrn a new entity. 
This schema is supposed ta fil! the gap between the cognitive universe of the 
task analyst and the conceptual world of the software engineer. This schema 
can be obtained as follows : 
INFOEIX 
• entities and attributes corne frorn the list of task objects with their 
relationships; 
• relationships corne frorn object relationships: they include inheri-

































































ls Swnmarized Id : Path-Name 
1-1 MilEn.semble 
Swnmarization_EIX NbrVar 
by 1-1 Header 
Is Sumrnaiized Id : Path-Name 
NbrVar 
Var! ... Varl5 
CVarl ... CVarl5 
Summarizalion_MIX 
by 1-1 Header 
Var! ... Varl2 
NbrPoints CVarl ... CVarl2 
NbrPoints 
Figure 5.4 Object-Oriented Entity-Relationsbip Model of tbe Task 
The figure above (Figure 5.4) represent · the Object-Oriented Entity-
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3.6.2 Identification of Semantic and Control Functions of thè Application 
« Task analysis produces actions that deal with task abjects. These task con-
cepts should be transformed into concepts that are relevant to software engi-
neering. For this purpose, actions identified during task analysis are modi-
fied in accordance with software properties ( e.g., precision, completeness, 
consistency, redundancy, generalization) in order to get functional specifica-
tions of the application . 
This critical process transforms actions into functions by abstraction mecha-
nism based on both generalization and consolidation (Figure 5.5). For 
example, actions that are peiformed on abjects possessing common slots can 
become a more general function dealing with two entities. These functions 
will become methods attached to the application abjects according to ob}ect-
oriented programming. »[BODART9SJ_ 
Ah.traction 
Actil:-m-th --->-- Rmldi: ""th 
Ah.traction 
Cl!jects ----->- Fntities/Relationship; 
Figure 5.5 The abstraction mechanism . 
To be more accul'at~ in our analysis, we have decided to improve the concept 
of semantic fonction by establishing a distinction between « true » semantic 
fonctions ( corresponding to the definition above) and « less true » semantic 
functions. These « less true » semantic functions are functions that manage 
the information flow inside the sub-task and / or manage the information 
flow between the task and the user (e.g. a fonction that just display infor-
mation in a window to allow the user to see them). We call those fonctions 
Control Functions. 
Instead of identifying the semantic and control fonctions of the global task, we 
have identified the semantic and control fonctions of each sub-task. Based on 
the theory described above, we have extracted the following functions : 
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3.6.2.1 Semantic and Control Functions for the « Performing Analysis » sub-task 
For this sub-task, we have extracted the following functions : 





• Run_Parametrized_Anal ysis 
2. Control Functions : 
• Choose_Analysis 
• Display _MIL_Parameters 
• Display _EUL_Parameters 
We will now give a description of those functions : 
• Validate_N ame_Binary _File 
TyPe : Semantic Function 
Goal : Verify that the Name Binary File exist on the disk 
Entry : Name Binary File 
Exit : Name Binary File Validated or Name Binary File Unvalidated 
Action: IF DIR(Name_Binary_File) is true 
Tuen Name_Binary_File_ Validated 
Else N ame Binary File Unvalidated 
• Read_ GBL_File 
TJPe · Semantic Function 
Goal · Read the contents of the Global File associated with the 
Name Binary_File Validated 
Entry : Name Binary File Validated 
Exit : INFO-GBL 
Action: - Obtain the name of the global füe by replacing the « bin » ex-
tension of the Name_Binary_File_ Validated file with the « gbl » 
extension. 
- Tuen read the content of this file to produce INFO-GBL 
• Choose_MIL_Parameters . 
TyPe · Semantic Function 
Goal · Allow the user to choose the parameters of the Mil Analysis he 
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Entry : MIL Parameters 
Exit : Parametrized MIL Analysis 
Action: Record the "parameters chosen by the user and construct the DLL 
call with those parameters 
• Choose_EUL_Parameters 
Type · Semantic Function 
Goal · Allow the user to choose the parameters of the Euler Analysis he 
wants to perf orm 
Entry : EUL_Parameters 
Exit : Parametrized_EUL_Analysis 
Action: Record the parameters chosen by the user and cons_truct the DLL 
call with those parameters 
• Run_Parametrized_Analysis 
Type : Semantic Function 
Goal : Perform the Parametrized_Analysis by calling the DLL 
Entry : Parametrized_MIL_Analysis or Parametrized_EUL_Analysis 
Exit : Analysis_Performed 
Action: - If the entry is Parametrized_MIL_Analysis 
Tuen we execute the call to the MIL library of the DLL 
Else we execute the call to the EUL library of the DLL 
- Analysis_Perf ormed 
• Choose_Analysis 
Type : Control Function 
Goal · Allow to the user to choose between the two types of analysis 
perf ormed in the task 
Entry : Types~Analyses 
Exit : MIL_Analysis_Chosen or EUL_Analysis_Chosen 
Action: If the user select MIL_Analysis 
Then MIL_Analysis_ Chosen 
Else EUL_Analysis_ Chosen 
• Display _MIL_Parameters 
Type · Control Function 
Goal : Display ail the parameters that the user need to perf orm a 
MIL_Analysis 
Entry : INFO-GBL and MIL_Analysis_Chosen 
Exit : MIL_Parameters 
Action: Display ail the pertinent data and the INFO-GBL for the MIL 
analysis 
• Display _EUL_Parameters 
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Type · Control Function 
Goal · Display ail the parameters needed by the user to perf orm a 
EUL Analysis 
Entry : INFO-GBL and EUL Analysis Chosen 
Exit : EUL_Parameters 
Action: Display ail the pertinent data and the INFO-GBL for the Euler 
analysis 
3.6.2.2 Semantic and Control Functions for the« Visualizing Analysis' Results » 
sub-task 
For this sub-task, we have extracted the following fonctions : 







• Display _ Graph 
2. Control Functions :-
• Display _INFOMIX.MilPath 
• Display _INFOEIX.EulPath 
• Display _Info_on_INFOMIX.MilPath_ Chosen 
• Display _Info_on_INFOEIX.EulPath_Chosen 
• Display _Graph_Parameters 
We will now give a description of those fonctions : 
• Validate_File_Name 
Type : Semantic Function 
Goal : Verify that the File_Name exist on the disk 
Entry : File Name 
Exit : File_Name_Unvalidated or Name_MIX_File_ Validated or 
Name EIX File Validated 
Action: IF DIR(File_Name) is true 
Tuen Name_MIX_File_ Validated or Name_EIX_File_ Validated 
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• Read_MIX_File 
Type · Semantic Function 
Goal · Read the contents of the MIL analyses index file 
Narne MIX File V alidated 
Entry : Name MIX File Validated 
Exit : one-to-many INFOMIX 
Action: Read the Name_MIX_File_ Validated and produce one occur-
rence of INFOMIX for each entry in the index file 
• Read_EIX_File 
Type · · Semantic Function 
Goal · Read the contents of the EUL analyses index file 
Narne EIX File Validated 
Entry : Narne EIX File Validated 
Exit : one-to-many INFOEIX 
Action: Read the Narne_EIX_File_ Validated and produce one occurrence 
of INFOEIX for each entry in the index file 
• Choose_INFOMIX.MilPath 
Type · Semantic Function 
Goal : Allow the user to select one of the MIL analysis file present in the 
index file 
Entry : INFOMIX.MilPath (represent the aggregation of ail the INFO-
MIX.MilPath present in the index file) 
Exit : INFOMIX.MilPath_Chosen (the selected one of ail the INFO-
MIX.MilPath of the index file) 
Action: When the user click on one INFOMIX.MilPath, this one become 
INFOMIX.MilPath_Chosen 
• Choose_lNFOEIX.EulPath 
Type · Semantic Function 
Goal · Allow the user to select one of the Euler analysis file present in 
the index file 
Entry : INFOEIX.EulPath (represent the aggregation of ail the IN-
FOEIX.EulPath present in the index file) 
Exit : INFOEIX.EulPath_Chosen (the selected one of ail the IN-
FOEIX.EulPath of the index file) 
Action: When the user click on one INFOEIX.EulPath, this one become 
INFOEIX.EulPath_ Chosen 
• Choose_ Graph_Parameters 
Type : Semantic Function 
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Goal : Allow the user to select the parameters of the graph and the va-
riable of the analysis results he wants to visualize 
Entry : Graph Parameters 
Exit : Graph Parameters Chosen 
Action: Record the parameters chosen and give a feed-back to the user 
• Dis play_ Graph 
Type : Semantic Function 
Goal : Display a parametrized graph 
Entry : Graph_Parameters Chosen 
Exit : GRAPH 
Action: Display a graph thanks to the parameters given by 
Graph Parameters Chosen 
• Display _INFOMIX.MilPath 
Type : Control Function 
Goal : Display ail the MIL analyses path 
Entry : one-to-many INFOMIX 
Exit : INFOMIX.MilPath (represent the aggregation of ail the INFO-
MIX.MilPath present in the index file) 
Action: Display INFOMIX.MilPath 
• Display _INFOEIX.EulPath 
Type : Control Function 
Goal : Display ail the Euler analyses path 
Entry : one-to-many INFOEIX 
Exit : INFOEIX.EulPath (represent the aggregation of ail the IN-
FOEIX.EulPath present in the index file) 
Action: Display INFOEIX.EulPath 
• Display _lnfo_on_INFOMIX.MilPath_ Chosen 




Display ail the information about INFOMIX.MilPath_Chosen and 
contained in INFOMIX 
INFOMIX.MilPath Chosen 
INFOMIX 
Action: Display INFOMIX where 
(INFOMIX.MilPath = INFOMIX.MilPath Chosen) 
• Display _lnfo_on_INFOEIX.EulPath_ Chosen 
Type · Control Function 
Goal · Display ail the information about INFOEIX.EulPath_Chosen and 
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Entry : INFOEIX.EulPath_Chosen 
Exit : INFOEIX · 
Action: Display INFOEIX where 
(INFOEIX.EulPath = INFOEIX.EulPath Chosen) 
• Display _ Graph_Parameters 
Type · Control Function 
Goal Display the variables of the analysis file and other pertinent data 
needed by the user to para..'Tietrize the graph he wants to visualize 
Entry : INFOMIX.MilPath_Chosen or INFOEIX.EulPath_Chosen 
Exit : Graph_Parameters 
Action: IF INFOMIX.MilPath_Chosen 
THEN display ail the variables of the Mil analysis file INFO-
MIX.MilPath_ Chosen and other data for the graph 
ELSE display ail the variables of the Euler analysis file IN-
FOEIX.EulPath Chosen and other data for the graph 
3.6.2.3 Semantic and Control Functions for the« Creating Image» sub-task 
For this sub-task, we have extracted the following fonctions : 
1. Semantic Functions : 
• V alidate_N ame_Binary_File 
• Read_GBL_File 
• Choose_ Creation_Parameters 
• Run_ Creation 
• Read_IDX_File 
• Select_Last_INFOIDX(i).BmpPath 
• Display _Last_INFOIDX(i) 
2. Control Functions : 
• Display _ Creation_Parameters 
We will now give a description of those fonctions : 
• Validate_Name_Binary _File 
Type : Semantic Function 
Goal : Verify that the Name Binary File exist on the disk 
Entry : Name_Binary_File 
Exit : Name_Binary File Validated or Name_Binary_File_Unvalidated 
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Action: IF DIR(Name_Binary_File) is true 
Tuen Name_Binary_File_ Validated 
Else Name_Binary File Unvalidated 
• Read_ GBL_File 
Type · Semantic Function 
Chapter 5 
Goal · Read the contents of the Global File associated with the 
Name Binary File Validated 
Entry : Name Binary File Validated 
Exit : INFO-GBL 
Action: - Obtain the name of the global file by replacing the « bin » ex-
. tension of the Name_Binary_File_ Validated file with the « gbl » 
extension. 
- Tuen read the content of this file to produce INFO-GBL 
• Choose_ Creation_Parameters 
Type : Semantic Function 
Goal : Allow the user to select the parameters for the image creation 
Entry : Creation Parameters 
Exit : one-to-three Chosen Creation Parameters 
Action: Record one-to-three Chosen_Creation_Parameters and construct 
one-to-three call to the DLL with those pararneters 
• Run_ Creation 
Type : Semantic Function 
Goal : Create the image 
Entry : Chosen_Creation_Parameters 
Exit : Perf orrned Creation 
Action: Execute the call to the BMP library of the DLL 
• Read_lDX_File 
Type · Semantic Function 
Goal · Read the contents of the Index file associated with the 
Name Binary File Validated 
Entry : Performed Creation and Name Binary File_ Validated 
Exit : one-to-many INFOIDX 
Action: - Obtain the name of the index file by replacing the « bin » exten-
sion of the Name_Binary_File_ Validated file with the« idx » ex-
tension. 
- Tuen read the content of this file to produce one-to-many IN-
FOIDX 
• Select_Last_INFOIDX(i).BmpPath 
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Goal : Select the last entry in the index file 
Entry : one-to-many INFOIDX 
Exit : Last INFOIDX.BmpPath :1,, 
Action: Last_INFOIDX.BmpPath = last (INFOIDX.BmpPath) of the one-
to-many INFOIDX 
• Display _Last_INFOIDX(i) 
Type : Semantic Function 
Goal : Display the image corresponding to the Last INFOIDX.BmpPath 
Entry : Last INFOIDX.BmpPath 
Exit : Image 
Action: Display the Last INFOIDX.BmpPath image 
• Display _ Creation_Paraineters 
Type · Control Function 
Goal · Display the global information from INFO-GBL and the other 
pertinent data needed by the user to create the image he wants 
Entry : INFO-GBL 
Exit : Creation Parameters 
Action: Display INFO-GBL and other data 
3.6.2.4 Semantic and Control Functïons for the « Vïsualizing Image» sub-task 
For this sub-task, we have extracted the following fonctions : 
1. Semantic Functions : 
• V alidate_N ame_Index_File 
• Read_IDX_File 
• Choose_INFOIDX.BmpPath 
• Display _INFOIDX(i) 
2. Control Fonctions : 
• Display _INFOIDX.BmpPath 
• Display _Info_on_INFOIDX(i).BmpPath_Chosen 
We will now give a description of those fonctions : 
• V alidate_Name_lndex_File 
Type : Semantic Function 
Goal : Verify that the N ame Index File exist on the disk 
Entry : Name_Index_File 
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Exit : Name Index File Validated or Name Index File Unvalidated 
Action: IF DIR(Name_lndex_File) is true 
Tuen Name_Index_File_ Validated 
Else Name Index File Unvalidated 
• Read_lDX_File 
Type · Semantic Function 
Goal · Read the contents of the BMP index file 
Namè_Index_File Validated 
Entry : Name_lndex File Validated 
Exit : one-to-many INFOIDX 
Action: Read the Name_lDX_File_ Validated and produce one occurrence 
of INFOIDX for each entry in the index file 
• Choose_INFOIDX.BmpPath 





Allow the user to select one of the BMP image file present in the 
index file 
INFOIDX.BmpPath (represent the aggregation of ail the IN-
FOIDX.BmpPath present in the index file) 
one--to-many Chosen_lNFOIDX(i).BmpPath 
For i=one to many 
-Then when the user click on INFOIDX(i).BmpPath, this one 
become Chosen_INFOIDX(i).BmpPath 
- Next i 
• Display _INFOIDX(i) 
Type Semantic Function 
Goal : Display the image corresponding to the 
Chosen INFOIDX(i).BmpPath 
Entry : Chosen INFOIDX(i).BmpPath 
Exit : Image 
Action: Display the Chosen INFOIDX(i).BmpPath image 
• Display _INFOIDX.BmpPath 
Type : Control Function 
Goal : Display all the Bmp images path 
Entry : one-to-many INFOIDX 
Exit : INFOIDX.BmpPath (represent the aggregation of ail the IN-
FOIDX.BmpPath present in the index file) 
Action: Display INFOIDX.BmpPath 
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Type · ControkFunction i;:;,<,,:,,,1 -
Goal · Display ail the information about Chosen_INFOIDX.BmpPath 
and contained in INFOIDX(i) 
Entry : Chosen INFOIDX(i).BmpPath 
Exit : INFOIDX(i) 
Action: Display INFOIDX(i) where 
(INFOIDX(i).BmpPath = Choosed INFOIDX(i).BmpPath) 
3.6.2.5 Semantic and Control Functions for the« Simulating Osteoporosis » sub-
task 
For this sub-task, we have extracted the following fonctions : 





2. Control Functions : 
• Display _Simulation_Parameters 
We will now give a description of those fonctions : 
• Validate_Name_Binary_File 
Type . . 
Goal . . 
Entry : 
Exit . . 
Action: 
Semantic Function 
Verify that the N ame Binary File exist on the disk 
Name_Binary_File 
Name Binary File Validated or Name Binary File Unvalidated 
IF DIR(Name_Binary_File) is true 
Tuen Name_Binary_File_ Validated 
Else Name Binary File Unvalidated 
• Read_ GBL_File 
Type . . 
Goal . . 
Entry : 
Exit . . 
Action: 
Semantic Function 
Read the contents of the Global File associated with the 
Name_Binary_File_ Validated 
Name_Binary_File_ V alidated 
INFO-GBL 
- Obtain the name of the global file by replacing the « bin » ex-
tension of the Name_Binary_File_ Validated file with the « gbl » 
extension. -
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- Tuen read the content of this file to produce INFO-GBL 
• Choose_Simulation_Parameters 
Type : Semantic Function 
Goal : Allow the user to select the parameters for the simulation 
Entry : Simulation Parameters 
Exit : Chosen Simulation Parameters 
Action: Record Chosen_Simulation_Parameters and construct the call to 
the DLL with those parameters 
• Run_Siinulation 
Type : Semantic Function 
Goal : Perf orm the simulation 
Entry : Chosen Simulation Parameters 
Exit : Performed Simulation 
Action: Execute the call to the Osteoporosis library of the DLL 




· Display the global information from INFO-GBL and the other 
pertinent data needed by the user to perf orm the simulation he 
wants 
Entry : INFO-GBL 
Exit : Simulation Parameters 
Action: Display INFO-GBL and other data 
3.6.3 Construction of Activity Chaining Graphs 
« After having described static task aspects, dynamic aspects remain to be 
further detailed. This task behavior model can be graphically represented 
with an activity chaining graph (ACG). This ACG institutes a contract bet-
ween the programmer who is responsible for the semantic functions of the 
application and the designer who is responsible of the UI . 
It expresses the information flow between functions to be executed for achie-
ving the main goal associated with an interactive task. From the graph theo-
ry viewpoint, thi~ graph is a 1-graph without loops, that is simple. » [TRIDENT9SJ. 
The ACG is exemplified in (Figure 5.6). « Each function receives input în-
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Each function receives input information, produces output information which 
àre either external (to, the user) or internai (to another function). External 
information input to a function must come from an interactive dialogue. Ex-
ternal information output from a function must go to an interactive display . 
Input and output information can be related using OR, AND or XOR links 
[IRIDENf95] » . 
Function 
,------, 
, Interna! In- , 
' formation _' 
1 - ... -
Figure 5.6 Example of Activity Chaining Graph. 
As described in the TRIDENT project, an ACG is constructed as follows: 
• the elementary input and output information is detertnined for each 
identified fonction: this information corresponds to attributes either 
of entities or of associated relationships; input and output informa-
tion also respectively support specification of fonction pre- and 
post-conditions. 
• each inter-procedure relationship is classified as AND, OR, or 
XOR; 
As we did in the previous point with the Semantic Functions, we will construct 
an Activity Chaining Graph for each sub-task . 
3.6.3.1 Activity Chaining Graph for the « Performing Analysis » sub task 




_Ot~n 1 ' - -
1 Palainctri.!:d_ I 
MIL_Anll}csls 1 
' - -
1 Pmmdrl.!:d_ I 
Bl.1.,.Am.l)S.s, 
' - -
Figure 5.7 ACG for the "Performing Analysis" sub-task 
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3.6.3.2 Activity Chaining Graphfor the« Visualizing Analysis Results » sub-task 
The following figure (Figure 5.8) represent the activity chaining graph of the 
sub-task: 
r- - - 1 ,'-- --,, r-------, 
1 Nmi.e..MDL ~ INFOM'IX 1 Diçhy_lNFOMIX'.. 
IRle_V&l~~ ., ,. MIIP&lb 
..... 1 ...... 








3.6.3.3 Activity Chaining Graphfor the« Creating Image» sub-task 
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1
~-0~L~ .r;;:tc:J_:.: ~~ ~ 
.. , - 1- ; - ........ 1 
1 - - - -, ~~1:x. ~ • ~~,.-.,._-i.u,-_~ 
Bmp~ .. j INFOIDX.Bmpl\lh 
- -
Figure 5.9 ACG for the "Creating linage" sub-task 
3.6.3.4 Activity Chaining Graphfor.the « Visualizing Image» sub-task 
The following figure (Figure 5.10) represent the activity chaining graph for the 
sub-task: 
1 ::'.Y-~ PadJDX INFOIDX 1 
1 
~l)'_INFOIDX. 
r - - ~I 
1
J ____ _ 
1 ,. .. 1 _Rie .. .,.•-• Bmpl'alh 
QioaaeJNFOIDX. ..,,, .. 
Figure 5.10 ACG for the "Visualizing linage" sub-task 
3.6.3.5 Activity Chaining Graph for the « Simulating Osteoporosis » sub-task 
The following figure (Figure 5.11) represent the activity chaining graph for the 
sub-task: 
-·~---
' Name_Blnaty 1 1 
filc_VOldat.ed ln!Q_OBL 





1 °'"""" Slmulatl<n I Ps-toimed,,_ 
,-----~ 
1 _p_-;'.am~• .. • lw11_Slmul.Uœ. Sl.mulatlofl 
Figure 5.11 ACG for the "Simulating Osteoporosis" sub-task 
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3.6.4 Derivation of Dialogue Attributes 
According to the TRIDENT project : « For each interactive task, an appro-
. priate (hybrid) dialogue style should be selected. This choice could be gui-
ded by a table that mapped task, user and workplace characteristics to a 
(hybrid) dialogue style. 
(Hybrid) dialogue styles are examples of design options and their principled 
selection is the first example of restricted choice within our methodological 
framework. 
For each interactive task, four dialogue attributes are derived from these in-
teraction styles: a dialogue mode (sequential, asynchronous, or mixed), a 
dialogue control (internai, externat, or mixed), a function triggering mode 
(automatic, implicit or explicit manual, displayed or not) and a metaphor 
( conversation based, universe based or both). These four attributes are in-
troduczng four new design options to be considered. They usually have their 
own default value according to the chosen interaction styles. 
Default dialogue attributes provide initial choices of options. They can be 
reviewed for specific subtasks, although the attributes for really apply at task 
level, where they can provide Ul consistency and compatibility with the ergo-
nomie needs of both the user and their tasks. »[BODART9SJ. 
In this point we will the derive the dialogue attributes for the global task and 
we will improve this derivation for each Presentation Unit later in this chap-
ter. Based on the explanation above, we have derived the following dialogue 
attributes : 
3.6.4.1 Dialogue Mode 
The task is formed by five sub-tasks : Performing Analysis, Visualizing Analy-
sis' Results, Creating Image, Visualizing Image and Simulating Osteoporosis. 
The dialogue mode is sequential inside each of the sub-task because the exe-
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is asynchronous or at least partly-asynchronous. The reader can refer him-
self to the point 3.2 Relations between the Sub-tasks, page 11 of this chapter 
to have more information. 
3.6.4.2 Dialogue Control 
The dialogue control is internai for the task, that is to say, on the system's 
initiative. Indeed, the dialogue control of the Principal Menu of Selection 
which is in charge of fire the different sub-tasks, is internai because it is propo-
sed and controlled by the application. 
3.6.4.3 Function Triggering Mode 
The fonction triggering mode is displayed explicit manual because fonctions 
must be triggered on the user' s initiative via actions designed for this purpose. 
Those actions will be materialized by command button (e.g. OK button). 
3.6.4.4 Metaphor 
In our case, the metaphor is mixed, that is to say, on the one hand it is con-
versation based and on the other hand, it is universe based. Indeed, the 
most part of the interaction between the user and the system is conversation 
based with : choosing parameters, choosing the type of analysis, and so on ... 
The system proposes some choice and the user selects some of those choices. 
That is why we can say that it is conversation based. On the other .hand, when 
displaying images and analysis results, we can say that the system is universe 
based. As we explained in sections 3.3.2.3 and 3.3.2.4, the environment of the 
task does not exist under a form directly manipulaole by the user and the re-
producibility of this environment is thus impracticable. When saying that part 
of the system is universe based, the reader may think that we are in contradic-
tion with what we said above, but it is not true. As a matter of fact, the mini-
world of this universe based system is non-existent in the real world, neverthe-
less it is a mini-world and thus we are not in contradiction because the repro-
ducibility of this mini-world is impracticable . 
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3. 7 Conclusion 
Thanks to the parameters identified in sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 
3.6.4, we establish glancing through the tables of correspondence of the do-
cument « Dérivation de style(s) d'interaction » that three interaction styles can 
be kept (those are the three that minimize gaps with regard to reference values 
of the tables) : 
• Menu Selection 
• Forms Filling 
• N atural Language 
For the rest of our work, we will keep the Menu Selection and the Forms 
Filling interaction styles. The Menu Selection to select among the sub-task 
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4. Presentation Design 
« The goal of this aetivity is to find a systematie approaeh for speeifying UI 
presentation eomponents on a pre-defined set of ergonomie rules in order : 
• to meet ergonomie eriteria that.are relevant to the task; 
• to drive this process with computer-aided active and intelligent tools 
(Figure 5.12). »[BODART9SJ_ 
Ergonomie 
Requirements 
t ............................................. { ............................................ J 
:::·:\::;:::,;:,:::::t:=::::;,:,:.::::::-:;:::·, 
Figure 5.12 Outline of Activity 2. 
Starting with the Activity Chaining Graphs, User Interface Requirements gui-
ded by ergonomie rules and using the TRIDENT methodology we will define 
the Presentation. But, before we need some methodological considerations . 
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4.1 Methodological Considerations (issued from the TRIDENT Project) 
4.1.1 Presentation Content fBODART95J 
UI presentation can be decomposed using the following four concepts which 
corne from the 1RIDENT methodology : 
• concrete interaction abject (CIO) : this is a real abject belonging to the UI 
world that any user can manipulate such as a push button, a list box, a 
check box. A CIO is simple if it cannot be decomposed into smaller CIOs. 
A CIO is compositeµ it can de decomposed into smaller units; 
• abstract interaction abject (AIO) : this consists of an abstraction of all 
CIOs from both presentation and behavioral viewpoints that are indepen-
dent of target environments; 
• window : this is a root window either considered as a logical window for 
AIOs or corresponding to a physical window, a dialogue box or a panel for 
CIOs. Every window is itself a composite AIO at logical level or CIO at 
physical level, composed of other simple or composite AIOs/CIOs. AU 
windows are geographically delimited on the user's screen; 
• presentation unit (PU) : this comprises of an input/output facilities required 
for execution of specific sub-tasks. Each presentation unit can be decom-
posed into one or many windows which may not be ail displayed on the 
screen simultaneously. Each PU is composed by at least one window called 
the basic window from which other windows are chained. 
4.1.2 Systematic approach for specifying presentation fBODART95J 
The approach here defines a presentation by iterative refinement starting from 
global objects to end with simple objects according to the structure reprodu-

































Simple Interaction Object 
Figure 5.13 Structure of presentation . 
The steps of this approach are the following : 
• Identification of Pus : each sub-task of the interactive task is mapped onto 
a PU. This mapping is achieved by a series of sub-task identification crite-
ria (for instance, a different work skill). Since the ACG graphically repre-
sents the fonction chaining within a particular task, a PU can correspond to 
a sub-graph of the ACG that can be drawn graphically distinguished on the 




, Internal In- , 
' formation _ ~ 
1 - -
L • , 
Window #3 
Figure 5.14 Overlapping of a PU with its three windows onto the ACG . 
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• Identification of window : for each sub-graph associated with a PU, parti-
tioning into sub-sub-graphs identifies windows of the PU. Correct identifi-
cation of these windows requires the application of precise ergonomie rules 
to ensure satisfaction of several ergonomie criteria (e.g., compatibility, 
work load, guidance). With this done, designers then know which func-
tions will be triggered from the window, and thus which inputs and outputs 
must be associated with the window. Like PUs, windows correspond to: 
sub-graphs of the ACG and can again be graphically distinguished (Figure 
5.14). 
• Selection of AIOs: each identified window can be associated with a physi-
cal window, a dialogue box or a panel; within each window, each piece of 
input and output information is mapped to a simple or composite AIO (e.g., 
a text widget), as are fonctions (e.g., to push buttons or icons). Elementary 
information is always mapped onto a simple AIO. Composite information 
is mapped onto a composite AIO resulting in a hierarchy of simple AIOs. 
Similarly, a PU is completely defined by a hierarchy of windows. 
Selection of AIOs is sùpported by a set of selection rules with a scope ex-
ceeding the simple physical emphasis of style guides. The rules are initially 
based on empirically validated cognitive principles. They are subsequently 
specialized in accordance with user's habits and established conventions. 
Within the scope of TRIDENT project methodology, the process of selec-
ting AIOs consists of: 
- an initial proposed set of AIOs is generated automatically from the 
specification contained in the object-oriented entity-relationship model : 
for example, an edit box is selected for two digit positive integer; 
- a second step extends the initially proposed AIOs on the basis of infor-
mation attributes : for example, a scale is preferred when this integer is a 
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- a third step modifies the extended AIOs on the basis of user and domain, 
preference (e.g., a thermometer is useful in medicine). 
•);. 
• Transformation of AIOs into CIOs: the complete PU hierarchy is automa-
tically transformed into a hierarchy of CIOs depending on the particular 
target environment in which the designer is working. Simple- and compo-
site AIOs are mapped respectively to simple and composite CIOs . 
• Placement of CI Os : the co-ordinates of CIOs are calculated precisely for 
each window by applying placement strategies. These strategies include vi-
sual design principles for three aspects: localization, scaling, and arrange-
ment. At the end of this step, each PU hierarchy is completed with relevant 
positions . 
4.2 Application of the TRIDENT Methodology 
In this point, we will try to apply the methodology developed in the TRIDENT 
project to our application. The steps of this point are the following : 
1. Identification of Presentation Units, 
2. Identification of Windows, 
3. Selection of AIOs, 
4. Transformation of AIOs into CIOs, 
5. Placement of CIOs, and 
4.2.1 Identification of Presentation Units 
In the section 3.6.2 we have decided to identify Semantic and Control func-
tions for each sub-task. We have also decided, in the section 3.6.3, to create 
an Activity Chaining Graph for each sub-task of the global task. If we put 
those ACGs together, we obtain the ACG for the global task. With the sub-
division of the global task into sub-task, and with the subdivision of the global 
ACG into ACG for each sub-task, as with the following methodological rule 
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from the TRIDENT project: « each sub-task of the interactive task is mapped 
into a Presentation Unit», we have identifi.ed the following PUs: 
• PUl : Performing Analysis 
• PU2 : Visualizing Analysis Results 
• PU3 : Creating Image 
• PU4: Visualizing Image 
• PUS: Simulating Osteoporosis 
We can now improve for each Presentation Unit the derivation of dialogue at-
tributes: 
• PUl: Performing Analysis 
;.à. Dialogue Control : internal 
At Dialogue Mode : sequential 
A. Function Triggering Mode : displayed explicit manual 
L Metaphor : conversation based 
• PU2 : Visualizing Analysis Results 
Jk Dialogue Control: interna! 
i\. Dialogue Mode : sequential 
:sh Function Triggering Mode : displayed explicit manual 
,&. Metaphor : globally conversation based but universe based when 
displaying graphs 
• PU3 : Creating Image 
i\ Dialogue Control : interna! 
.4, Dialogue Mode: sequential 
A. Function Triggering Mode : displayed explicit manual 
h,. Metaphor : globally conversation based, but universe based when 
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• PU4: Visualizing Image 
il.. Dialogue Contrai: interna! 
.. é .. Dialogue Mode: sequential 
.h, Function Triggering Mode : displayed explicit manual 
5.45 
At Metaphor : globally conversation based, but universe based when 
displaying images 
• PUS: Simulating Osteoporosis 
Ji Dialogue Contrai: interna! 
AL Dialogue Mode : sequential 
ik Function Triggering Mode : displayed explicit manual 
Ah. Metaphor : conversation based 
4.2.2 Identification of Windows 
4.2.2.1 Identification of Windows for the PUI 
For thePUl, we have identified the following windows (Figure 5.15): 
lL WIN 1.1: Open_Binary_File_To_Analyse 
A\ WIN 1.2 : Binary _File_Error_Message 
..i-,, WIN 1.3 : Choose_Analysis_To_Perform 
it WIN 1.4: Choose_Parameters_Of_MIL_Analysis 
At WIN 1.5: Choose_Parameters_Of_EUL_Analysis 
At WIN 1.6 : Analysis_Performed_Message 





• moveable . 
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4.2.2.2 Identification of Windows for the PU2 
For the PU2, we have identified the follo:Wing windows (Figure 5.16) : 
Ji\ WIN 2.1 : Open_Index_File 
/\ WIN 2.2: Index_File_Error_Message 
/i. WIN 2.3: Contents_Of_MIL_Index_File 
.l\ WIN 2.4 : Contents_ Of_EUL_Index_File 
.. é .. WIN 2.5: Information_On_The_Selected_MIL_Analysis_File 
.:!:h WIN 2.6: Information_On_The_Selected_EUL_Analysis_File 
it WIN 2. 7 : Graph_Parameters 
At WIN 2.8 : GRAPH 





• moveable . 
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4.2.2.3 Identification of Windows for the PU3 
For the PU3, we have identified the foll~wing windows (Figure 5.17) : 
A\ WIN 3.1 : Open_Binary _File 
A, WIN 3.2: Binary_File_Error_Message 
At WIN 3.3: Choose_lrnage_Parameters 
/\. WIN 3.4: Image 
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4.2.2.4 Identification of Windows for the PU4 
For the PU4, we have identified the followirig.windows (Figure 5.18): 
AL WIN 4.1 : Open_Index_File 
i!::: WIN 4.2: lndex_File_Error_~essage 
iL WIN 4.3 : Contents_ Of_BMP _lndex_File 
Jk WIN 4.4: Information_On_The_Selected_BMP _File 
At WIN 4.5 : Image 





• moveable . 





• moveable . 
• • • • • • • 
1NlN 4.5 
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4.2.2.5 Identification of Wi1,1dows for the PUS 
For the PUS, we have identified the following windows (Figure 5.19) : 
JL WIN 5.1: Open_Binary_File '·'"; 
/\ WIN 5.2: Binary_File_Error_Message 
dt WIN 5.3: Choose_Simulation_Parameters 
J\ WIN SA: Simulation_Performed_Message 





• moveable . 
5.53 
.·.·.·.-.·.·.•··············l \}?:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: vVIN 5.2 
_B~ .. i\i\iili!:ii::,,,,:::~;:~,:: J'i:!~::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;~~m::22:IIIS,IT::WWWvVImNws1.3zzrr:III[IIIS,IT::::f::1:;;;:Z:~~~IT::,,t:::_~f:=f: ~w,.;1,5~152112 
11E~iEii::[;;i;J[:;s::l,~]i~:] vVIN 5.1 
• • • • • • • • 
vVIN :5.4 
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4.2.3 Selection of AIOs 
The windows which have been identified above, are logical windows. Thanks 
to the interaction styles retained for those windows (Menu selection to select 
among the sub-tasks an4 to display images and results, and Forms filling wi-
thin the sub-tasks), we can infer that except the main window of the applica-
tion and windows within the results of sub-tasks will be displayed, ail the 
others windows will be Dialog Box . 
For this point, we have grouped the previously identified windows into sub-
group as follow _: 
1. Group of« Mother Window and Child Windows» which is compo-
sed of the following windows : 
• WIN 0.0 (Mother Window of the application) 
• WIN2.8 
• WIN 3.4 
• WIN 4.5 
2. Group of « Open File Dialog Box » which is composed of the fol-
lowing windows : 
• WIN 1.1 
• WIN2.1 
• WIN3.1 
• WIN 4.1 
• WIN 5.1 
3. Group of« Analysis Choice Dialog Box » which is composed of the 
following window : 
• WIN 1.3 
4. Group of « Parameters Dialog Box » which is composed of the fol-
lowing windows: 
• WIN 1.4 
• WIN 1.5 
• WIN2.7 
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• WIN 3.3 
• WIN 5.3 




• WIN 4.3 
6. Group of « Information and Error Windows » which is composed of 
the following windows : 
• WIN 1.2 




• WIN 3.2 
• WIN 4.2 
• WIN 4.4 
• WIN 5.3 
• WIN 5.4 
4.2.3.1 Abbreviations used in the following sections 
The abbreviations used in this section are the following : 
Cont= continuons domain-
Exp = expandable domain 
Fr= data frequency in a list 
Lg= item current length 
Lm= maximal length of an alphanumeric item = 40 characters 
Nutil= user experience level 
Nvc = number of values to choose 
Npo= number of possible values 
Npv= number of principal values 
Nsv = number of secondary values 
AIO= abstract interaction object 
Pref = user preference for selecting a data 
Tm = maximal number of items in a list = 50 items 
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4.2.3.2 A/Os Selectedfor the Group « Mother Window and Child Windows» 
The ergonomie rules which are the basement for the selection of AIOs in this 
group of windows are the following : 
• « The menu design can be based on the mini-world modei, that is to say 
reflecting the real options of the tcisk )1VD94l 
• « The menu presentation must reflect the current state of the system »uvo94l 
• « Menu complexity must reflect the level of user, the functionalities must 
reflect the requirements of the task »JVD941 
• « The menu organization must be visible to the user »[JVD94l 
• « Generally, the attachment of each menu item must be appropriate to the 
task : either a sub-menu, either a display/perceive screen, either a secon-
dary screen, either tum on or tuni of the parameter associated to the op-
tion or neither a triggering action of the application »[JVD94l 
• « Each menu item attached to an action must correspond to a task unit 
that the user must perform » [JVD94l 
• « The denominations of items must correspond univocally to task units that 
the user must perform » [JVD94l 
• « The denomination « exit » must be reserved for the option consisting in 
abandoning the current application closing the interactive session » 
4.2.3.3 A/Os Selected for the Group « Open File Dialog Box» 
The ergonomie rule which is the basement for the selection of AIOs in this 
group of dialog box is the following : 
• « to select a file, use a file selection list box »[JVD94l 
Within those dialog box, you will always find : 
1. a label which is the Dialog Box title, 
2. two command button which are used to confirm or cancel 
This last point corne from the following ergonomie rule : 
• « any dialog box must have a validation button, a cancel button and if it's 
possible, an help button »[JVD94l 
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4.2.3.4 Al Os Selectedfor the Group «Analysis Choice Dialog Box» 
The ergonomie rules which are the basement for the selection of AIOs in this 
group of one dialog box are the following : 
• « Use radio buttonfor mutually exclusive choices »[JVD941 , 
• « Use command button to fire actions »PVD94l, 
• « For the selection of A/O for alphanumeric data input use the following 
table »[IVD93l : 
]1Jp.iii~Jii:::5 :~p;vifrJ~'.iiff :::u.~iiU:Mnfa::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i ::i!if:Z:T::::5:: ;:1t~::::::::>::~::::::::::~i::::::::::•:::::::::;;y:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::r::::::::::::::::::::::::::3:::::::::: 
unknown <= Lm single-line edit box 
> Lm multiple-line edit box 
mixed [2,3] radio-button with Npo items + 




[4,7] radio button with Npo items + 








[Tm+l,2T <= Lm 
m] 






drop-down combination box 
scrolling combination box 
drop-down scrolling combina-
tion box 
Npo check boxes 
Npo check boxes+ group box 
list box 
scrolling list box 
drop-down scrolling list box 
drop-down scrolling list box 
combination box 
drop-down combination box 
list box 
> Lm drop-down list box 
<= Lm list box 
>Lm list box 
l)F'\'ô){ ves <= Lm combination box 
> Lm combination box 
l'..:iiii,:,;;;; :'t;ï.~s,1;:,,,,,,,,,,:,;,;;,;:,'.::;:,:,:,: ,fü,,,,;,,,,,,,,,,;,,;;,,;,,,,,,,,,, ,Jt4Uiw\bu.itmiAViiliZNtm.iiffim),;,,,,,❖:::;;.,.,.,.::: 
[4,7] radio-button with Npo items + 
group box 
[8,Tm] <= Lm list box 
> Lm list box 
[Tm+l,2T <= Lm scrolling list box 
m] 
>Lm scrolling list box 
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Within this dialog box, you will always find: 
1. a label which is the Dialog Bôx title, 
2. two command button which are used to confirm or cancel 
This last point corne from the following ergonomie rule : 
5.59 
• « any dialog box must have a validation button, a cancel button and if it is 
possible, an help button )IVD94l 
4.2.3.5 A/Os Selectedfor the Group « Parameters Dialog Box» 
The ergonomie rules which are the basement for the selection of AIOs in this 
group of dialog box are the following: 
• « To capture a group of data of different types, use a group box surroun-
ding the selected A/0 for each of the data of the group » 
• « Use radio button for mutually exclusive choices »[JVD94l, 
• « Use command button to fire actions »[JVD94l, 
• « Use check box to activate or deactivate options » [JVD94l 
• « Use dials, scrolling cursors or other types of A/O of the same behavior 
to contrai direction, position, amplitude, also to capture numerical data in 
a continuous space » 
• «for the selection of A/O for Boolean data input, use the following table» 
[JVD93] • 
::■i:i:ii!liiiiiii: !:!!!il!!!!:!ll!!iiiiiii:!i!:!:!:!:!:!:!:iii:iii !:!!!!!IE!i::!:!:!:!:!:!:::::::::!:::!:::::!:::::::::::::!iHl!:i:i:!:i:!:i:~i:i:i:i:i!:i:i:i::::::1::::1:!:::::::i:i:i:::i::: 
tlfüwhllttI ves vertical vertical switch 
horizontal horizontal switch 
circular two-valued dial 
undefined horizontal switch 
unknown check box 
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• « For the selection of AIO for integer data input, use ~he following ta-
ble »lND93 : 
If the domain is known and the choice is simple (Nvc=l), then use the follo-
wing table: 
iNsf:_:_:_= -;"Elit;° }1fünt_, :ftYPb::i"'._\::::if "'.:: :::Preeisioni :" ': Orlenmtim(,11:t :ifAIO,J( 1::':I:J!i!Jl\[>f ,:--J![lf -----«---_·_·_-_-_-_--_---~----_-_-_ 
> 0 list box 
!:[#.Ili{ no [2,3] radio-button with Npo items 
[4,7] radio-button with Npo items 








scrolling list box 
drop-down scrolling list box 




vertical vertical thermometer 
horizontal horizontal thermometer 
circular dial 
undefined horizontal thermometer 
[11,Tm] high spin button 
low scale 
If:Jltt.11::Il\II!ii :i:IW.I:::tlt[:[ 1:::::,:1111::11::1:::1:tmr ::JîHi.IliJ.û.w.i::tIIlllll:t:::::::111:::::IIllI 




• « For the selection of AIO for alphanumeric data input use the following 
table »CND93l : 







>Lm multiple-line edit box 
radio-button with Npo items + 
single-line edit box 
radio button with Npo items + 
single-line edit box + group box 
drop-down combination box 
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N,:pp check boxes + _group box. 
list box 
scrolling list box 
drop-down scrolling list box 
drop-down scrollin_g list box 
1 yes <=Lm combination box 
>Lm drop-down combination box 
l>O 1 <=Lm list box 
> Lm drop-down list box 
bm:::t::J > o 1 <= Lm list box 
>Lm list box 
<= Lm combination box 
> Lm combination box 
[TIOf '····: rt2:$f,..._ ...................... , .. ~tI/t}JtJ{ :t-Mib.Shmton:Wlith\Nno:iremst: ·MW:< 
[4,7] radio-button with Npo items + 
_group box 
[8,Tm] <= Lm list box 
>Lm list box 
[Tm+l,2T <= Lm scrolling list box 
m] 
> Lm scrollin_g list box 
>2Tm drop-down scrollin_g list box 
• « For the selection of A/O for elementary data input in a list, use the fol-
lowing table )ND93l : 
To input an elementary data (necessarily with unexpandable domain and sim-
ple choice in a list), then use the following table : 
<=5 spin button 
>5 profiled sin_gle-line edit box 
<=5 spin button 
profiled sin_gle-line edit box 









no check box 
radio icon 
single-line edit box 
drop-down combination box 
[2,7] radio-button 
[8,Tm] drop-down list box 
>Tm spin button 
profiled single-line edit box 
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mixed drop-down combination box 
known drop-down list box 
füffiêffllWff > Lm multiple-line edit box 
mixed drop-down combination box 
JmUw:n:., ... ~ ) ........ ) ..... t\L .. , Jl tlL .. t/tfü}l lt@,2-lKt:·: ]lmnidown\tî.\dkikJII·:~H]lil!I!Ii 
Within those dialog box, you will always find : 
1. a label which is the Dialog Box title, 
2. two command button which are used to confirm or cancel 
This last point corne· from the following ergonomie rule : 
• « any dialog box must have a validation button, a cancel button and if it is 
possible, an help button »CJVD94l 
4.2.3.6 AIOs Selectedfor the Group « Index Dialog Box» 
The ergonomie rule which are the basement for the selection of AIOs in this 
group of dialog box are the following: 
• « use command button to fire actions »CJVD94l, 
• « For the selection of AIO for elementary data input in a list, use the fol-
lowing table »CJVD93l : 
To input an elementary data (necessarily with unexpandable domain and sim-
ple choice in a list), then use the following table : 
-~~-__ ::if .. :: :!:~!.s:· :l~~ç ;.;E.~c::;;·':::, :.!!g.:::::~~::.: :rt!!t~A : .. !1!1:l!:::~::::~ii::::::::x::::~;::.:::~~:~::::::~;:::::~:::::::::::: 
hour <= 5 spin button 
>5 profiled single-1:ip.e edit box 
date <=5 spin button 
>5 profiled single-line edit box 
boolean yes radio-button 
no check box 
graphie radio icon 
integer unknow single-line edit box 
n 
mixed drop-down combination box 
known [2,7] radio-button 
[8,Tm] drop-down list box 
>Tm spin button 
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mixed drop-down combination box 
known drop-down list box 
/l/!!!l~/1!!/1 ~nknow <= Lm single-line edit box 
MiœHi.IlIII > Lm multiple-line edit box 
mixed drop-down combination box 
==mswn''''':':? K=========:::=tt =========Kr=='==========tt== ===t=========trt::::====':':':'' ttr=======,====t=========t ==afSre&a=w1riffluw8:irfüi=,=\tt=t==t=============t 
Within those dialog box, you will always find : 
1. a label which is the Dialog Box title, 
2. two command button which are used to confirm or cancel 
This last point corne from the following ergonomie rule : 
• « any dialog box must have a validation button, a cancel button and if it is 
possible, an help button »[JVD94l 
4.2.3.7 AIOs Selectedfor the Group « Information and Error Windows » 
The ergonomie rules which are the basement for the selection of AIOs in this 
group of windows are issued from the section 8.2 « Messages de Guidage et 
d'informations » in [JVD94]. 
Within those messages and information windows, you will always find : 
1. a label which is the window title 
2. an icon which identify the type of message : error or information 
3. a label which explain the error or give the information 
4. a command button that the user can press to confirm his lecture of 
the message 
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4.2.4 Transformation of AIOs into CIOs 
4.2.5 
For each AIO that we have identified in the previous point, we will now tak:e 
the concrete interactive object corresponding in the Microsoft Windows phy-
sical environment : 
edition field edit box 
command button push button 
label label 
icon icon 
file selection list file selection list box 
menu menu 
menu item menu item 
group box group box 
check box check box 
radio button radio button 
spin button spin button 
selection list list box 
modal dialog box modal dialog box 
Placement of CIOs 
The ergonomie rules which are the basement of the windows we have created 
are the following : 
• « mnemonic terms must be unique and, if available, must be displayed », 
• « every label indicating a contrai CIO should have a mnemonic terms » 
• « every dialog box must have a validation button, a cancel button, and if 
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• « a label must be provided for every CIO associated with a data to cap-
ture» 
• « The header label of a group box must be left justified with the CIO sur-
rounded by the group box which is placed lefter » 
• « every group of command buttons in connection with the same logical set 
must be placed either like a Une form, below the CIO in which they are 
placed, either in column placed at the right side of the composed CIO if 
the previous solution is not suitable » 
• « The order of the placment of the command buttons must be as close as 
possible of the following : (OK), (CANCEL), (HELP) » 
• « Command buttons set horizontally must be of equal vertical size » 
• « Command buttons set vertically must be of equal horizontal size » 
Next, we will give a description of the windows we have designed with Mi-
crosoft Visual Basic Professional Edition 3.0 . 
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4.2.5.1 Group of« Mother Window and Child Windows » 
The following window is a sample of what we designed for this group of win-
dows: 
®$.]@t❖:•:•:❖%;;;,::IE;i;;(k.::;;::;.ï@.1milf.mtJ1}WLWM#tfflM~!ooB.Â®WMi.~rtlfo,.,:>,,❖ètJ:L;.2.r:;.;=;:;.:;;,;,Jlfad:;;t; 
Ele .Q.ptions .!:!.elp 
Figure 5.15 Main window of the application 
The window illustrated by the Figure 5.15 is WIN 0.0 which is the main win-
dow of the application. This window allow the user to choose the sub-task he 
wants to perform, and this thanks to the File Menu. 
The window illustrated by the Figure 5.16 represent the WIN 4.5 and WIN 3.4 
windows. This window contains the image that the user wants to display 
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Figure 5.16 Image Window 
Figure 5.17 Analysis' Results Window 
The window illustrated by the Figure 5.17 represent the WIN 2.8 window 
which show the analysis' results to the user . 
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4.2.5.2 Group of« Open File Dialog Box » 
The following window is a sample of what we designed for this group of win-
dows: 
Figure 5.18 Standard Open File Window 
The window illustrated by the Figure 5.18 is the Microsoft Windows Standard 
Open File Window that we have used to respect standardization of applica-
tions. 
4.2.5.3 Group of« Analysis Choice Dialog Box » 
The following window is a sample of what we designed for this group of win-
dows: 
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The window illustrated by the Figure 5.19 is the WIN 1.3 window which al-
lows the user to choose the analysis he wants to perf orm. 
4.2.5.4 Group of« Parameters Dialog Box » 
The following windows are samples of what we designed for this group of 
windows: 
Figure 5.20 MIL Parameters Window 
The window illustrated by the Figure 5.20 represent the WIN 1.4 window 
which allows the user to choose the parameî:ers of the MIL analysis he wants 
to perform . 
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Figure 5.21 Graph Parameters Window 
The window illustrated by the Figure 5.21 represent the WIN 2.7 which allows 
the user to select the parameters of the graph representing the analysis' results 
he wants to visualize. 
4.2.5.5 Group of« Index Dialog Box » 
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Figure 5.22 Sample of Index Window 
The window illustrated by the Figure 5.22 represent the WIN 2.4 window 
which allows the user to visualize the contents of the index file for Euler ana-
lysis, to display information about one of the analysis file of this index, and to 
select the analysis file he wants to see the results . 
4.2.5.6 Group of« Information and Error Windows » 
The following window is a sample of what we designed for this ·group of win-
dows: 
Figure 5.23 Sample of Error and Information Message 
The window illustrated by the Figure 5.23 represent the WIN 2.6 window 
which gives information about an Euler analysis file to the user . 
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S. Derivation of the Software Architecture 
« The aim of this activity is to systematically derive an architecture skeleton 
which respects architectural software quality criteria: high interna! cohesiàn; 
weak coupling; independent components (Figure 5.24). »[BODART9SJ 
;d::::~ J~':!'.::ti::::::,
1 
~ ; :;:1"·' 
:- :-::-::·:.:::::::::::-·:::::-::::.:=. ! T::::·=-::.::·:·-=::::·:::.:::::-. I 
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(= 
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Figure 5.24 Outline of Activity 3. 
5.1 Methodological Considerationsl80DART951 
The methodological considerations developed next are issued from the TRI-
DENT project. [BODART9SJ 
5.1.1 Assumptions 
The proposed architecture model consists of a hierarchy that should match the 
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• each hierarchy element should be derived - directly or indirectly - from task 
analysis; 
• elements representing application and UI components should be as inde-
pendent as possible. There should be further independence within UI com-
ponents, i.e., between dialogue subcomponents (which realize behavior) 
and presentation subcomponents (which realize appearance). 
The latter assumptions are possible for business oriented applications, since 
generally there is no semantic role for the interaction abjects. 
5.1.2 Content of the model 
The proposed architecture model consists of a hierarchy of generic elements 
illustrated in Figure 5.25 . 
Figure 5.25 Genetie scheme of the architecture model. 
There are three classes of object in this architectural model. Each is distin-
guished, as follows : 
1. The Contrai Objects (CO) class is generic with instances decomposed into 
COs of different types that both manage dialogue and preserve the corres-
pondence between application data and the presentation. Each CO has a 
specific behavior that combines management of a portion of the dialogue 
and some application-presentation correspondences. A rule-based language 
configures CO behavior in scripts that have a partial graphical representa-
tion as state transition diagrams. 
2. The Application Objects (AO) class is not generic : instances cannot be de-
composed, since they represent the application fonctions . 
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3. The Interaction Objects (10) class is generic and provides two types of 
CIOs: application-dependent CIOs that translate input and output informa-
tion for fonctions ; and application-independent CI Os that are required for a 
dialogue (e.g., command buttons that trigger fonctions). 
Identical rules for behavior and interaction apply to ail these three object clas-
ses. Similarly, identical relationships link any pair of these from these three 
objects : each object is an agent. 
Objects are composed in a hierarchy where parent objects "use" child objects, 
as follows: 
• child objects send events related to signal behavior states to their parent ; 
• parent objects obtain the information needed for the next interaction step by 
calling a child object's primitive methods. 
5.1.2.1 Application Objects (AO) 
Each fonction in the ACG has a single corresponding AO. Where an existing 
fonction is to be re-used, but is not implemented in an object-oriented lan-
guage, it must be encapsulated in a AO, when it becomes one of the AO's 
methods. Otherwise, the AO should be implemented in an object-oriented 
language. Every AO should be the child of one (and only one) CO (i.e., the 
CO-Fe ?.s we will see in next subsection), which becomes responsible for the 
execution of the corresponding fonction. 
5.1.2.2 Control Objects (CO) 
There should be a CO in the hierarchy for every composition in the presenta-
tion. The composition of the presentation encourages autonomy for windows, 
which are linked dynamically into PUs. These PUs realize the context for exe-
cution of an interactive task. The CO hierarchy is thus built according to our 
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• CO-IT : the lonely control object corresponding to the interactive 1ask ; 
• CO-PU : the control objects corresponding to the 12resentation !!nits ; 
• CO-W : the control objects corresponding to the windows ; 
• CO-Fe : the control objects corresponding to the application fun_çtions . 




Figure 5.26 Structure of Control Objects . 
Every CO corresponding to an application fonction (CO-Fe) is a child object 
of the window control object (CO-W) that holds ail CIOs required to trigger 
the fonction from the fonctional machine. The set of AOs and corresponding 
CO-Fc's forms the functional machine, where Co-Fc's mirror the business ac-
tivities represented in the ACG by the way they chain fonctions . 
5.1.2.3 Interaction Objects (10) 
According to Figure 5.13, presentation is structured into simple and composite 
lOs. Composite /Os ·cro-Comp) are ail IOs corresponding to logical windows 
(e.g., dialogue boxes, physical windows, panels) or any grouping of simple IOs 
(e.g., child dialogue boxes, group boxes). 1O-Comp use simple IOs-for crea-
ting the UI's presentation: as input-output interaction abjects (IO-I/O, e.g., an 
edit box, radio button, check box) ; or as presentation interaction abjects (P-
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10, e.g., push buttons, icons). lOs are selected by an expert system on the 
basis of several parameters. They correspond to specific toolkit ClOs in phy-
sical environments like Ms-Windows, OSF/Motif. lOs are always children of 
CO-W control objects, to which they send events representing significant state 
changes. Primitive 10 methods pass relevant values to parent objects. These 
primitive methods tend to be native to specific toolkits. 
5.1.2.4 Inter-object relations 
• In CO-lT ➔CO-PU interactions, the dynamic chaining of PUs is managed 
by the CO-lT, which loads and unloads - sequentially or concurrently - a 
particular PUi according to events received from a PUj. 
• In CO-PU➔CO-W interactions, the dynamic chaining of windows is mana-
ged by the CO-PU, which displays and undisplays - with tiling or overlap-
ping - a particular window Wi according to events received from another 
window Wj-
• In CO-W➔CO-Fc interactions, the CO-W calls the CO-Fe in order to call a 
semantic fonction, when all data required by the fonction to be performed 
are available in the ehild objeets of the CO-W. The CO-Fe is the eontrol 
object whieh is responsible for the final eall of fonction contained in AO. 
On eompletion of processing, CO-Fe's send an event to their CO-W. 
• In CO-Fc➔AO interactions, the CO-Fe are responsible for the final trigge-
ring of fonctions contained in AOs. A CO-W object ealls a fonction when 
all required information is input, but the final triggering will be effective 
only if all triggering conditions expressed in the ACG are fulfilled, that is if 
all termination events have been sent and internai information has been 
transmitted. The eorresponding CO-Fe only verifies the complete pre-
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• In iecursive CO-Fe interactions, CO-Fc's exchange events to maintain ACG 
dynamics and to exchange information by calling on each others services. 
• In IO (for IO-I/O or IO-P) and CO-W interactions, the parent object poils 
children to find out what users have input, and in tum send events to their 
parents that indicate their contents. 
5.1.3 Systematic approach to hierarchy building 
We assume that task analysis (subsection 3.1), constructing an ACG (sub-
subsection 3.6.3), the development of the functional machine (sub-subsection 
5.1.2.1) and the definition of presentation (sub-subsection 5.1.2.3) are ail 
completed. 
5.1.3.1 List of hierarchy objects 
Here, we summarize the complete list of abjects of the three kinds. It holds : 
• a control object corresponding to the interactive task (CO-IT) ; 
• a control object corresponding to each presentation unit (CO-PU1, ... ,CO-
PUn); 
• a control object corresponding to each window of each presentation unit 
(CO-PU1F1, ... , CO-PU1Fm, ... ,CO-PUnFl, ... CO-PUnFp); 
• a control object for each fonction in the ACG (CO-Fe); 
• an interaction object for each input/output information for all fonctions (IO-
I/O); 
• an interaction object for each object induced by the presentation (IO-P) . 
5.1.3.2 Relationships between hierarchy objects 
"Uses" relationships linking the different abjects can be systematically created 
as follows: 
• connect any control object corresponding to a presentation unit to the con-
trol object corresponding to the interactive task from which it depends 
(CO-IT➔CO-PU); 
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• connect any control object corresponding to a window to the control object 
corresponding to the presentation unit which contains this window (CO-PU 
➔CO-W); 
• connect any interaction object corresponding to an input/output informa-
tion to the window that uses the fonction with this information as parameter 
(CO-W➔IO-I/0); 
• connect any interaction object corresponding to an information induced by 
the presentation to the window where it appears (CO-W➔IO-P) ; 
• connect any object control corresponding to an application fonction to the 
control object corresponding to the window in which this fonction is repre-
sented (CO-W➔CO-Fc). 
5.2 Application of the TRIDENT Methodology 
In this point, we will try to apply the methodology developed in the TRIDENT 
project to our application. The steps of this point are the following : 
1. Construction of Functional Description' s Hierarchy 
2. Construction of the Control Objects of the Task' s Hierarchy 
3. Construction of Interactive Objects' Hierarchy 
5.2.1 Construction of Functional Description's Hierarchy 
As we have already decided to distinguish each sub-task when realizing Activi-
ty Chaining Graphs, we will, in this point, distinguish each sub-task for the 
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5.2.3 Construction of Interactive Objects Hierarchy 
For a question of legibility, we have chosen to describe the IOs Hierarchy for 
each windows of the application. 
The following description is the IOs Hierarchy for the Control Object Menu 
(CO-W0.0): 
This window (which is the main window of the application) is composed of a 
Menu bar. This menu bar is composed of three menu which are the file menu, 
the option menu and the help menu. These menu are composed of menu items 
such as New Analysis, Exit, and so on ... Next to the menu bar, the window is 
also composed of a button bar which contains five buttons. That is what we 






















Bt_ View _Image 
The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-Wl.1 : 





















The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-W 1.4 : 
Chapter 5 
This window is composed of a label indicating the path of the binary file, ano-
ther label indicating the total number of slices in the file, a group box for the 
view axis which is composed of three radio-button (one for each axis), another 
group box for the parameters which is composed of three label and three spin 
button ( respectively one for the low limit, one. for the high limit and the last 
for the angle). Tuen the window also contains three push button, one for OK, 
one for Cancel and the last one for Reset the default values of the radio-button 
and the spin buttons. That is what we describe next : 
IO-Comp-W 1.4 
Lb_Binary _File 
Lb_ Total_N umber_ Of_Slices 
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The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-W 2.1 : 
IO-Comp-W 2.1 
cfr IO-Comp-W 1. 1 































The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-W 2.7 : 




















The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-W 2.8 : 
Chapter 5 
As we used the MDI property (see chapter 4), this window which is a child 
window, replace the menu bar of the parent window by its own menu bar 



















































. Menu_ Window 
Menu_Item_ Cascade 
Menu_Item_ Tile_Horizontal 









B t_ Osteoporosis_Sim ulation 
Bt_Create_Image 
Bt_ View _Image 
GRAPH 
The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-W 3 .1 : 
IO-Comp-W 3.1 
cfr. 10-Comp-W 1. 1 
--------------------------------
5.90 








Gr_ View _Flag 
Check_Box_X_Axis 


















The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-W 3.4: 
Chapter 5 
As already explained above, this window is also a child window, and thus re-
place the menu bar of the parent window by its own menu bar which is dif-


































































The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-W 4.1 : 
10-Comp-W 4.1 
cfr 10-Comp-W 1.1 















The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-W 4.4 : 
IO-Comp-W 4.4 
Bt_OK 
The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-W 4.5 : 
IO-Comp-W 4.5 
cfr IO-Comp-W 3.4 
The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-W 5.1 : 
IO-Comp-W 5.1 
cfr IO-Comp-W 1.1 
The following description is the IOs hierarchy for the CO-W 5.2: 
IO-Comp-W 5.2 
Bt_OK 
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6. Dialogue Specifications 
« Normally, each dialogue layer should be specified in a notation that task 
analysts can understand, but can also be executed by some software tools. 
Multiple formalisms could be avoided by using ACG constructs. Most cur-
rent approaches do not use common specifications : task analysts tend to use 
natural language descriptions for dialogue or task-related notations ; cons-
truction tools that execute ( or generate) dialogues use formai languages ( e.g., 
Petri nets, rule languages, attributed grammars), although they are unfami-
liar to task analysts . 
In this section, we will investigate some perspectives for modeling the dialo-
gue in order to fill this important gap (Figure 5.27) »[BODART95l • 
i ___ c:.,.,;:,:_;_,_,, . .:. /''·"•.:.:::,--_,,.;:=, ____ : 
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Figure 5.27 Outline of Activity 4 . 
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« We retain the needfor independence between the dialogue and the applica-
tion functions. Such independence is easy to achieve for the presentation 
components, since contrai abjects guarantee correspondence between these 
and the application functions. Contrai abjects thus can guarantee the sepa-
ration of the presentation and application abjects. However, separation bet-
ween dialogue is more critical : the functional logic of the ACG should not 
govern the progress of the dialogue, but the dialogue should be compatible 
with it, and clearly the ACG cannot be achieved »[BODART9SJ_ 
6.1 Methodological Considerations 
The methodological considerations developed next are issued from the TRI-
DENT project. [BODART9SJ 
6.1.1 Dialogue content 
Dialogue is related to four types of element (i.e., PU, window, CIO, and func-
tion) and can be described at three levels of abstraction (Figure 5.28) : 
1. inter-PU level : the triggering of sub-tasks represented by PUs at the inter-
active task level ; 
2. intra-PU level (or inter-window level) : the chaining of windows at the PU 
level; 
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CIOs linked by a bi-directional link (arrow) in Figure 5.28 become involved in 
the same dialogue at the inter-window level ; similarly, windows linked by a 
bi-directional arrow are involved in intra-PU dialogue, just as PUs involved at 
the inter-PU level are linked by such arrows . 
6.1.2 Systematic approach for specifying a dialogue 
Initially, the approach should be driven by task analysis: 
• a list of dialogue states (e.g., default, display, history, abject, initial, final, 
related/alternative) can be derived from the decomposition of a task into 
goals and sub-goals ; 
• a list of dialogue transitions (e.g., triggers, actions, constraints) can be deri-
ved from the relationships between procedures implied by associated (sub-) 
task goals . 
The approach iteratively refines dialogues, starting with high-level dialogues 
and ending with low-level ones. The following steps will achieve this refine-
ment: 
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• specifying inter-PU dialogues, by using presentation unit chaining graphs 
that specify the conditions under which PUs are initialized, activated, and 
terminated. This graph should be expressed in terms of activa-
tion/deactivation of PU, serialization/parallelism, foreground/background, 
suspend/restore, ... 
The graph can be derived from the PU's definition and from the decompo-
sition of the interactive task into subtasks. Further support cornes from 
dialogue ergonomie rules and from constructs for sequence and concurren-
cy. 
• specifying intra-PU dialogues, by using window chaining graphs that 
specify window manipulation operations. This graph should be expressed 
in terms of multi-windowing operations since multi-windowing is widely 
recognized as an effective support for multiple activities : creation/deletion, 
activation/deactivation, minimizing/maximizing, iconifying/restoring, . . . Al-
so, one can decide the window configuration and screen layout : partial or 
total tiling, partial or total overlapping, cascading. 
Specifying this dialogue level should be driven by cognitive psychology 
principles related to multiple activities and ergonomie rules on . multi-
windowing. A tool that would be able to suggest the designer appropriate 
window chaining would be a significant contribution if this tool could in-
trinsically take care of ergonomie criteria (e.g., work load). 
• specifying intra-window dialogues, by using interaction object graphs that 
should be expressed in terms of the many primitives provided by CIOs in a 
window: (un)display, (de)activation, (de)highlighting, inter-CIO influences, 
dynamic or fonction update, ... 
Derivation of tµese dialogues should be driven by the four dialogue attribu-
tes for PUs, by interaction styles and by the functional logic underlying the 
ACG. Initially, the derivation only produces a skeleton of the interaction 
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lexical level details. Decisions can be organized by formalisms such as the 
state transition diagram and the interaction object graph. DAN can also 
~~ . 
specify this detail. 
' , 
One problem is the diversity of formalisms used across the different levels of 
dialogue specification. 
6.2 Application of the TRIDENT Methodology 
In this point, we will try to apply the methodology developed in the TRIDENT 
project to our application. The steps of this point are the following : 
1. Inter-PU Dialogues Specifications 
2. Intra-PU Dialogues Specifications 
3. Intra-Window Dialogues Specifications 
6.2.1 Inter-PU Dialogues Specifications 
Script of Diagnostic Support (CO-IT) 
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State-Transition Dîagram 
Before starting with the script itself, it is important to make some remarks 
about the above mentioned state-transition diagram (STD). Indeed, someti-
mes you can face very complex STD and it is useful to be able to decompose 
such a complex STD into less-complex STD. The previous STD is not a 
complex diagram, each couple of relations between the CO-IT and each of the 




The following symbole : 
05 
52 
represent the fact that CO-PU can also be represented by a STD 
which is not showed here for a question of legibility. The complete STD for 


























































IF State= New-Analysis and Evt-OK-New-Analysis 
Begin 
End 
Deactivate Script-Perf orming-N ew-Analysis 
State= Diagnostic-Support 
IF State=New-Analysis and Evt-Cancel-New-Analysis 
Begin 
End 









IF State=Open-Analysis and Evt-Cancel-Open-Analysis 
Begin 
End 
Deacti vate Script-Open-Analysis 
State= Diagnostic-Support 
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6.2.2 Intra-PU Dialogues Specifications 
In this point, we have only developed .one intra-PU script in full details be-
cause we thought it was not relevant to perform the same task with all PU. 
Script of Performing-New-Analysis (CO-PUl) 
5.102 Chapter 5 
State-Transition Diagram 
Remark: the fact that the CO-Win 1.3 is in a grey color mean that this state 












State= V alidate-Binary-File 




Generate Evt-Cancel-N ew-Analysis 
Deactivate Script-Performing-New-Analysis 
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Activate Script-EUL-Anal ysis-Perf ormed 
State=EUL-Analysis-Performed 
5.103 
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IF State=EUL-Analysis and Evt-Cancel-EUL-Param 
Begin 




IF State=EUL-Analysis-Performed and Evt-OK-Analysis-Performed-
Msg 
Begin 








Deactivate Script-MIL-Analysis-Perf ormed 
Generate Evt-OK-New-Analysis 
Deactivate New-Analysis 
6.2.3 Intra-Window Dialogues Specifications 
In this point, we have only developed one intra-window script in full details 
because we thought it was not relevant to perform the same task with ail win-
dows. 


















































IF State=EULER And Evt-Bt-Cancel-Selected 
Begin 
Generate Evt-OK-Cancel-Choose-Analysis 
Deactivate Script-Choose-Analy~is-To-Perf orm 
End 
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7. Transformation of the TRIDENT Architecture in Visual Basic 
In this point, we will first explain the method used in the TRIDENT project to 
transform the Trident architecture of an application into Visual Basic. The 
methode is explained in [JML95]. Next, we will compare it_with the method 
we have used to program in Visual Basic . 
7.1 The Visual Basic Architecture 
Visual Basic is composed of the following objects : 
_.,à. Concrete Interaction Objects (CIO): 
These objects contain their primitives (CIO-Primitives) and events they 
are able to generate (CIO-Evt); 
.à, Forms: 
The forms are contained in « .frm » files. A form· correspond roughly with 
a logical window. We can have as much formas we want, a« .frm » file is 
created for each form and contains : 
• the intemal declarations of the form ; 
• the description and property of the CIO belonging to the form ; 
• the procedures associated to significant events generated by CIO : 
each procedure of that kind is attached to one and only one event of 
one and only one CIO. We can have as much procedures in the 
form as we want. 
A, Modules: 
Modules are contained in « .bas » files. A module correspond roughly with 
a set of Basic procedures. we can have as much modules as we want and 
these modules contain: 
• the intemal declarations of the module ; 
• the procedures that other forms or modules can use . 
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7.2 Transformation of the TRIDENT Architecture in Visual Basic 
After this recall of the Visual Basic architecture, we can say that a form rnix 
Presentation aspects (part 1 of the .frm file) and Dialogue aspects (part 2 and 
3 of the .frm file). Observing the third part of a .frm file, we discover that we 
can consider it as a realization of an intra-window script. (Script-Fen). If we 
mak:e correspond a Visual Basic form to each Trident logical window, the eut 
imposed by Visual Basic is perfectly consistent with the eut in CO and with the 
State-Transitions diagram of the script' s specification. 
Indeed: 
1. the CO-Pet fit to a special module called Ponctional Module: 
• the functional primitives of the CO-Pet correspond to procedures 
(Proc-Pct) which are all contained in a Visual Basic module called 
Functional Module for the circumstances. 
2. each CO-WIN and its AIO correspond to a Visual Basic Porm : 
• CO-WIN declarations correspond to intemal declarations of the 
form; 
• AIO attributes correspond to form property ; 
• AIO primitives (AIO-Primitives) correspond to Visual Basic CIO 
primitives (CIO-Primitives) ; 
• events generated by AIO (AIO-Evt) correspond to concret events 
generated by Visual Basic CIO (CIO-Evt); 
• primitives offered by the CO-WIN (Win-Primitives) correspond to 
procedures written in the form procedure (Win-Prim-Proc); 
• the CO-WIN script corresponds to a set of procedures written in the 
form procedures (Script-Win-Proc) with a procedure for each IF ... 
in the CO-WIN script ; these procedures are of the following form : 
. SUB CIO-Evt (* Reaction to an event coming from a CIO*) 
call (Script-PU-Proc) (*call to a procedure of superior level in order to , 
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call (Proc-Fct) (*call to a procedure of the functional module to realize 
a call to a primitive fonction*) 
ENDSUB 
• the form procedures can also contain other procedures (e.g. for in-
ternal managment) . 
3. each CO-PU corresponds to a Visual Basic module called PU-Model: 
• CO-PU declarations correspond to interna! declarations of the PU-
Module; 
• the primitives offered by the CU-PU (PU-Primitives) correspond to 
procedures written in the procedures of the PU-Module module 
(PU-Prim-Proc); 
• the CO-PU script corresponds to a set of procedures written in the 
procedures of the PU-Module module (Script-PU-Proc) with a pro-
cedure for each IF ... of the script of the CO-PU ; these procedures 
are of the following form : 
IF state (*reaction to a call from a Script-Win-Proc procedure of the associated 
VB form*) 
call (Win-Prim-Proc) (*call to a lower level procedure to realize the 
primitive call *) 
call (Script-IT-Proc) (*call to a higher level procedure in order to si 
mulate the events generation*) 
• the procedures of the module PU-Module can contain other proce-
dures . 
4. the CO-PU (which is unique) corresponds to a unique Visual Basic module 
called IT-Module: 
• the declarations of the CO-IT correspond to interna! declarations of 
the IT-Module module; 
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• the CO-IT script corresponds to a set of procedures written in the 
IT-Module module (Script-IT-Proc) with a procedure for each IF ... 
of the CO-IT script ; these procedures are of the following form : 
IF state (*reaction to a call from Script-IT-Proc procedure of the PU-Module 
module*) 
call (PU-Prim-Proc) (*calno a lower level procedure to realize the 
primitive call *) 
• the procedures of the IT-Module module can contain other proce-
dures. 
To summarize the situation, we obtain the following property : 
• if we associate a form to each CO-WIN, its script (which is the script of the 
Intra-Window dialogue) corresponds to the Script-Win-Proc procedures of 
the form. In each of these procedures, the generation of an CO-Child event 
(here an CO-WIN) destinated to the CO-Parent (here the CO-PU) can be 
replaced by a call to a procedure, specific to the module corresponding to 
the CO-Parent, in other words a Script-PU-Proc of the PU-Module mo-
dule. 
• if we associate a module to each CO-PU, its script (which is the script of 
the Intra-PU dialogue) corresponds to the Script-PU-Proc procedures of 
the PU-Module module. In each of these procedures, the generation of an 
CO-Child event (here an CO-PU) destinated to the CO-Parent (here the 
CO-IT) can be replaced by a call to a procedure, specific to the module 
corresponding to the CO-Parent, in other words a Script-IT-Proc of the IT-
Module module. 
• if we associate a module to the CO-IT, its script (which is the script of the 
inter-PU dialogue) corresponds to the Script-IT-Proc procedures of the IT-
Module module. 
• the procedures described in these modules and which would not correspond 
to the reception of an event generated by a CO-Child, are primitives which 
can be used by CO-Parents. Thus, we realize the hypothesis that a CO- · 
Parent can not receive events from its children, but the CO-Parent canuse 
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7.3 Comparison with the Method we have used 
The method we have used to develop the TBMAS User Interface is based on 
the traditional Visual Basic architecture as described in the section 7 .1. We 
have as many « .frm » files as we have windows in the application. These 
« .frm » files contain : 
• the internai declarations of the variables which are local to the form ; 
• the description of the form and the properties of the CIO contained in the 
form ; this part of the file is produced automatically when designing the 
form with the Integrated Development Editor ; 
• the procedures associated to the CIO Events . 
We also have some «.bas» files which are modules containing procedures that 
can be used by other modules or by the forms of the application . 
The things that are common to the two methods are the following : 
• the separation of the Graphical User Interface and the application ; 
• the internai declarations of the variables which are local to the form. The 
declarations are both contained in « .frm » files ; 
• the description of the form and the CIO properties are also contained in the 
« .frm » files in both methods ; 
The differences between the two methods lie in the place where the procedu-
res associated to the CIO events are written. As a matter of fact, in the way 
we use Visual Basic, we write the basic code responding to particular events 
in their associated templates offered by Visual Basic. Hence, those basic code 
can manipulate any other form components. In other words, any CIO can 
control and manipulate any other one. That means that if you want to modify 
a CIO behavior, you do not know where to search because its behavior can be 
scattered in all the « .frm » files . 
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But, with the method developed in the Trident project : 
A. The dialogue is structured into three levels which are the following: 
. At Inter-PU level which corresponds to the Interactive Task dialogue le-
vel, 
At Intra-PU level which corresponds to the sub-task dialogue level, 
/\ Inra-Window level which allows to realize the dialogue inside the 
form, or what we can called the procedural or functional dialogue. 
• The dialogue of level 1 (Inter-PU) is realized in a basic file called the 
IT-Modùle. bas, 
• The dialogue of level 2 (Intra-PU) is specified in as much «.bas» files 
as existing Presentation Units, 
• The dialogues of level 3 (Intra-Window) are concentrated in the 
« .frm » files with a « .frm » file for each form. 
B. The inter-level communication, which is realized at the script level by calls 
to primitives (belonging to a CIO-Child) by a CIO-Parent, has been realized 
in Visual Basic by a CALL. The communication from a Child-level to a Pa-
rent-level (which is realized in the script by the generation of an event) is 
translate in Visual Basic by the call (by the Child) of a CIO-Parent proce-
dure. Now, this CIO-Parent procedure must realize what was specified in 
its script associated to the concemed message reception. 
Thus, the programmed set is not only architectured, structured respecting the 
separation of the application aspect from the interface aspect, but the dialogue 
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8. Conclusion on the Application of the TRIDENT Methodology 
In this section, we have tried to realize a Costs-Benefits analysis about the 
application of the TRIDENT Methodology. The first step is to give ourselfs 




These criterions are about the code of the application but we can aslo add 
some criterions concerning project managment : 
• The clarity and legibility of specifications, 
• The speed of Development, 
• .The presence or absence of feed-back from users and actors, · 
• The improvement of inter-disciplinarity. 
Concerning the code generated with the method developed by Jean-Marie Le-
heureux in [JML95] for the TRIDENT Project as explained previously, we cab 
say that: 
• The code is maintainable because the method use an architectural 
approach which organize the code in a recognizable manner. In-
deed, the code is divided into dialogue level as explained in the pre-
vious section, 
• The code is reusable. Indeed, object-oriented code is developed 
for reuse. 
• The code is more simple because modular design removes the use 
of« spaghetti code» . 
In the clarity and legibility of specifications point of view, we can say that 
each key activity of the TRIDENT Methodology has, in its results, graphical 
representation of the work done, such as the Entity-Relationship Madel, the 
Activity Chaining Graph, the software architecture, the State-Transition dia-
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gram, and son on ... So, we think that having such a graphical support for 
communication between development team and customer and user is easier 
and better to improve inter-disciplinarity and feed-back exchange between 
actors of the developemnt process because a graphical representation is easier 
to understand and is more natural. 
We know that this type of representation for the functional specifications is 
not as totally correct and complete as the predicate logic can be, but we think 
that ACG, STD and even the scripts are better when you want to have as 
much feed-back as possible from development process actors. Indeed, it is not 
so difficult to understand the meaning of an ACG or of an STD or even of a 
script as it is for a page written in predicate logic. Of course, it isn't as much 
correct and complete. 
In the speed of development point of view, we can say that it is always the 
same question : is using a method improve the development speed ? 
Y ou know, when programming you always think that it is loosing time that 
making a task analysis ... 
As we explained in the introduction of this chapter, we didn't use the TRI-
DENT Methodology to develop our application, thus we have some difficul-
ties answering this question. Generally, we can say that a method improves 
the development speed only if it isn't too severe, too strict. And we think that 
the TRIDENT Methodology is easy to apply and is natural to apply. We don't 
have to much experience using it but we were master of it in a short time . 
which mean that the method is not very difficult to understand. Hence, as the 
method is structured, architectured, it should normally improve the develo-
pment speed. As we said above, we don't have a lot experience using this 
method and the TRIDENT team don't have more of it because as we explai-
ned in the introduction of this chapter, the method, in the state within it is 
now, is only two months old. Anyway, we think it should be faster using this 
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In the inter-disciplinarity point of view, we can say that : 
• Forming UI specifications from the output of the task analysis promotes a 
better communicability of the work done by task analyst towards the soft-
- ' .-, 
ware engineer, 
• Guiding presentation design by ergonomie rules helps the graphical desi-
gner of the UI, 
• Deriving an architecture from task analysis and presentation components is 
particularly wee suited for the software engineer. The proposed systematic 
approach provides guidance grounded on the work of task analyst without 
forgetting specific goals of the information system, 
• Specifying a high level conversation from task analysis should offer to the 
dialogue designer the faculty of conversation prototyping more rapidly and 
easily than with empirical manual methods. And that mean to have feed-
back from user more rapidly, 
It is visible that the TRIDENT Methodology promotes the improvement of the 
inter-disciplinarity . 
In the feed-back from users and actors point of view, we can say that the 
approach of the problem offered by the TRIDENT Methodology, using a set 
of key activities allows to the development team to receive feed-back from 
users but also from any actor of the development process after each key activi-
ty. lndeed, after each key activity, the develoment team cari meet the custo-
mer, the user to discuss about the activity results and this easier with the gra-
phical results such as STD, ACG, Entity-Relationship Model. So, this allows 
the user to give a feed-back at each step of the develoment process as for the 
task analysis as well for the conversation prototype . 
• 

























6.2 Chapter 6 
The object of this thesis was to create a MS Windows application which con-
sists in a toolbox for both students educational and research training. We 
have detailed throughout ail the thesis the different requirements we were as-
ked to fulfil1 and how we did so. We would like to recall here that we have 
respected ail requirements. That is to say, we have fulfilled functional requi-
rements as our application provides the user with the desired functionalities 
(MIL and Euler analysis, osteoporosis simulation, three-dimensional represen-
tation of trabecular bone, ... ) and a user-friendly interface. Further more, we 
have also tried and succeeded in fulfilling non functional requirements such 
as performances increase (i.e., ail analysis take less than 5% of the time needed 
by the existing programs to complete). Finally, we have succeeded preventing 
our application from being tied to a specific configuration as it only requires 
a standard Windows configuration, and, due to methodological choices and 
our software architecture, it could also be migrated to an other platform 
more easily than the existing programs. 
When developing that thesis, we have been confronted with problems and re-
quirements that allowed us to extend our knowledge in multiple domains. 
For example, we have gained knowledge in the biomedical field and in particu-
lar concerning the osteoporosis problematic, in reverse engineering methodo-
logy, in management of more complex projects, in team work management, ... 
We have also learned mastering powerful programming languages such as the 
C++ and the Visual Basic, along with a better understanding of MS Windows. 
If we consider the development process we have followed, we can say that it 
presents some strong points but also some weaknesses. We think that sepa-
rating user interface and functionality development is a good solution because 
it brings in a better modularity and it facilitates team work. Furthermore, the 
utilization of an Object Oriented approach is also very important for the 
same reasons and it should make the maintenance work easier. Nevertheles~, 
our interface development has lacked a methodology .. This would have been 
particularly critical if our user interface would have been more complex. 


























designing the interface as much as the functionalities is very important. Fur-
thermore, it would provide a more uniform software development, from the 
user interface to the functionalities, as it is also based on the Object Oriented 
model. 
We would like to insist on the advantages we have derived from using the 
TRIDENT Methodology. Indeed, if tomorrow, we are fa.ce designing and de-
veloping a very complex interactive task, we will use it without any doubts . 
Its architectural approach promotes team work, feed-back, but also help the 
development team to be master of its « subject ». Applying that methodology 
after we had complete the design and develoment of our application make us 
think to possible changes we could do and changes we did . 
Finally, we would like to introduce in the last chapter further developments 
that seem interesting to consider. These take into consideration next genera-
tion operating system such as MS Windows NT which provide full 32-bit 
support and which look promising to provide even better performances. We 
also present some other improvements susceptible to make interaction with 
other applications easier for the user, and aimed at providing him with a better 
three-dimensional representations of digitized trabecular bone specimen . 
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In this chapter, we discuss what further developments of the TBMAS program 
might be interesting to consider in the future. These developments should in-
crease performances obtained and provide a better user feedback. 
1. Windows NT and 32-bit Programming~------------- 2 
2. Providing OLE Support 3 
3. Texture Mapping 5 
7.2 Chapter 7 
1. Windows NT and 32-bit Programming 
In this section we discuss the advantages that could result from migrating our 
program to a 32-bit Windows NT application. We have based this section on 
[Myers&Hamer93]. 
Windows NT applications benefit from the following advantages : 
• true multitask operating system 
• full 32-bit processing 
• linear memory addressing 
• extended graphical functionalities 
• 
Using 32-bit processing can lead to a spectacular improvements in memory 
access and computations speed. These are aspects that have been largely de-
veloped in our program. Indeed, migrating our application to the Microsoft 
Windows NT operating system could provide us with even better global 
performances. However we already exceeded our expectations in increasing 
performance level dramatically (see chapter 6 for actual performance evalua-
tion). 
Further more, Windows NT provides a better management of virtual mem-
ory along with the possibility to address up to 4 gigabytes of virtual memory. 
Finally, Windows NT brings in substantial ameliorations to DLL manage-
, ment. For example, thanks to linear memory addressing, there are no more 
problems caused by DLL routines addressing the user stack. Further more, it 
is now possible to use ail C execution routines inside a DLL and its entry and 


























Further Developments 7.3 
2. Providing OLE Support 
In this section we show what advantages could result from the utilization of 
the OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) technique in our program. 
OLE is a set of protocols and procedures introduced in 1988 by Aldus corpo-
ration and since them introduced by Microsoft in its operating system for 
creation and maintenance of composite files ([Myers&Hamer93]). Extemal 
data blocks inside a composite file are called objects, the application which re-
ceives data objects and creates a composite file is called an OLE client, the 
application which exports data objects to other applications is called an OLE 
server. The interactions between OLE client and server are illustrated below 
in Figure 8.1 . 








Figure 8.1 OLE client and server interactions[Myers&Hamer93J 
7.4 Chapter 7 
When the user starts an OLE operation in an OLE client application, calls are 
send to the OLESRV library through the OLECLI library. OLESRV will 
then send data to the appropriate OLE server application. When that opera-
tion is finished, updated data are send back to the client through calls between 
OLESRV and OLECLI libraries. 
The first mechanism provided by OLE to transfer data from a server to a client 
is called object embedding. In this case, a data object is fully and independ-
ently incorporated to the c_omposite file. But the object knows where he 
cornes from and if the user double-click on it, the server application will be 
started and the object may then be edited. When the server is closed, the up-
dated data object is incorporated to the composite file. 
The second mechanism provided by OLE is called object linking. In this 
case, the client application does not include a copy of the data object but a 
link to the appropriate server application. If the data object is modified in the 
server application, then the modifications will be reported to the client as the 
composite file contains links to data objects. 
We have discussed in chapter 6 our program relations with other applications, 
using OLE protocols instead or as a complement of the eut and paste featured 
in our program might provide more user comfort. For example, he might 
perform a MIL analysis, create a chart based on the results and insert the chart 
into its word processor. Tuen he might want to change chart aspect. By sim-




























Further Developments 7.5 
3. Texture Mapping 
We discuss in this section the texture mapping principles. Texture mapping 
might be used to give the user a better feedback since it would enabled him to 
have a three-dimensional visualization of the trabecular bone specimen . 
« Texture mapping was one of the first developments towards making im-
ages of three-dimensional objects more interesting and apparently more 
complex. The original motivation for texture mapping was to diminish the 
shiny plastic effects produced by the simple Phong1 reflection mode[ and to 
enable different abjects to exhibit different surface properties (apart from the 
trivial distinction of color) »[Watt93l. Most texture mapping methods do not 
give the impression of actual surface perturbation but modulate the color of a 
surface using repeating motifs or a frame-grabbed image. 
« By far and away the most common form of texture mapping involves the use 
of a two-dimensional texture domain T(u,v) »[Watt93l_ We couid create the 
two-dimensional texture domain of a trabecular bone specimen using the 
same technique as for gray scaled bitmaps (see chapter 6). Further more, the 
bone specimen can be considered as 4 cube or box. Hence it would be neces-
sary to compute a texture for each box sides. Ail textures would then be uni-
fied to form the texture domairi T(u,v). 
Once the texture domain is known, the texture process can be described as a 
two transformations process as shown on the next page in 
Figure 8.2. « Th.e first transformation, sometimes known as surface 
parametrization, takes the two-dimensional texture pattern and glues it on 
the abject. The second transformation is the standard object to screen space 
mapping »[Watt93l. Hence the object we want to map to is a cube, the first 
transformation would not be difficult as cubic surfaces parametrizations are 
1 The Phong reflection mode! is the de facto reflection model used in the computer graphies com-
munity 
Chapter 7 
readily available. The second transformation implies a pixel-by-pixel order-
ing of each polygon for Z-buffer hidden surface removal and other algorithms. 
The easiest way to do this is by inverse mapping but we do not deepen the 
subject as it not the purpose of this section to present a complete texture 
mapping theory. 
Surface 
Texture Parametrization · Object Projection Screen 
Space .... Space .. Space ,,,. r 
T(u,v) (Xw,Yw,Zw) (Xs,Ys) 
Figure 8.2 Overall texture mapping process[Wat193l 
We present below in Figure 8.3 an illustration of what could be a trabecular 
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In this chapter we describe some Conventional Stereology principles which are 
explained in [Kuo-Carter, 1991]. 
• 
1. Introduction 2 
2. The Directed Secant Method 3 
• 3. Methods 5 
3.1 Phase Distribution Method 7 
3.2 Primary Direction Method 9 






A.2 Appendix A 
1. Introduction 
Stereologic studies of trabecular bone have in the past been based primarily on 
polar plots of the mean intercept length (MIL), as described below. When 
characterizing the orientation of a material, the plot of the MIL is fit to a 
single ellipse. Because the principal axes of an ellipse are orthogonal, this 
technique presupposes that the material being studied is orthotropic. Tiris 
condition must be verified when applied to trabecular bone, in light of the 
objections to the trajectorial theory. 
We will describe below computational methods which can be used in 
stereologic analysis of a two-dimensional section of a substance to test for 
orthotropy within the plane, to give a measure of the isotropy or departure of 
isotropy that is superior to conventional measures, to provide quantitative 
evidence of the number and degree of orientations, and to test models of the 
material architecture directly - ail of which are readily applicable to developing 
a better understanding of the relationship _ between mechanical loading and 


























Conventional Stereology A.3 
2. The Directed Secant Method 
Stereology uses statistical measures gathered from two-dimensional sections 
of a substance to infer information concerning the structure of the material. 
The stereologic technique most often used for analysis of trabecular bone 
morphology is the directed secant method . 
This method calls for laying a grid of parallel lines, at an angle 0 about an 
arbitrary axis, across the section, as in Figure lA, and counting the 
intersections between the test lines and the boundaries of the « trabeculae ». 
This process is repeated with the test lines arranged at a series of angles 0 
from O to 180° . 
Figure 1 A : Sample pattern exhibiting obvious nonorthotropic characteristics. Test lines at angle 
0 shown. B : Rose of intercepts for sample pattern 
The total number of intersections per unit test line length [h(0)] is recorded 
for each angle, and its polar plot is often referred to as the « rose of 
intercepts » as shown in Figure lB. Altematively,_ the inverse of h(0), the 
mean intercept length MIL(0) is plotted. Typically, a single ellipse is fit to the 
polar plot of MIL(0). However, because an ellipse has orthogonal principal 
axes, using these axes to characterize the material orientation may be 
A.4 Appendix A 
misleading if the substance is not orthotropic, even if the ellipse provides a 
good fit. 
The degree of orientation is another important stereological measure. It is 
easily determined based on the stereological measure of the boundary length 
per unit area BA (also referred to as perimeter length density) : 
n--
B =-1 (0) 
A 22 L (1) 
BA is used to find the degree of orientation 
% orientation = 
100 [IL (max)-IL (min)] 
BA 
(2) 
This measure is most applicable for materials possessing a single direction of 
orientation ; for materials with multiple directions of orientation, the results 

























Conventional Stereology A.5 
3. Methods 
It has been noted that the directed secant method, when applied to a sample 
pattern of straight lines with orientation <I> with respect to the horizontal, will 
produce a rose of intercepts such as shown in Figure 2 . 
Figure 2 A : Sample pattern of straight lines with orientation <1>=90°. B : Corresponding rose of 
intercepts 
Mathematically, the rose of intercepts for this sample pattern can be expressed 
as: 
where cois an indicator of the total line length in the direction <I> . 
A.6 Appendix A 
Figure 3 A : Sample pattern of straight lines in two perpendicular directions. B : Corresponding 
rose of intercepts 
Figure 3 shows that the rose of intercepts for a sample pattern consisting of an 
array of straight lines in two different directions ct>1 and ct>2 is of the form : 
(4) 
and c1 and c2 describe the relative total line lengths in the two principal 
directions. The corresponding MIL(0 ) plot is a combination of two ellipses. 
Trabecular bone is often considered to be made up struts and plates arranged 
in a variety of positions and directions. If we assume that a two-dimensional 
slice of trabecular bone exposes these structural elements as a series of lines of 
various lengths arranged at various positions and orientations, we can find the 
estimated rose of intercepts ÎL(0) with : 
Îj0) = tcjl sin ( 0-ct>j) 1 (5) 
J=l 
where the bone pattern is modeled as a series of lines pointing in n directions, 
with a weighting ( or degree of orientation) Cj corresponding to each direction 
ct>j. We likened this relation to a convolution between the sine fonction and c 
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3.1 Phase Distribution Method 
From Equation 5, we see that the rose of intercepts is simply a sum of rectified 
sine waves of identical frequencies bu~ varying phases - the phases being the 
angles of orientation. Just as a frequency disrtibution plot produced from a 
Fourier transform provides the magnitude of sinusoïdal signals over a range of 
frequencies, the phase distribution plot provides the magnitudes of sine waves 
. over a range of phases . 
Plots similar to the phase distribution have proved useful in describing the 
preferred orientations of trabecular bone, but they typically are vaguely 
qualitative in nature. The rose of intercepts, however, can be used to produce 
a more quantitative phase distribution computationally. The technique is very 
flexible and is compatible with many conventional automated stereology 
systems . 
The continuous fonction c is solved by deconvolving the continuous version of 
Equation 5. Unfortunately, this technique does not constrain the magnitudes 
to be positive, resulting in a different interpretation of c from that given above . 
We can solve the continuous problem for c (which was denoted the 
distribution density /(0)) constrained positive, with a Fourier series 
approximation. The results are problematic for complex materials, because the 
harmonies of the Fourier series confuse the results. For the purposes of 
studying trabecular bone, we prefer discrete « bins » for the phase distribution. 
To produce the phase distribution from the rose of intercepts, the angles <I>j 
(j=l, 2, ... , n) are typically selected over a range 0° ::; <I>i < 180°, distributed 
uniformly. Least-squares parameter estimation facilitates the calculation of the 
unknown magnitudes Cj (j=l, 2, ... , n). If the rose of intercepts is given atm 
angles 0i (i=l, 2, ... , m), the number of phases that can be solved for is n::;; m. 
Use of n 2': m results in overfitting of the data . 
A.8 Appendix A 
We wish to minimize the difference J between the measured rose of intercepts 
and that obtained from the- model. Using a least-squares measure of this 
difference, the objective can be written as : 
minimizel= L(Ii(eJ-Îi(eJ )2 
i=l 
subject to Cj 2:'. 0 for j =l, 2, ... , n. This can be expanded after substituting : 
(7) 
so that the objective is to minimize: 
(8) 
subject to Cj 2:'. 0 for j = l, ... , n. h(0)2 is not a fonction of Cj and therefore 
may be dropped from the objective fonction. By also making the following 





forj = 1, ... , n and k = l, ... , n, the optimization problem may be written as: 
























Conventional Stereology A.9 
Parameters describing the accuracy of the least-squares fit can be obtained 
using the following equations : 
• error sum of squares ssE= !(Ir(eJ-ÎAeJ)2 (13a) 
i=l 
• total sum of squares SST= t(1L ( ei)-IL( 0i))2 
1=! 
(13b) 










3.2 Primary Direction Method 
The trajectorial theory as expressed by Wolff argues that in a two-dimensional 
slice there are only two directions, intersecting at 90°, that the trabecular 
architecture will follow. In studying this theory, it may be desirable to 
compare stresses calculated with a fmite element model to the two (or more) 
primary directions of the observed trabeculae. Once an assumption has been 
made concerning the number of trabecular trajectories, one can use the 
primary direction method to calculate the primary directions, and the degree of 
isotropy (the lack of orientation). While no additional information is supplied, 
the results are packaged in a form suitable for comparison with such models. 
Suppose a test substance is known to be oriented along two directions, i.e., 
the substance can be modeled as straight lines at two angles <I>j (j=l,2). These 
angles and the corresponding magnitudes Cj can be solved directly. Tuen the 
objective can be written as : 
A.10 Appendix A 
minimizeJ= !.(Ii(0i)-c11 sin (0i -<1>Jl-c2 I sin (0; -<I>Jlr 
i=l 
(14) 
with respect to 0° ~ <I>j < 180°, Cj ~ 0 for j =l, 2, which will give the best fit 
for two directions of orientation. Note that the difference with the phase 
distribution method is that <I>j are here considered to be unknowns. 
The primary direction method described can be extended to accommodate 
isotropy. The rose of intercepts for a completely isotropie substance is given 
by: 
Jj 0;) = c0 (i = 1, 2, ... , m) (15) 
Thus a substance with two directions of orientation and a degree of isotropy 
can be modeled with an estimated rose of interèepts : 
Î L ( 0) = c0 + c1 1 sin ( 0- <I>1) 1 + c2 1 sin ( 0 - <1>2) 1 (16) 
and the objective fonction is : 
minimize J = !(IL ( 0; )-co -cl I sin ( 0i -<I>l) l-c2 I sin ( 0i -<I>J I r (17) 
i=l 
with respect to 0° ~ <1>1 < 180°, 0° ~ <1>2 < 180°, co ~ 0, c1 ~ 0, c2 ~ O. 
Because this objective fonction is not smoothly differentiated with respect to 
the independent variables <I>j, the solution is difficult to obtain using standard 
nonlinear programming techniques. However, if the number of primary 
directions is small, search methods for <I>j are adequate. 
A crude but simple search method is simply to use the quadratic programming 
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2 
1( <I>i' <I>2) = !(! L ( ei )-co - C1<l>;1 - C2<I>;J (18) 
i=l 
with respect to co 2:: 0, c1 2:: 0, c2 2:: 0 for a list of values of <I>1 and <I>2. From 
the table of values of J (<l>1 , <l>2), one can choose the minimum, which is the 
best fit for the parameters co, c1, c2, <I>1, <I>2 . 
To solve Equation 18, the same technique as presented for the phase 
distribution method is used, except with : 
1 :!<I>il !<I>i2 
i=l i=l 
Q= !<I>il L<I>;l !, <I>;1 <I>;2 (19a) 
i=l i=l i=l 
2'<I>;2 !, <I>;1 <I>;2 !<I>:2 
i=l i=l i=l 
and: 
Equation 13 can be used to calculate the coefficient of determination for the 
least-squares fit. 
Equation 2 is adapted so that the relative degrees of orientation and isotropy 
can be expressed as the relative contribution each direction makes to the total 
rose plot: 
• 
A.12 Appendix A 
• degree of isotropy : (20a) • 






























Conventional Stereology A.13 
4. Practical Considerations 
The methods described here are highly dependent on the accuracy and 
resolution of the imaging systems used to digitize the image and produce the 
rose of intercepts. Many conventional techniques for performing automated 
stereology have inherent inaccuracy associated with the digitization of the 
sample image. This is true of computer analysis systems that either rotate test 
lines at varying angles across a stationary sample or lay a constant set of test 
lines across a sample that is rotated within the computer memory. 
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In this appendix, we describe the creation process of trabecular bones pictures 
which is used by Professor Tony S. Keller and described in [Zhu et al, 1994]. 
A quantitative serial sectioning technique and a video-imaging procedure are 
used to obtain precise (20-µm voxels, in a 5mm x 6mm x 7mm test volume) 
digital images of lumbar vertebral trabecular bone specimens. We first des-
cribe the preparation of the specimen, then we describe the imaging process . 
1. Specimen Preparation _____________________ 2 
2. Imaging Process 4 
B.2 Appendix B 
1. Specimen Preparation 
Human lumbar spines are harvested during routine autopsies. Sorne 9mm x 
9mm x 9mm cubic cancellous bone specimens are prepared from the vertebral 
centrum of the spines using an Isomet™ low-speed diamond saw. Selection of 
the samples is regionally random. However, the vertebral regions that have 
apparent defects in the continuity of trabeculae due to blood vessels and bone 
diseases are avoided. Bone specimens are irrigated with 0.9% saline during 
machining and following mechanical testing, and are stored frozen at -30°C. 
The bone specimens are thawed at room temperature for 2 hours before 
mechanical testing. Using an MTS 858 Bionix™ test system, each specimen is 
nondestructively loaded in compression ( E max =1 % ) along three orthogonal 
axes corresponding to the superior-inferior (SI), anterior-posterior (AP), and 
medial-lateral (ML) axes. The surfaces of stainless-steel load platens are po-
lished to a surface flatness of 2 µm cm-1 and lubricated prior to testing of each 
specimen. Load and displacement are recorded at lkHz using a Nicolet™ 430 
digital oscilloscope. Displacement are measured by means of crosshead mo-
vement and are corrected for the test machine compliance. A stress:-strain 
analysis program was developed to correct the recorded displacement, and to 
determine the elastic modulus, E. Elastic modulus is computed from the slope 
of the stress-strain curves using a strain range of 0.1 - 0.8%. 
After mechanical testing, the bone marrow is removed from the specimens 
using a high-pressure water jet and defatted with several acetone washes and 
rinses. The marrow-free samples are then dried in a fumace at 100°C for 1 
hour, and weighed on a Mettler AE 163 (Hightstown, NJ) analytical balance. 
Apparent dry density of the specimens is calculated as the ratio of the dry 
weight to the cube volume, the latter measured using a caliper (± 0.025mm). 
Specimens are then bleached using 3% hydrogen peroxide, embedded in black-


























Computed Tomography Imaging B.3 
facilitate infiltration of the polyester resin into the pores of the cancellous bone 
samples. 
Appendix B B.4 
2. lmaging Process 
In order to obtain a detailed understanding of the bulk variations in bone 
structure, bone specimens are serially sliced along the superior-inferior axis 
every 20 µm using a Reichert-JungR polycut E microtome. At an image reso-
lution of 20 µrn/pixel, 16-bit color video images of each sectioned surface are 
recorded using an image acquisition and analysis system. This image system 
(represented in Figure 1) consist of a CCD camera and a PC-80386 computer 
installed with a TARGA ™ 16 graphie board (Truevision, Inc., Indianapolis, 
IN) and a MIPS (Map and Image Processing Software) program 
(Microlmages, Inc., Lincoln, NE). The TARGA board is able to convert the 
image of the CCD camera into a digital screen dis play of 510 x 480 pixels with 
32,768-color resolution. A total of 250 planar digital images spanning 5 mm 
in depth for each specimen are obtained (one sample has only 200 images), 
producing a 3D 16-bit image array comprised of approximately 50 million 20-
µm voxels or volume pixels. For the remaining cancellous bone specimens, 
only the orthogonal surfaces are imaged. The 16-bit images are thresholded 
into white (bone) and black (marrow) binary images. The binary image arrays 
are then processed on a pc-80386 computer using C-language programs to 
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Computed Tomography Imaging B.5 
• CCD video camera Control monitor Dual screen display system 
D 
• □ □ 
• 
. Specimen to be captured 
Targa 16 frame grabber and PC-80386 computer using a MIPS program 
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